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HIYA, gals and galluses. Some wise man once said that the passing of time is marked by events instead of by the clock. That may be. But most of us remember small events better than the large, important ones. As I look back over my years of roaming the outlands, from Texas west, my sharpest memories are of Nature in her most spectacular moods.

Unforgettable are fifteen such occasions, at far-scattered places, when I was privileged to witness scenes so amazing as to awe and humble man’s mind and imagination. Let me try to describe and share them with you.

They were not all cataclysmic events, such as the violent and destructive force of tornado, flood or fire. Some, as you will see, were incidents as insignificant as the bursting of a seed pod, yet fraught with grandeur beyond human power to equal.

Only a few of those epochal displays of earth and sky concern the famous, outstanding scenic wonders of our land. On the contrary, many were staged at out-of-the-way places which you probably never have seen or even heard about.

Foremost among these obscure phenomena was a dawn over the Billy the Kid country in southern New Mexico, near Las Cruces.

An Unearthly Glow

I was wakened in my camp bed by an unearthly glow that spanned the sky from zenith to horizon. Such a dazzling splendor as some mortals envision in the moment of passing into the Great Beyond. As I gazed upward, breathless and spellbound, there came to my lips those words of the Battle Hymn of the Republic—“mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord.”

An overcast of fleecy clouds, in the magic light of dawn, made a solid canopy of hammered copper. It was so vivid that the same eerie glow was reflected over the entire landscape. Everything about me—rocks and sage and browsing horse—were living, bronze statuary. The far mountains shone like new, solid metal.

The display did not last long. In a few minutes full daylight destroyed the color and the landscape turned drab and colorless. If I had not woke up, just when I did, I would never have seen that copper dawn. In a dozen lifetimes such a thing might not again be seen.

A similar radiance roused me years later in a camp in the Wallowa Mountains of northeastern Oregon. This was no miracle of a colorful sunrise. It leaped out of the northern sky about midnight, a fan-shaped illumination of orange and blue-green of wavering intensity. I thought it was a forest fire. Instead, it was a rarely brilliant aurora borealis. It lasted a half hour or longer, then faded into a still and starlit wilderness night.

In the Valley of Fire

A third marvel of color awed me one time in the Valley of Fire in southern Nevada. This one came in the dazzling glare of a hot midday.

It was a blood-red whirlwind. That desert “twister” was lifting a column of intensely red sand, which gives the locality its name, for hundreds of feet into the air.

As impressive, in a wholly different way, was a cloudburst over Daylight Pass in Death Valley. Through some freakish combination of light and shadow, the cloud and its trailing curtain of rain, was deep purple with a fringe of violet and lavender. The like of that will probably not repeat itself inside the next hundred years.

A simpler spectacle, but one I’ve remembered ever since I was a mighty small sprout, occurred one midsummer afternoon in the high and rugged Rockies between Ouray and Silverton, Colorado. I was riding beside the
driver on an oldtime six-horse Concord stagecoach. Skirting the brink of a deep canyon, we looked down on a rainstorm. The top of the storm clouds were far below us, billowing and churning like suds in a washing machine, and drenching the rugged boulders underneath them with glistening rivulets. Seldom does mortal man share with Jupiter such a performance.

About the most unexpected and dramatic storm scene in my recollection seemed to have been staged for my special benefit one day in late autumn when I was heading south out of Oregon.

Mount Shasta

The first heavy snow of the season was falling in the Siskiyous, as I entered northern California. Mist and vapor and low, swirling clouds completely hid that majestic landmark, Mount Shasta as I approached it. Then, topping the Black Butte summit, the storm suddenly cleared and lifted. There loomed the 14,162-foot peak, solid, unbroken, dazzling white with new snow, from base to summit.

A landscape photographer might wait until his hair was just as pure white before that could occur again.

Twice I saw Nature in full fury, presenting unwelcome images of waste and destruction. Once it was a snowslide, mowing a swath through an evergreen forest, making matchwood of mighty trees. Another time it was a Texas gusher—a "gasser" oil well that caught fire, shooting a cauldron of flame and black smoke with a roar of volcanic power. It was man-made havoc, in a way. But though men had pierced the earth's crust, it was the uncontrolled power of Nature that snatched the climax from man's puny grasp.

The very biggest show among living things I ever beheld came about one morning when I was watching the sun rise out of the Pacific on the California coast.

That sounds strange, doesn't it? Claiming I saw the sun come up—not set—on our western shore. But there is a curving bay, a little north of Malibu, where the sun does seem to come up out of the ocean.

The sea was glassy-calm and as I watched from the beach a school of whales appeared about a quarter-mile offshore and started to blow.
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A JIM HATFIELD NOVEL BY JACKSON COLE

When an army of outlaws invades the Red River country, it's a case of "One war—one Ranger," as a fighting lawman gallops in!

THE SKELETON RIDERS

CHAPTER I

Gun Scrapes

THE NIGHT wind blew across the vast Red River land of northeast Texas. It picked up grit in the streets of Sherman, flinging it against wooden walls with audible violence, stinging the faces of people outside and the hides of mustangs waiting at the hitch-rails.

Flickering lanterns served as road lamps. The town was built around a square dominated by a low, unpainted structure known as "The Court House." Stores and hotels faced this plaza and the creaking plank sidewalks
were shaded by awnings. Along the ways branching off the plaza were private homes, and wagon wheel ruts crossing and crisscrossing, were deeply impressed in the waxlike soil. Roughly fourteen miles to the north flowed the mighty Red. Across the stream was the wild, lawless Indian Territory, haven of killers.

The town was lively and crowded. It was a junction of many stage and freight lines. Music and sounds of wassail rose, for at this late hour rough elements were in control, gamblers and celebrants thronging the honkytonks. Cowboys from surrounding ranches, freighters and stage drivers off the trails, travelers pausing overnight, loafers, and really dangerous customers from the brush come to town under cover of darkness rubbed elbows at the busy bars.

ABEL PYNE, middle-aged, solid citizen of Sherman, started and glanced up from his newspaper. It was after eleven and he had been thinking of turning in when the sharp rap came at his door. He sat for a moment and whoever it was knocked again.

Pyne was in his bare feet, wearing comfortable old pants and a gray shirt. A six-shooter in an open holster hung by its cartridge belt from a wooden peg. He stood up, starting for the door, then on second thought turned and reached for the revolver, thrusting it into his trousers waistband before opening the door.

In the dimness on the low porch stood a stringy figure in range leather and spurred halfboots. On his head rested a flat-topped Stetson with an oval metal ornament attached to the crown, about the size and shape of a deputy’s badge.

“I have an important message for Mister Abel Pyne, suh,” began the visitor politely. “Is he home?”

“That’s me. What’s up? Do I know you?” Pyne peered at the stringy fellow, seeking to distinguish the features shadowed by the hat brim.

“Marshal Tim Suyderman told me to come, suh. Are you alone?”

“Yes, I am. Come in, come in.” Pyne’s caution evaporated at mention of the city marshal, an able, brave officer and an old crony of Pyne’s.

The caller trailed him in and Pyne swung to stare at him in the lamplight. He had a thin, sharp face, his skin yellowish, his mouth bitterly lined and fringed by brownish beard stubble. His protruding cheekbones were high, his muddy eyes bloodshot and sunk deeply in his bony head.

Pyne had a sudden premonition. “Say, I know you! I saw your picture on a Wanted poster at the marshal’s office. You’re the Wasp.”

“Mister Tourneau to the likes of you, Pyne,” snapped the bitter, stringy man.

Abel Pyne was an old hand. He knew he had been tricked into admitting a dangerous bandit. He made another miscalculation now, a natural one since he had no way of guessing the Wasp’s real purpose. He concluded the outlaw had come to rob him and as he had his cash well-hidden and little on him, he decided to wait instead of fighting. He had a choice only for a breath for the Wasp’s bony hand ripped out a Colt.

Even as Tourneau drew, a cruel grin on his facile lips, more men dashed to the veranda and bolted through the open doorway. Pyne counted a dozen in the startled glance he spared them. They wore hats of the same shape as the Wasp’s, with the metal insignia. They had on masks, painted with white eyes, nose dot and grinning mouth. Above the skeleton false face their own eyes glinted. On the outsides of their boot tops were daubed white circles.

“All right, take my money,” growled Pyne, raising his hands.

“I want more than that,” replied Tourneau.

Then Abel Pyne realized they had come to kill him. He dropped a hand to his gun but the Wasp fired into him without further warning. A couple of Tourneau’s friends threw more lead into the victim who sagged to the floor.

As the Wasp bent to check up on the dying Pyne, alarmed cries came from the street. Gunfire opened and the startled Tourneau slipped and fell flat, then rolled
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over gripping his pistol. Several men rushed at the outlaws, shooting and giving the shrill Rebel yell. Bullets whizzed thick through the doorway and one of Tourneau's followers, just in front of the Wasp, was hit and knocked sprawling, dead before he landed.

A plug of black chewing tobacco and a folded white paper had fallen from the Wasp's pocket as he went down but he did not notice this in the excitement. He Synderman broke off with a muttered curse, realizing that his friend was past hearing anything. "Come on, boys, after the sidewinders!"

They ran out in pursuit and guns barked in Sherman as they sought to bring down more of the skeleton-masked killers.

YOUNG LAKE STAPLES yawned and shifted his position a bit to ease his muscles. He was standing night guard for his employer, Lucius Evans, owner of the Box E Ranch which was northward of Sherman, Texas. Sherman was nearly ten miles away while the Red River ran four miles above the rise on which the buildings stood. A tributary of the mighty Red furnished the cattle and the people with water.

The moon was full and high in the sky and Staples could pick out details by its brilliance. The long, low house, made of rough lumber cut at a sawmill after being hauled from the forest, stood against the silver sky, powdered with pale stars. A barn, a small bunkhouse, a couple of sheds and cribs, corrals with rail shadows distinctly black on the lighter ground, flat wagons and equipment showed at the Box E headquarters.

Slowly, Lake Staples rounded the barn to start another tour, stepping into the bright moonlight. He carried a loaded rifle and in his side holster rode a six-shooter. Whippcord riding pants and spurred halfboots adorned his sturdy legs. His shirt was brown and he had pushed up the brim of his high Stetson in front. He was in his early twenties, tireless and good-natured. His powerful body was well-formed, his flesh bronzed and his blue eyes clear and steady on the beholder, his features as even as his temper.

Staples was a typical Texas cowboy. His mother had died when he was a small child and he had run away from home at the age of fourteen to ride the range. After difficult years of knocking around he had grown to full size and had made several trips up the Trail to Kansas with Lone Star herds. A couple of years before he had stopped at the Box E and Evans had taken him on as a hand. Staples had

had no time for anything but escape and scurried to one side, out of direct line with that door. "It's Marshal Synderman!" shrieked a bandit, cut in the arm by a chunk of lead.

The Wasp did not delay but dove through a window, his men splitting off in all directions. A wide, heavy figure jumped inside, a man of fearless mien, bulldog jaw set. He wore a city marshal's star and worked an accurate Colt. This was Marshal Tim Synderman, Lion of Sherman, and with him were half a dozen public-spirited and toughened citizens acting as his deputies when they were needed.

"Abel! Abel, are you bad hit? I glimpsed the Wasp and trailed him here!"
remained at the ranch because of Edith Evans, daughter of the house. Edith was a couple of years younger than he, an animated, chestnut-haired beauty.

The young woman was asleep inside now and besides guarding the woman he loved, Lake Staples had a deep sense of duty to his employer and to the Evans family. He was deeply attached to them all and willing to sacrifice his own life for them if need be.

The threat to the Box E was somewhat vague. Several days before a letter had been delivered by messenger from Sherman. The settlement, which was an important crossroads for stage and freight lines, was the bailiwick of Marshal Tim Suyderman, a courageous officer who had been bracing the outlaws from Indian Territory. Suyderman warned Evans, an old friend, that the rancher’s life was in danger. The marshal had mentioned Ed Tourneau, the Wasp, a dangerous bandit chief infesting north Texas. Abel Pyne, a decent citizen of Sherman, had already been slain. But Suyderman could furnish no logical reason, beyond ordinary robbery, as to why the Wasp had been ordered to slay Abel Pyne and others, among them Evans and two Box E neighbors, George Welder of the 1-2 and Duncan Kilgore of the Slash K, who shared common range in the vicinity.

Lucius Evans had not been unduly alarmed at the threat to his life. He was a Confederate veteran and had fought in the Texas brigades throughout the terrible conflict. He had pioneered in the Red River land, fighting Indians and worse white outlaws and had raised a family and held his own. Such men were not easily stampeded, in fact, they were apt to pooh-pooh danger and be over-confident. But Mrs. Evans and Edith had insisted some consideration be given to Suyderman’s warning. Hence, a waddy had been posted on night guard. Nothing had occurred and the ranch had relaxed.

“Buffalo gals, are you comin’ out tonight, comin’ out tonight, comin’ out tonight—dance by the light of the moon!” Staples hummed the familiar tune in a low voice so as not to disturb anybody. The night was warm, windows and doors stood wide open. In the main house slept the family, in the bunkhouse his comrades, waddies of the Box E.

Suddenly Staples checked his slow patrol, listening with cocked head. Then he ran around to the north side of the ranch. Across a rolling plain which led to the banks of the mighty Red, drove a walter of horsemen. The beat of the numerous hoofs had telegraphed through the earth and warned Lake Staples of their approach.

Their speed brought them swiftly in. In the moonlight, Staples made out their dark figures but what was really startling were their faces. Every one had whitened eyes, nose and grinning mouth slash and at a couple of hundred yards the face seemed that of a skeleton. The astonished Staples lost another couple of seconds as he stared, the strange uniformity of their countenances puzzling him.

Then he uttered a double-sized whoop and fired his rifle over the oncoming riders. “Box E, up and at ’em! All out, here they come!” A volley roared his way. He saw the flaming muzzles and hastily skipped around the turn as bullets rapped into the wooden wall or kicked up dirt sprouts at its base.

STAPLES crouched at the corner, calling to his friends. There was no doubt as to the intention of the approaching band. Marshal Suyderman had been right. Staples peered out, and as the enemy had rapidly drawn closer he could distinguish more details. Over glowing, silver-white round orbs glinted a second pair of eyes, a bizarre impression. “Masks!” muttered the cowboy. White paint daubs on dark cloth formed the mask each killer wore. All seemed to have on flat-topped hats, in front a shining metal ornament.

Staples could see white circles painted on boot tops pressed against the heaving mustang ribs.

Already the ranch, alerted by the guard’s shouts, had jumped to action. At Evans’ order, they had slept on their arms and all a man had to do was leap up, seize his gun and rush forth to battle. Lake Staples aimed his second shot and hit a horse, which slewed off and threw its rider. On the next squeeze of his trigger, Staples got the dismounted bandit. Rifles began flashing from the house windows and a knot of cowboys from the bunkhouse trotted into position, squatting in the
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shadows and throwing lead at the attackers.

Staples could see what was going to happen and he swung, dove through an open window and took up his position there. Met by a hot fusillade, the outlaws howled like coyotes and the driving band split against the house, veering to either side and shooting from their saddles as they passed.

Lake managed to wound another as they flew by his loophole. Then they had spurred on and out of range, pulled rein and swung to reform.

"Hair in the butter! What in tarnation blazes is all this about?" boomed a deep, commanding voice in the brief lull. "Lake, where are you? You hit?"

"No suh. They were comin' like the heel flies were after 'em, suh, and I barely had time to signal," replied Staples, rising to join his boss, Lucius Evans of the Box E.

"Edie, light a candle but keep it shaded," ordered Evans. "Jeff, break out that extra carbine ammunition, pronto, hop to it. Mike, tell the boys to come in. we'll hold the house if nothin' else. Why, the cusses brought an army along to wipe us up!"

The dim flicker of a match, then the tiny yellow flame of a candle offered a bit of illumination. Lucius Evans was a tall, powerful Texan, his goatee and mustache, his thick curly hair, touched by gray. Once a Confederate officer of cavalry, his wind-browned hide had a reddish tinge, and his dark eyes were strong. His nose had a high bridge, hooked like a hawk's beak. He had on gray pants and shirt and had run out in his bare feet at the alarm.

Edith Evans, daughter of the household, was a chestnut-haired beauty, with an oval, animated face and mischievous amber eyes. She was small, beautifully formed, and she glanced at Lake Staples first of all to make sure he was not hurt. Her mother, Flora, had joined the group in the main room, a comely woman from whom Edith had inherited her good looks. The three sons, Mike, Jeff and Wash, were strapping young fellows, Mike, the eldest, having just turned twenty, and Wash, the baby, being sixteen. Mike now returned, leading half a dozen armed cowboys who worked for Evans. They had been asleep in the bunkhouse when the attack opened.

Jeff fetched in two gunnysacks from a storeroom and cut the drawstrings, dumping cartridges in a heap on the mat. "Help yourselves, boys," said Evans. "Pick a loop and keep to one side, don't show yourselves like danged fools. They outnumbered us five to one."

Doors were bolted and heavy pieces of furniture shoved against them. An inverted bushel basket was placed over the candle for they needed a bit of light by which to load and move about. Edith and her mother would tend guns and give a hand, and when a fighter was wounded, the women would attend to him.

Wash Evans, who had been peeking from a window on the other side, called a warning. "Here they come back, Pop!"

"Keep low, folks," warned Lucius Evans. He had his pet rifle snugged to his shoulder as he knelt by a window corner, off at an angle so bullets tearing through would not easily find him. The ranchers roared a challenge at the marauders.

"What you sidewinders want here? Move off or we'll cut you down!"

A sharp voice answered. "Surrender, Evans. If you show any more fight, not one of you will find any mercy in us."

Staples was at the window next the one covered by his employer. He took careful aim with his carbine as lines of skeleton-faced horsemen savagely spurred at the Box E.

---

CHAPTER II

Ordered to Danger

CAPTAIN William McDowell, chief of Texas Rangers at Austin, hunched over his desk, staring at the strange letter clutched in his gnarled hand. Mellow sunshine stole through the windows at headquarters but nature's blight could not soothe the ancient officer. He was seething with volcanic wrath.

A fighting man from all the way back, Bill McDowell had been pinned down by the infirmities of age. Yet he was still indispensable to his mighty state in the endless struggle between good and evil, Texas was huge and offered so many tempting opportunities to outlaw minds
that the handful of hard-pressed field operatives available had to keep eternally on the move. "Hatfield's just come in from a tough job. He ought to have a breather but this is so all-fired important I'll have to send him out pronto," muttered McDowell. He banged the call-bell and gave his orders, jumping to his feet and pacing back and forth as he waited.

An astonishingly large, powerful young man soon slouched into the sanctum. This was Jim Hatfield, McDowell's best officer. He stood well over six feet, his deep chest and wide shoulders tapering to a slim waist, ringed by belts from which depended the oil holsters casing his heavy Colt revolvers. The legendarium speed with which Hatfield could bring his guns into play was known to the old captain. Hatfield could fight with a panther's ruthless savagery against evil antagonists. He could outlast any man in the saddle and in withstanding hardships in the field.

"Yes suh, Cap'n Bill," drawled Hatfield. His voice was soft, and very gentle. Slim hands hung easily at his sides. He wore no uniform, his clothing that of the range rider, leather trousers, a blue shirt, a big Stetson, bandanna, spurred riding boots. Long lashes shaded his gray-green eyes, the tight jaw and lean face broken by a wide, good-natured mouth. His black hair was crisp with youthful health.

Beyond his physical attributes, Hatfield had that intangible characteristic which made him a leader among men and drew others to him. People felt his strength and took comfort in it. He could think quickly and accurately in the teeth of danger. For in the struggles he waged, more than sheer smashing force had to be used. His mind was brilliant, capable of coping with the shrewd, devious machinations of the super outlaws he had to brace.

"This is the brazenest yet!" growled McDowell. "Look at this. In all my years buckin' bandits, I never saw anything like it." He shoved the letter toward the Ranger. "Marshal Tim Suyderman of Sherman, up on the Red River, sent it to me."

The grave, gray-green eyes scanned the bold, flowing script.

Dispose at once of the following: Abel Pyne, who lives in the square white house on North Main. Lucius Evans, owner of the Box E north of Sherman, George Welder of the 1-2 and Duncan Kilgore,Slash K. By now you must have organized according to my instructions. I want disciplined men and the methods I ordered are best. Make no errors. This is vital. Will join you on the 12th.

There was neither salutation nor signature.

"Where did Marshal Suyderman get this, suh?" asked Hatfield.

"He found it close to Abel Pyne's body in Sherman. They have already tried for ranchers mentioned and by this time may have succeeded in finishin' 'em. You can trust Suyderman, he's a good hombre and an unusually fine officer for a town marshal. He'll give the Rangers all possible assistance. Here's Suyderman's note, which came with that outlaw letter. The marshal says he spotted an outlaw chief named Ed Tourneau, known as the Wasp, at Pyne's the night Pyne was shot. The Wasp hides out in the Territory and commands a bunch of gunhands."

Jim Hatfield nodded. "We've had plenty trouble up that way suh, and we'll go on havin' it till Indian Territory is settled and under real law. Every killer and bandit in the country heads for it to hide out."

He rose to take his leave as McDowell finished briefing him. In the sun-kissed yard, a beautiful golden gelding awaited the Ranger. The sorrel was a magnificent animal, capable of carrying the tall officer on his perilous, hard-driving missions. Beside the excellent saddle, there was a carbine in its boot, a slicker roll at the cantle, while Goldy's saddle pockets contained iron rations and a few necessities for life in the field.

Hatfield swung a long leg over his hull, waved to the Captain, watching with nostalgic longing as the Ranger set forth.

The Ranger's first stop was at a neat cottage on the outskirts of the capital. Westward, Mount Bonnell loomed over the flowing blue Colorado.

Austin, heart of Texas, was built on wide terraces stepping back from the river banks.

A lean youth of around sixteen rushed out to greet Hatfield. "Jim! Will you take me along this trip?"
"I reckon so, Buck, if your sister can spare you."

"Buck" Robertson was his protégé. The sun had bleached his light hair a tow color, his face was freckled, his nose tilted up. He was still growing, his lean figure in levis and a gray shirt. Hatfield was teaching him Ranger ways. The lad had a daring disposition and he needed the guidance and example of a strong man. Whenever he could, Hatfield took Buck along on his field runs, for the work served as an outlet for Buck’s bubbling energy, and often he proved of use to the officer.

Anita, Buck’s sister, came to smile up at Hatfield. She was a shapely young woman, a schoolma’am by profession. The light glinted on her golden hair, neatly arranged on her trim head. "Yes, surely, Buck may go," she agreed.

WITH A WHOOP of joy, Buck dashed toward the stable behind the cottage to saddle Old Heart 7, his chunky gray mustang. Hatfield spoke with Anita as he waited for his companion to make ready. The Ranger had come to the assistance of the Robertsons on the Brazos when they had been in peril, and they had become fast friends.

She stood on the lawn, waving to them as they rode away. The Red River was a long, arduous journey from Austin.

On the highway, as they neared Sherman, they had passed immense wagon trains carrying merchandise, creaking forward with great wheels caked by waxy soil. Night was at hand and in the warmth a haze hung over the seemingly unlimited range, rolling on and on, broken here and there by stands of timber or the upthrusts of great rock formations.

The lights were on as they walked their horses through the outskirts of Sherman, to the public square in the heart of the settlement. John Butterfield had been persuaded to route the St. Louis to San Francisco stage line through the town and this had assured Sherman’s growth as a marketing and transportation center, stages and freight wagons heading for the junction.

The plaza was spacious, with large, substantial buildings surrounding the square. Stores and saloons were abundant. Horsemen and citizens on foot showed in the yellow glow by oil-burning street lamps. Sherman was the county seat and the low, unpainted wooden Court House stood in the center. Saddled mustangs and mules awaited their masters, reins over the numerous rails. The plank sidewalks were crowded and Sherman was humming as usual.

Dubious looking characters rubbed elbows with spruce speculators from north and west, and in the middle of things, dogs and swine trotted hither and yon, picking up scraps and enjoying the company. There were plenty of loafers lounging on wooden benches along the walls. Music issued from honkytonks, the shrill voices of women joining with the cries of drunken men. Travelers, stopping overnight in Sherman, were out sightseeing before turning in at the hotel.

"We’ll snatch a bite and then we’ll contact Marshal Tim Suyderman, Buck," said Ranger Hatfield. "It’s dark and we can see him without all the rascals in town knowin’ we’re here."

There were plenty of places to buy a meal and the two stoked up with appetites keened by long hours of riding since the last mouthful. The Court House was dark. One door was marked "City Marshal" outside but it was locked.

"Tell you what," ordered Hatfield, "You go ask the bartender over there where Suyderman lives. He may be on patrol or he could be home eatin’ before the town tunes up for the evenin’."

Buck soon rejoined him. Suyderman lived in a small cabin up the next side street, according to Buck’s information, and the two mounted and headed for it. They swung off the main stem into a narrow byway. Rays from windows slanted across the rutted road while here and there a lantern was strung on a post. By this light they could distinguish details. Buck pointed at a one-room shack set back a few paces from the plank sidewalk to their right.

"That’s it for shore, Jim. The barkeep said we couldn’t miss it."

"Push to the side. Let all those riders go by," ordered the Ranger. From the opposite direction bunches of horsemen came through the street.

Hatfield and Buck drew close to the walk but the band pulled rein and turned in, facing toward Suyderman’s. The Ran-
ger noted a metal ornament attached to
the flat-topped Stetson worn by each rider
and at first impression thought these fel-
loows might be deputys. "Looks like
they're collectin' for posse work at the
marshals," he murmured.

A couple of leaders jumped down.
"Marshal Suyderman! Hustle, there's a
killin' up the road!" shouted one, in an
excited voice.

The Ranger uttered a startled exclama-
tion. The armed crew pulled up masks
which had been looped about their throats,
ready to be raised. He stared at the
strange features, grinning, oversized
mouth, daubed nose and round white orbs,
while above the latter a second pair of
eyes showed, offering a bizarre impres-
sion. To an unfortunate victim the aspect of
the attackers could be most terrifying.

Hatfield reached for a Colt, the hammer
spur under a long thumb as the weapon
cleared the oiled, supple leather case.
"Watch it, Buck! I don't like the looks of
this."

They had been seen and several masked
men trotted their horses at the two, pushed
them to the edge of the street. "Go on,
dust out of here if you know what's good
for you!" sang out the fellow in front. Hat-
field could make out their dark figures,
and their guns were rising.

"Douse your light and stay inside, Suy-
derman!" bellowed the Ranger, throwing
a quickie over the array of skeleton-faced
gunhands.

But the cabin door was already opening.
In the yellow rectangle appeared a wide,
heavy figure. Hatfield had an impression
of a bulldog face and the gleam of a bald
pate but then a dozen Colts and shotguns
roared in unison. The man in the door-
way was hit by a shower of bullets, shud-
dering as the murderous metal drove into
him. The pistol he had in one hand rose
and flamed, a final defiance, but he was
sagging and fell on his doorsill, the at-
tackers pouring more and more lead into
the body.

"He's done in," gasped Buck.
"Let's get out of here. Nothin' we can
do now."

Weapons were rising and shots an-
swered the Ranger's Colt. Metal rapped
into the house walls or kicked splinters
from the plank sidewalk as they spurred
off and picking up speed, drove for the
CHAPTER III

Broken Contract

BULLETS were hunting Buck and the Ranger but before the masked killer could bring their concerted fire around to riddle the fast-moving targets they had reached the corner, jerking rein and sliding around it into the square.

"They're comin' for us," said the Ranger. "Put the Court House between your hide and the cusses, Buck. Pronto."

In spite of the crowds, alarmed at the bursts of gunfire from the side way, the marauders dug in their spurs, whooping it up like coyotes as they followed Hatfield and his youthful comrade. Men jumped back for shelter, hunting cover, while the loafers disappeared as though by magic. In Sherman, as in most frontier settlements, it was every man for himself and nobody cared to interfere in a stranger's behalf at the cost of his own life. Boldly, the galloping outlaws surged into the plaza and pelted on the Ranger's trail. Slugs hunted the two who turned behind the bulky Court House.

"Come on, get Old Heart 7 movin'," ordered Hatfield, kicking the chunky gray mustang ahead. He took the rear guard, Colt gripped in one hand, guiding with his knees as he glanced back. His chinstrap was taut, the rugged jaw set and his gray-green eyes had darkened, icy as an Arctic sea.

As they hastily left the Court House they were again visible to the pursuers. But they made for a street leading westward, and aware of singing lead over them and around their galloping mounts, cut between two lines of houses. Goldy and Old Heart 7 were superior animals and good for a fast spurt, though they had come a long way that afternoon.

For a time it was a race. They tore over a rolling, moonlit flat, the top of the ridge on which Sherman was built. As they left the town behind them, the rank and file of the masked gunslingers fell hopelessly to the rear, a few keeping up the chase for a quarter mile before they sent a last, futile burst after the two out front.

Southwest, a patch of timber, below the dropping slope, drew Hatfield and Buck. They reached the dark shadows and pulled up for a breather. Reconnoitering, they found that the pursuers had given it up as a bad job and were moving northward, either returning to Sherman or headed for the Red River.

Hatfield removed his Stetson to mop his brow. "I'm afeared that was Marshal Suyderman they downed, Buck. That cuts our contact here. I was shore countin' on him. They say he was a real brave officer."

"If we'd have got there a mite sooner, folks could say the same for you, Jim," remarked Buck gravely. "They'd have caught us in there, off our guard."

They waited, resting their horses for an hour, then mounted and returned to Sherman, taking care to enter from another direction. But the center was normal enough and they saw no sign of their enemies. Hatfield entered a large honky-tonk and soon was engaged in conversation with a friendly bartender. Such gentry were sources of local information.

"Yes suh," the barkeeper told him cheerily. "They shore finished pore Tim Suyderman. He had twenty bullets in him, they say. Well, that Wasp and his bunch are mighty tough. I don't aim to tangle with 'em, not for all the gold in Californy."

"So you figger it was the Wasp plugged the marshal?"

The bartender shrugged and wiped the counter with a damp cloth. "Who else? Suyderman's been after Tourneau for a long while, and this ain't the first scrap they've had, though I reckon it's the last. Old Tim was a good feller."

"I'd like a peek at this Wasp hombre. Could you point him out?"

"Oh, he ain't here now. He only comes to town now and again. Those fellers hide out across the Red, in I.T."

The Ranger's silver star on silver circle, emblem of his office, was snugged in a secret pocket inside his shirt. It was his habit to enter a case without fanfare and learn the details of a situation before
publicly announcing his identity. To the observer he looked like a big cowhand or rancher, and could pass as such.

Hatfield rejoined Buck, who was on watch near the entry. He pointed out the bartender with whom he had been conversing. “You can spiel with him, Buck. We’ve lost our local contact in Sherman, with the marshal dead. I want to call on Lucius Evans at the Box E and mebbe he can tell me somethin’. I hope that ravenin’ bunch of four-eyed rascals hasn’t overrun him yet.”

They rode to a nearby livery stable, open all night, unsaddled the horses and rubbed them down, seeing to the animals themselves. Goldy and the chunky gray were left in a corral behind the stable while Hatfield and Buck rented a room at a hotel and turned in, weary from their exertions.

In the morning they consumed a hearty breakfast. Hatfield fixed a quirly and they stood leaning against a wooden wall, watching the bustling square, the Ranger giving his youthful friend instructions. “I’m ridin’ to the Box E to see Evans, Buck, it’s near ten miles north and a bit east of here, I understand. You stick in town and watch for the Wasp. With the marshal out of it, that letter is all I got to go on.”

Glorious sunshine bathed Sherman. The plank sidewalks were crammed with men, some in patched homespun, others in dandy’s attire, with women in bustled dresses and bonnets. Saddle horses and teams stood thick in the plaza. Travelers were coming out to embark in the stages, drawn by plunging mules or horses, the drivers swearing and plying the whip. Swine rooted in the streets, picking up garbage flung from doors and windows, lean hounds were snarling and fighting over scraps of meat.

Big freight wagons were loading or unloading down the line and across the way an auctioneer with a voice as shrilly penetrating as a whistle blast was selling off bales of cotton. Fierce looking riders, rifle slung over shoulder, saddlebags stuffed with game, cantered by on spirited mustangs, some leading pack mules with deer or buffalo quarters as loads, hunters off the plains come to sell their produce.

As the Ranger and Buck watched, a slow moving flat wagon appeared from the lane on which Suyderman had lived. It carried a plain pine box and there were several mourners along. “There goes the last of a brave hombre,” growled Hatfield, touching the brim of his Stetson. “The Wasp will pay for that.”

He felt that Buck would be safe enough around Sherman so long as the youth did not attempt anything foolhardy. The masked killers could scarcely have distinguished their features or much about them during that swift brush of the previous evening.

“Lie low, Buck, and keep your eye peeled,” warned Hatfield. “Don’t hunt any scrapes.”

Buck accompanied him to the livery stable where Hatfield saddled the golden sorrel. Taking leave of his comrade, the Ranger rode through town and hit a wind ing track leading roughly northward, in which direction lay the Red River. About fifteen miles from the ridge on which Sherman was situated a ferry crossed the stream. Below the Red and east along its uneven margin was the cattle range, the river serving as a drift fence for the pastures. Evans’ home was two thirds of the run to the ferry.

A brand sign nailed on a post had directed Jim Hatfield off the road. He crossed a shallow creek and sighted low buildings, a long house of weathered lumber, a barn and small bunkhouse, cribs, corrals with mustangs standing around. He had seen bunches of cows grazing as he approached.

The sun was yellow and warm and the spot seemed peacefully pastoral. The side creek was a tributary of the Red, winding this way and that, its banks lined with willows, alders and scrub growth.

The Ranger stared at the Box E. Nobody seemed to be around and this worried him. Possibly the Wasp had already struck with all his force. Then a faint puff of warm wind brought the odors of frying beef and of coffee coming to a boil. As he rode a bit closer he could make out the hot vapor issuing from a chimney, though the wood fire had burned to smokeless embers in the stove. He kept going and drew up in the yard.

“What you want?” challenged a hard voice.

Hatfield glanced around and saw a rifle
muzzle, covering him from a barn window.

"Hold it," called Hatfield. "I'm a cattle buyer from Waco. Is Mister Evans around?" Even if by chance the enemy had taken the ranch, this identification would not betray him.

A deeper, commanding voice spoke to him from the house. "Light and set. If you're what you say, you won't be hurt, suh. Come over to the front porch and let's have a good look at you."

**Hatfield** got down and taking care to keep his moves deliberate, strode to the low veranda. The door was open and he stood there, aware those inside were inspecting him and had him covered. The guard from the barn had emerged and was crossing the yard, rifle up, finger on trigger. The waddy was a young, well-made man, bronzed of flesh, his blue eyes keen and steady.

He wore range clothes, the brim of his Stetson turned up above his clean face. As he came into position so he could watch the visitor from the rear, a tall, powerful Texan of middle age came out of the house to confront the Ranger. His head was bare, his lion mane of curly hair, the goatee and mustache, touched by silver. He had a high-bridged hawk nose, and flashing dark eyes, and wore gray trousers and a faded shirt of the same hue. A heavy pistol was thrust into his black belt.

"Are you Mister Lucius Evans, suh?" asked the Ranger politely.

"I might be. Who are you and what's your business? Do you wish to buy cattle?"

Hatfield gave a brief shake of his head. Evans was staring up at him, impressed by his size and obvious power. "I'm from Austin, suh." He was sure of the rancher now, he could read honesty and good-heartedness in the strong man before him. And past Evans, he had seen younger men, slim and with their father's cast of visage, undoubtedly sons of the household, and a pretty young woman standing by a table set for the noon meal.

Before coming close to the Box E, Jim Hatfield had extracted his badge and held it in his left hand. Now he opened his fingers so Lucius Evans could see the silver star on silver circle. The rancher's manner immediately relaxed and he grinned. "Texas Ranger! Come in, suh, please do. Mighty glad you're here. If you'll be so kind, maybe you'll sample some of Mother's cookin'."

He sang out to the sturdy sentinel. "All right, Lake, this hombre is a friend. Shorty fed early. Tell him to take over and you eat with us yoreownself."

"My handle is Jim Hatfield, Mister Evans. I'd as soon not let too many folks savvy I'm a Ranger, till I've looked around."

"I savvy. We'll keep it close. That's Lake Staples, my best rider. You can ride the river with him any time. But come in, come in."

Hatfield entered the spacious main room. Introductions were in order. Hatfield's eye was taken by the chestnut-haired beauty, small and beautifully formed, who demurely greeted him as her father introduced her as his daughter Edith. She curtsied, and he thought he detected amusement in her eyes. Mrs. Evans was comely, smiling and hospitable. "My sons, Mike, Jeff and Wash," went on Evans, indicating the three strapping young fellows in leather.

Wash was about Buck's age. They stepped down a couple of inches in height from Mike, the eldest, with a strong brotherly resemblance.

"None of my boys have been sent to jail or elected to the legislature," jested their father. "I think that's a pretty good showin'."

At the side of the room waited a stout man, with a thick mustache and wide-set blue eyes fixed on the newcomer. He wore black trousers tucked into spurred calfskin boots, blue shirt and vest. His hair was thinning on top. He was perhaps four or five years younger than Lucius Evans. "This is George Welder, my neighbor on the east, Mister Hatfield. He owns the 1-2 Ranch." Welder shook hands, sun-seamed eyes smiling. The Ranger sized him up, for Welder was another of the victims itemized in the letter sent to McDowell by Marshal Suyderman.

Lake Staples came in the back way, removed his Stetson and stood near Edith, on whose finger Hatfield saw a gold ring. The Ranger decided from the young couple's manner that they were in love.

Dinner was ready, the board loaded
with tempting viands. They sat down and the fall officer enjoyed home-made bread and butter, roast beef, preserves, good coffee and other delicacies. The Evans women obviously were excellent cooks. While they ate, Lucius Evans and Welder told the guest about the attacks which had been made upon them by the enemy.

"They wear masks painted with skeleton faces," Welder said. "The cusses came for me one night, but we beat 'em off. That was after they hit Evans and we were ready for 'em."

"How about Duncan Kilgore, Slash K?" inquired Hatfield.

"He ain't been attacked yet, but he's expectin' it. His spread is about five miles southeast of us," replied Lucius Evans.

The officer listened to the ranchers' accounts, weighing what they told him. They did not understand why Abel Pyne, who had been a decent, fine citizen, had been rudely slain by the Wasp and his crew, nor why they were being subjected to the vicious persecution of the outlaws. A Box E cowboy had been in Sherman early that morning to buy supplies and had returned with the shocking news of Marshal Suyderman's killing. The local officer's loss was a sad blow to the cowmen.

Hatfield brought forth the stained letter which had been picked up by Suyderman near Abel Pyne's body. Evans nodded as he saw it. "The marshal showed it to us before sendin' it to Austin, suh."

"You don't know who might have written these orders to Tourneau?"

Welder and Evans shook their heads.

The Wasp's chief was unknown to them. After the pleasing, substantial meal, the two ranchers and the Ranger sat smoking on the porch for a time, talking of plans to combat the foe. Then George Welder took his leave, starting back to his home. Hatfield thought he would like to meet Duncan Kilgore, the third involved in the letter.

"Staples will ride over with you," said Evans. "Dunc's on guard just like we are."

During the run, Hatfield talked with the cowboy. Staples was bright and very good-natured. He had an understanding with Edith Evans, as Hatfield had guessed, and by the time they arrived at the Slash K, a small ranch also on guard against the Wasp, the Ranger knew all about his companion, that Staples was a strong, splendid young fellow and worthy of the recommendation given by his employer.

Staples eased the way for him as they dismounted at the Slash K, introducing Jim Hatfield to Duncan Kilgore, a slim, wiry man with a black ribbon mustache and thin beard. Kilgore was of Scotch descent, dour, solemn, but upright and honest. For a time the Ranger chatted with him but Kilgore could add nothing to what the others had told the officer from Austin.

"Stay on guard, suh, and I'll see what's what," advised Hatfield as he said good-by.

"You'll hear from me soon."

He dropped Lake Staples at the Box E, rested and watered Goldy, then started his return to Sherman, taking a roundabout route so he could get a better idea of the country. Ridges rose, step on step, back
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from the wide valley of the Red, over which hung a pastel haze. The grass was good. Patches of woods and the winding lines of brooks and creeks, broke the land. The Ranger knew there was a ferry to take passengers from Texas to Indian Territory at the end of the road between Sherman and the river. Cattle herds and mustang bands, being driven to Kansas and other northern markets, passed not far westward. Travelers on horseback moved back and forth across the Territory, at their peril.

Night had fallen as he rode back into Sherman. Buck Robertson was watching for him, waiting near the livery stable. "The Wasp's in town, Jim! He pulled up half an hour ago and went into the Ace Hotel."

"Is he still here, you reckon?"

"I think so. I kept an eye on him and after a couple of drinks in the bar, he went up to a second-floor rear room. There's armed guards on duty so I hustled here, hopin' you'd show. It's Room Sixteen."

"Bueno. You're shore it's our man?"

"Positive. I made friends with a feller my age who polishes boots in the plaza. He pointed out Tourneau, the Wasp, a stringy, mean lookin' cuss."

"Good work, Buck. We'll see what we can see."

Goldy cared for, the tall officer from Austin moved toward the noisy honkytonk occupying the northeast corner of the square. From Buck's report it sounded as though Ed Tourneau, field chief of the skeleton riders, was making a business contact. Hatfield was hoping for just this since the letter proved that the Wasp took orders from someone above.

CHAPTER IV

Hideout

BUCK POINTED at a long-legged, saffron-hided horse, with a silver-inlaid saddle cinched on its back. The animal was a fine one, the hull worth hundreds of dollars.

"That's the Wasp's bronc, Jim, so he ain't left yet. I hope none of 'em remember us from that little set-to."

"It isn't likely. Stick outside and watch."

Hatfield entered the saloon. The bar was long, and beside the dance floor were tables at which patrons might drink and eat. Attached wings held gaming parlors where every type of device was used to separate players from their cash. Poker and roulette, dice and birdcage, were running wide open as the Ranger looked around. The click of wheels, the babble, stamping feet as men jigged about with dancing women to the tunes blared out by piano and fiddles, made an ear-filling din. Customers stood three-deep at the bar. Some had white circles daubed on their boot uppers and were wearing flat-crowned hats with the nickel insignia in front. He was sure these were some of the Wasp's followers. As none paid him any special attention, he felt safe in concluding they did not recognize the elusive fugitive they had gone for after killing Marshal Suyderman.

The saloon was part of the Ace hotel. Guests were in the lobby and on the stairs. The Ranger strolled through and paused at the call desk, leaning on an elbow. A clerk stood nearby, on the counter a large, open ledger served as a register. "Howdy, suh," said Hatfield politely. "Is Room Sixteen taken?"

"Yes, mister. Professor Brite holds it for when he's in town. Fact is, we got no vacancies tonight, but we could bed you down in the stable."

"Well, I'll see about that later. Did you say Professor Brite? I wonder if he's the hombre of the same name that I know. Where's he hail from? Did he register?"

"Oh yes. Everybody has to sign. Here he is." The clerk was friendly enough with the tall man, who had a knack for making people like him. He pointed to a signature so Hatfield could see for himself.

Hatfield showed no sign of elation but the handwriting indicated matched that of the letter sent to the Wasp. "Professor Lening Brite, New Orleans, La." Under this was a cramped signature, "George Karnes," a ditto mark beneath New Orleans. The Ranger chatted for a time. "Reckon I'll step up and see if it's my pard, suh. He was from Galveston but he might have moved to New Orleans."

The clerk nodded and turned to another.
customer, having no objection as Hatfield climbed the stairs. He found himself in a hall running from back to front. To his left was a longer corridor in which, close to the farther end, slouched three gunhands wearing flat Stetsons, their waists circled by cartridge belts. He concluded they must be the guard outside the room into which Ed Tourneau had gone. As they casually glanced his way, he walked straight on, room doors on both sides, and soon came to the hall serving rooms overlooking the square. This way was parallel to the rear aisle, and he moved along to the fourth side of the rectangle, similar to the first but with no stairs leading up to it.

He stepped softly since the construction was very flimsy. Cracks yawned between upright, unpainted boards serving as partitions, the raw lumber having shrunk throughout the years. The rooms on the inner section would have no windows, only skylights, though not much space was wasted. Obviously the extra story had been hastily added, no doubt to accommodate the flood of travelers arriving when Sherman had become a junction.

The hotel shook from the stamping below, the din rising with little hindrance. What slight sounds the Ranger made were lost in the shuffle, the hum of voices and clinking of glass, the sentries chatting and drinking just around the corner.

At the turns the wall space was twice that between the other rooms. He wondered if a single door might serve two-room suites and decided to find out. The last door in his corridor was just out of sight of the guards. He stopped there, listening, but could catch no hint there might be occupants inside. The tenants, at such an early hour, would no doubt be downstairs or out somewhere, eating and drinking. Hatfield tried the latch. It lifted and the thin panel pushed open.

The room was dark save for what little light slanted in from the windows, open on a side court. As he entered, he was not challenged, and he closed the door, found the bolt and shot it home. He could see two cots, a bureau, chairs and other furnishings around. And as he had hoped, there was a connection into the corner room which did not have a hall entry.

As he tiptoed across the second chamber he saw faint yellow slits of light com-

The conference, to Hatfield’s disappointment, was about over. Brite stood up, nodding. “See you in the morning. Need sleep.”

Hatfield decided that the third man must be George Karnes, who had checked in with Professor Leming Brite. Karnes was oversized, powerful in build. His light hair
was clipped short on his round head, his eyes a pale-blue. He wore a white shirt and blue trousers and a pistol in a shoulder holster whose strap crossed his mighty chest. In some long ago brawl his nose had been mashed in and this, added to a cauliflower ear, did not improve his features. Karnes looked really tough.

"Come on, Brakeman, I'll show you the town," said the Wasp, rising.

Brakeman Karnes seized his black hat and set it on his head. From the pocket of a blue coat, lying near his suitcase on the bed, he brought forth a steel spanner, a long wrench such as roadworkers used in their work. He flourished this at the Wasp, grinning on one side of his thick-lipped mouth. "Persuader," he announced, and dropped the spanner into his pants pocket.

Ed Tourneau and Brakeman Karnes saluted Brite. They closed the door as they left. The Professor took a document from his satchel and for a time studied it under the hanging lamp, hunched over the table. From a neat round leather case he extracted a bottle of ink and a pen, and made a few improvements or changes. Replacing the paper, he unfolded another, larger paper which the watching Ranger thought might be a map. Once, as he worked, Brite turned around and stared straight at the wall and it seemed to Hatfield the Professor must have heard him, perhaps glimpsed the sheen of his gray-green eye pressed to the crack.

But then Brite lighted a cheroot, and carefully put away his work. He threw down a couple of stiff jolts of redeye and smoked away. Soon he killed the cheroot and went to bolt his door. Yawning, Brite lifted the satchel off his bed and shoved it underneath. He took a pinch of snuff and sneezed twice, had a final nightcap of whisky. Finally the Professor kicked off his shoes and reached to turn down the lamp.

At this instant Professor Brite froze for a moment, then swung with a feline movement, drawing his revolver and cocking it. He was watching the hall door, his long head cocked. He got up and tiptoed toward it. The din from below abated a trifle. Hatfield, who had been engrossed in spying on the Professor, suddenly realized that somebody was violently shaking and kicking at the entry to the suite he was in. Now the tenant, no doubt highly indignant at being locked out of his own rooms, began shouting for the clerk and manager. Hatfield glided to the connecting portal. "Let me in! Unlock that door, cuss it!" bellowed somebody in the hall. But the Ranger turned to an open widow and looked out. The drop was not too great and he slid through, hanging from the outer sill for a moment before letting go. He landed in sandy dirt at the side of the Ace, relaxed and unhurt as he hit. Rising, he hurried away.

BRAKEMAN KARNES and Ed Tourneau were whooping it up downstairs. A couple of young women had joined the two toughs and they were dancing. The lobby clerk appeared from the back of the hotel and put away a short ladder by which he had climbed into the locked suite and let in the rightful tenant. Sometimes drunken men overslept the stage departures, unless awakened, and the ladder came in handy when they bolted themselves in.

In the shadows down the line, Hatfield consulted with Buck. "I don't believe this Professor sidewinder will move till mornin'," said the Ranger, after giving Buck a quick sketch of what he had learned. "We need a snooze so we'll turn in and get back on watch at dawn. I'm shore Brite is the hombre who ordered the Wasp to kill Abel Pyne and the ranchers. He's just as long as a snake and drags the ground when he walks. Brite is a lot smarter than the Wasp, and he ain't here to see the sights, that's a cinch. The fact that Tourneau has so far failed to crush Evans and his pards will make Brite lash out hard. We must get into position to check him, he's mighty dangerous."

The Ranger was right about the enemy's time of departure. They had a refreshing sleep, a hearty breakfast, and waited around for a half hour before Professor Leming Brite, wearing his black coat and a purple Stetson, escorted by the Wasp and Brakeman Karnes, emerged from the Ace. Some of the Wasp's men had saddled the mustangs for the leaders, who mounted and set off north from Sherman, trailed by a score of armed toughs, riders wearing the nickel-plated insignia and white-dotted boots.

"They may be headin' for Evans' or Welder's, Buck. We'll trail at a distance
and try to help our friends if need be.” While the Wasp did not have his entire band along, the rest of the outlaws might be at a rendezvous outside the settlement.

The sun was hot and yellow on their right, and they were over nine miles out of Sherman as they passed the lane marked by a Box E. Lurking well to the rear on the road to the Red River, Hatfield and Buck breathed with relief as the Professor and his hands kept going, showing no sign of swinging to attack Lucius Evans.

Other horsemen were on the highway, a traveled route to the ferry across the Red. The Ranger and his youthful comrade hovered near the collection of little shacks where the ferrymen lived. A small saloon, too, was set at this point. A roomy flat-bottomed barge served as a vessel in which travelers might make a dry crossing. A strong cable was stretched across, and Negro deckhands manned long sweeps.

Several other passengers awaited transit but Hatfield did not wish to draw the attention of his quarry. At low water, as it now happened to be, riders could cross the stream although the Red was noted for its treacherous, shifting quicksands and its ability to rise many feet with little warning because of flash floods far upstream.

It was the Ranger’s practice to give Buck: as much instruction as possible during their forays. As they dismounted behind the crude shed serving as a bar, and watched the ferry start over with Professor Brite and the rest, Hatfield told the youth what he knew about the river.

“I’ve braced her before, Buck. She’s mighty shifty and hard to beat. Many a pore waddy has been sucked down, tryin’ to help his boss get a herd of cattle across. Cap’n McDowell showed me a government report on her not long back. The discharge ranges from thirty-five-hundred to one-hundred-eighty thousand cubic feet per second!

“It’s the southernmost of the Mississippi’s big tributaries and they say twelve hundred miles long. Rises in the upper part of the Staked Plain and forms our boundary with Indian Territory. That pinkish-red color comes of suspended silt the river’s carryin’ off. She moves her channel whenever she has a mind to. Ever hear of the Red River rafts?”

“No, never did. What are they?” Buck was intrigued, storing away the information. Some day he hoped to know as much as his tall mentor.

“Well, the Red fetched down so many forest trees in 1828 that it jammed itself up around Shreveport, Louisiana. The dam it made was ninety miles long and the U. S. had to go to work on it. Took years to clean the channel. It pulled the same trick again durin’ the War and another raft over thirty miles in length, built by the current, had to be cleared away. She’s a lulu.”

As the Ranger finished telling Buck about the Red, and fixed himself a quirely, the ferry reached the north bank and the passengers began leading off their saddled mounts. The Professor, Brakeman Karnes, the Wasp and his gunslingers, collected in a band and let the others go ahead on a beaten track leading through the low bluffs and thence into the wilds of the Indian Nation. Woods could be seen beyond.

The two drank and ate at the station, rested their horses, and hung around awaiting the next crossing. The barkeeper, a one-eyed Mexican with a patch over his injured eye, joined them. He was over-friendly and too curious. The Ranger decided he might be a spy for the outlaws, tipping them off in case officers of the law arrived at the ferry. He gave Buck a wink as he assumed an open, honest mien.

“Si, my kid brother and I are headin’ for Kansas. I got a trail herd on the way up and aim to overtake the boys and sell the cows at Dodge.”

On the other side an hour later, Buck and Hatfield let two other passengers ride on. “Take the right edge, Buck, I’ll watch this wing,” he ordered. He had trained Buck to read sign. They were now familiar with several of the shod-hoof impressions left by the mustangs of the Professor, the Wasp and Karnes, and the bandits stayed in a bunch. Hardly a mile above the Red, Buck signaled his tall friend. The outlaws had left the road, cutting through an eroded dip in the wooded, rising land.

Hatfield crossed over and assumed the lead. There was no telling how close to the north-south way the Wasp’s hideout might be. Goldy would offer certain warnings when he scented strangers.

A narrow, winding trail ran along the ridge. Now and then, through a vista of
leaves seared by the hot summer sun, the Ranger could glimpse the downsweep of the valley all the way to the great river. Half a mile in, the golden sorrel sniffed and rippled his sleek hide. Immediately the officers pulled up and got down. "Hold the horses, hide off the trail, Buck. I'll go ahead on foot."

Hatfield left his heavy gear with Buck, pulling off his boots and pulling on supple moccasins in which he could walk or run much more easily. He took to the woods and flitted along, pausing now and again to listen and look. After a time he scented tobacco smoke in the warm air and soon located a trail sentinel sitting on an up-ended log, back to a broad tree. He bypassed the armed killer and stole on.

The Wasp's hideout was cunningly screened, nestled on a small plateau of the long, wooded ridge parallel to the river. It took the Ranger over an hour to draw close enough to make out details. There were several shacks built of forest logs, brush corral in which the mustangs could be held. Scores of hard-eyed, heavily armed gunhands were here. He saw Professor Leming Brite, Brakeman Karnes and Ed Tourneau sitting in the shade near the largest cabin, eating and drinking.

Lying flat in thick brush out from the bandit headquarters, the Ranger observed three horsemen coming into camp. They seemed to be strangers for they were covered and questioned before being allowed to dismount, when they were led to the Wasp, who further interrogated them. Tourneau finally nodded and apparently accepted them for they mingled with the others. "Recruitin,'" decided Hatfield. "Now I wonder!" He needed to get in there, ferret out the Professor's dangerous plans, and a bold idea occurred to him.

CHAPTER V

Raiders

The Wasp already had a large force and the fact he was hiring more fighters pointed to a really big push. He had been checked at Evans' and the other ranches and needed further strength so he might overwhelm them. Carefully, Hatfield snaked off and later on hid himself not far from the guard down the trail. He did not have too long a wait when a rider jogged slowly in from the river road and was challenged.

"My handle is Bearpaw Smythe," announced the traveler, a squat, bearded ugly. "Jake Gordon, down in Fort Worth, told me Ed Tourneau was lookin' for good men. Well, that's me. Gordon said to ask the one-eyed Mexican at the ferry station how to find you and here I am."

"Bueno. Keep straight on and you can't miss her," the guard said. "Sing out before you barge into camp, and ask for the boss."

It was an opportunity the Ranger could not afford to pass up. The outlaws were expecting recruits. He slid away and rejoined Buck. "I'm goin' in there and pose as a gunslingin' horsethief, Buck. I don't savvy how long I'll be and I can't leave you floatin' around loose in the brush. You better hook back to Sherman and wait for me, keep watch. I doubt if Professor Brite sticks here more than a day or two and he's liable to return to the Ace. I don't want to miss anything about him. I'll see you in town soon as possible."

Buck hated to leave but he was obedient to his tall friend's orders. Hatfield daubed some dirt on his cheeks, putting on his boots and Stetson. He had not shaved for a couple of days, and he could easily pass as a tough. He knew the manners and lingo of lawbreakers from plenty of experience with such fellows.

"I'll ride out to the main trail with you, Buck. I'll have to wait till the next ferry comes over, so it will look like I came on it. Bearpaw Smythe, who just joined up, was on the last boat."

He saw his companion off, pulling up by the north-south road through the Nations as Buck waved adios, heading for the ferry on Old Heart 7. The Ranger concealed himself, had a smoke and a pull on his canteen. After an hour, he heard and then sighted horsemen on the main trail. They had come over on the ferry which Buck would have taken back to the south shore of the Red. Half a dozen riders, strung out, passed by but there were evidently no more recruits, not this trip.

Making sure of his Colts, trying them
to see how they slid in the oiled holsters, seeing that they were loaded, Hatfield swung a long leg over the golden gelding and boldly rode through the side path toward the outlaw stronghold.

Aware of where the sentry was set, he moved slowly and made plenty of noise, clearing his throat several times, letting Goldy brush dry, overhanging branches.

"Reach!" Sure enough, the bandit guard was ready beside his tree, carbine levelled.

Hatfield pulled up and stared. Then he said, "One-Eyed Juan said I'd find you around here."

"Your handle? Where you from and what you huntin'?" growled the sentinel.

"Waco Williams, they call me, and Jake Gordon told me Ed Tourneau was hirin'. I had to leave fast and goin' through Fort Worth I bumped into Gordon. Another hombre Jake sent, Bearpaw Smythe, was on the boat ahead of me. I thought I spotted a cussed marshal who's been after me, on the boat, so I didn't race for her."

"Huh! No lawmen dare poke their noses in here. You needn't worry. We've drilled more than one of the nookin' side-winders. They can't touch you, got no jurisdiction over the Territory." The carbine dropped. "Ride on, keep straight and you'll run right into camp. Sing out when you're there."

"Obliged." He moved along the winding track and before long came to the clearing. He drew up and called a greeting.

Armed outlaws glanced up from cards or bottles at the newcomer. "What's the trouble, Sonny?" asked a red-eyed killer impudently. Many of these fellows prided themselves on their toughness and were always trying to impress their bandit mates. Several within hearing snickered as the hulking Hatfield was addressed in such a light fashion.

Hatfield's gray-green eyes were cold and hard and after a brief exchange, the other dropped his gaze, unable to endure it. "I want to see the Boss," drawled the Ranger, with just the right inflection.

"Go over to the big shack and ask for Ed Tourneau."

He was aware of appraising looks as he dismounted and dropped rein. Mean eyes glittered as they ran over the lines of the magnificent golden sorrel for all these men were experts on horses.

Hatfield's spurs jingled as he crossed beaten ground and stopped before the open doorway of the largest hut. "Mister Tourneau here?" he called.

The Wasp was lying on a blanket-covered brush bunk. He rose and came out, gazing up into the rugged face. Hatfield stood the inspection without a flicker, aware it was a most dangerous moment. If anything happened to be sour, if by chance Tourneau recognized him from that night fight in Sherman, he could never escape.

"What is it?" asked the outlaw chief at last.

"I'm Waco Williams, suh. Happened to be passin' through Fort Worth in a powerful hurry but stopped at my amigo's, Jake Gordon's. He told me you were lookin' for fightin' men."

"I can tell from seein' you that you can shoot," nodded Tourneau. "And you seem salty though you'll have to prove it in a pinch." He had a bitter way and evil strength required to dominate the egotistical, quarrelsome gunhands who made up his band. Yet now he was not unfriendly. "What's your specialty?"

"Horseflesh, suh. I like it better than beefsteak."

"Bueno. I reckon you can tell one end of the cow from the other if need be, as well."

Hatfield had told Tourneau he was a horse thief on the dodge. Professor Leming Brite, without his coat and hat, came around the shack. Long and lanky, his wide, bony shoulders filled out his silk shirt. His over-black hair glinted with grease, inexorably fixed in place on his horse head. The man's mouth was firm, and black, shiny eyes riveted to the Ranger. Just behind Brite came Brakeman Karnes, nearly as tall as Hatfield and weighing perhaps fifty pounds more.

They stopped, appraising the tall man. The Wasp winked at Brite. "Professor, this here is Waco Williams. He's joinin' up, I reckon. Waco, any time this gent or Mister Karnes need help, you give it to 'em the same as though I told you."

"Yes, suh."

Brite nodded and pulled his silver snuffbox from his pocket. He took a pinch and sneezed. Close to, Hatfield could see the etched lines radiating from his predatory
beak, the hairs of his combed sideburns. He pushed past the Wasp and entered the cabin, but Karnes remained outside.

"Yampa!" called Tourneau.

Yamping meant stealing, and Hatfield swung to see a stout outlaw come from another brush hut and approach the group by the door. "Yeah, Wasp?" Evidently the fat one's nickname corresponded with his profession. He was smooth-shaven, beards of perspiration standing out on the tight, pink flesh of his rounded face. Thin brown hair grew on his head, and his balloon center pushed hard against his crossed cartridge belts. His weight had run over his tight halfboots.

"This is Waco Williams, Jake Gordon sent him over. Take him on." The Wasp turned and followed his master inside.

"Howdy." Yampa thrust out a plump, hairy hand, clammy with sweat. He felt the heat more than his thinner comrades. "Foller me, big feller." He waddled back the way he had come, Hatfield stalking at his heels. In Yampa's hut were stores, and from a crokersack, the fat outlaw pulled out a black cloth mask with a skeletal face painted on it. "We wear these when we're out sometimes," explained Yampa. "It not only hides you from bein' reckernized but it throws a jolt into folks. Keep it ready on you."

On wooden pegs hung a number of flat-topped Stetsons and after several tries, one was found which fitted the Ranger well enough. It had a metal insignia attached to the crown front, the shape like the usual deputy badge, but at close range the etching was only an eagle with a number under it.

"I'll daub your boots for you. Then in the dark you won't be shootin' your pards. The chief wants things this way, it's more orderly, like you're in the army.

Yampa opened a bucket of white paint, picked up a brush and daubed a circle on each of the tall officer's boots.

"Gracias, Yampa."

"Hang around and don't get into any scrapes with the other boys. If you want target practice there's a range down there in the woods, behind camp. We'll feed you and pay you accordin' to what comes in. Ask me if you need anything, don't bother the boss."

"I savvy." Hatfield nodded and Yampa waved him out, relaxing on his bunk.

The Ranger unsaddled the golden sorrel, hanging his hull on a corral fence and turning Goldy into the pen with the other mustangs. Then he returned to the outlaw circle and sat down in the shade, rolling a smoke. Some of the men were friendlier than others and before long a couple of toughs were chatting with him on impersonal matters, the price of horses and other kindred subjects.

Presently one suggested a shooting contest with money wagered on the result, and the tall Hatfield was invited to join in. They went along a footpath behind the camp and to a range with the woods behind it. Here, using his fine Colt, the Ranger bested them with such ease that they were astounded and real respect for him showed in their eyes.

By supper time, the news of his speed and accuracy with a revolver had spread among the fifty outlaws. Some were convinced by telling of the tale, others shrugged, self-confidence undiminished. Men could be good at target shooting but in a pinch, with death staring them in the eye, they might falter.

Many of the bandits preferred to sleep outdoors. They had been given a hearty meal of beef and hardtack. By the light of lanterns, the interminable card games proceeded. There was nothing to do but gamble, drink or quarrel. Yampa sternly checked a couple of snarling arguments before they degenerated into shooting affrays.

As the camp quieted, Hatfield spread his blanket off by himself in the shadows not far from the Wasp's lighted cabin. Brite, Karnes and Tourneau were in there. Now and then the Ranger heard the clink of glass as a drink was poured. For a time he lay watching and listening. Nobody seemed to be noticing him or checking up.

Half an hour later he was crouched in the blackness on the far side of the Wasp's where he could hear through a crude window the voices of his enemies.

"... Must double the number of men." That was the Professor.

"Plenty will be along in the next two, three days," answered the Wasp. "The word will have spread by now."

"Very well, then. In the morning the Brakeman and I will go back to Sherman. Our plans are worked out and only need
to be set in motion. Actually just a few measly cowmen, Evans and his friends, are all that stand in my way. Of course we can’t wait too long or the cat will be out of the bag. I flatter myself I’ve hidden my operations perfectly so far.”

It was tantalizing to learn they had determined on a course of action yet be unable to gain an inkling of what it might be. Lucius Evans and his rancher neighbors were doomed by Brite and the Wasp, that was plain, but the Ranger had already been aware of this. And before long, the three turned in, their voices thickened by too much whisky. Hatfield stole back to his bed and soon dozed off.

He ate a hearty breakfast with several outlaws who had been in the shooting contest with him, and rolled a smoke. Leming Brite, Karnes, the Wasp and a dozen armed guards, rode off toward the ferry. Hatfield and the main crew remained in camp, Yampy in command. Before noon, Ed Tourneau and his hands returned, having seen the Professor to the crossing.

DURING the rest of that day, and throughout the following, recruits arrived in increasing numbers, swelling the Wasp’s ranks. They came from points in Texas and from the wilds of Indian Territory. What the bandits claimed was true; there was no effectual law in the Nations except what the Five Tribes cared to enforce.

Even the Federal Government could not prosecute within the confines of the savages’ dominion. Killings went unpunished. Outlaw depots such as the Wasp’s, handily situated to raid parties on the Kansas Trail were safe from organized attack by Lone Star and other police forces.

Hatfield, posing as a horse thief on the dodge, had made a number of acquaintances in the hideout although most men of bandit stamp were suspicious and seldom revealed anything about their past. The Ranger was growing uneasy and restless as he waited for the enemy to move so he might diagnose the evil plans worked out by the Professor and his lieutenants. He had spent three days at the hangout and the Wasp’s forces had just about doubled in number.

After breakfast the next morning, the stout Yampy, who acted as the Wasp’s first sergeant, whistled them into a group so he could address them. “All right, boys. I want all the recruits up front. You others line up to the rear.”

Hatfield, among the former, took his place in the ranks. When they had formed, Yampy indicated several veterans who stepped up and mixed with the newcomers.

“We’re movin’ out in an hour. You men in front ride with me; the others will move behind Ed Tourneau. I’ll issue two days rations. Make shore your guns are in shape and you have plenty of ammo. For the new hombres just joined up, we’re mighty proud of our organization and expect every feller to stand and fight when it comes to it, and obey orders. And you’ll soon have a scrap, I promise you. A passel of mealy-mouthed cusses on the other side of the Red have gone for us and we aim to teach ’em a lesson. Shoot to kill any cowboy or rancher who leaves in on us, savvy?

“There’s three we’re after special, Lucius Evans, George Welder and Dunc Kilgore, and we’ll pay fifty dollars bonus to the man who downs one, and ten per scalp for any of their waddies. First we’re goin’ to run off some of their range cattle to needle ’em, savvy? The brands you’ll most likely see will be Box E, 1-2 and Slash K.”

The grim, bitter Wasp lounged in the Shade, smoking a thin Cuban cheroot and observing as Yampy briefed the army. Each killer wore a flat hat with the nickel insignia, and had been issued a skeleton mask. White circles had been daubed on their boots. Yampy knew how to handle such gunslingers, how to weld them into a fighting force. He was strong and more vicious than anyone else, breezily ordering them about.

Hatfield was in the crush. Mustangs saddled, ammunition issued and weapons checked, the powerful force mounted and fell into formation. Yampy was in the lead, with the recruits and a handful of trusted outlaw members acting as non-coms. Half a dozen older fellows were left to watch the hidden encampment. The Wasp, on a long-legged, yellow-hided gelding, held back with his old-timers, as Yampy moved out of the clearing.

The Ranger, perforce, went along with Yampy’s crowd. But they did not take the
trail to the ferry road. Instead, Yumpy circled the shacks and passed the corrals and shooting range, cutting through the woods on a narrow trace. Vision cut off, Hatfield did not know whether Tourneau and his contingent were following or had gone off in another direction. He kept glancing back, trying to catch a glimpse of the Wasp, but had no luck.

CHAPTER VI
Ambush

For an hour they kept to the long ridge but at last Yumpy swung through a slanting cut. Gravel slides let the horses down to the level of the main valley. High grass, patches of timber on rises, the huge, rotting carcasses of long-dead trees which had been uprooted and carried here by the mighty Red when it was raging, showed the effects of floodwaters, making up a wild scene. A small feeder from springs supplying the Wasp's hideout with water, zigzagged through to the river.

At last Hatfield could see to the end of the procession. The Wasp and his veterans were missing, had taken another route. Smoke drifted in the intensely blue sky from the ferry landing on the Texas side, while farther south, about where the Box E must stand, another thin column spiraled up. Leather creaked and men muttered, cursing the heat and the stinging flies and other insects.

Frankly worried as to the Wasp's aims in this double-barreled play, Hatfield now had to stick with Yumpy or lose all his advantage. Two miles eastward of where the ferry crossed they pulled up at the Red. Yumpy knew the river and trails, and after making sure there were no enemies in sight, the stout outlaw spoke to his followers. “You'll have to swim the channel, boys. Make sure you keep your guns and ammo dry. Foller my line, and have yore ropes ready in case a horse sinks deep, the quicksands shift a lot through here.”

A curve threw tearing floods against the Texas bank, and water had cut deeply into it but the sandy bottom was now dry and covered by sun-whitened stones. The stout Yumpy kicked a spur into the flank of his mustang and slid down to the stream. He splashed through the shallows, several bandits starting after him. The long file of horsemen took to the crossing and were two-thirds of the way over before it became necessary to do a little swimming.

Before long Yumpy, Hatfield and the leaders were on the Texas shore, horses shaking off water, the men emptying their boots and drying themselves as far as possible. When all were safely over, Yumpy began picking men for some special mission. “You—you—you—” A fat forefinger stabbed at those he wanted. The towering Hatfield stood out and Yumpy pointed at him. “You.” He chose a dozen and then set the rest along the actual bank where the clay bluff was several feet high, screened by brush and low timber. He spoke in low tones for a time with one of the Wasp's veterans, leaving this bandit in charge.

Yumpy led the small group he had picked out on the range. Behind them lay the Red, their comrades hidden by the dip.

“Keep a sharp eye peeled, fellers,” ordered Yumpy. “We're goin' to gather us some beeves. Remember, shoot any side-winder who comes at us. Don't get too far from me.”

During the afternoon, the dozen with Yumpy collected small bunches of range cattle, branded Box E, 1-2 or Slash K, and pushed them to the margin of the Red, where four riders were assigned to hold the cows from straying off again. All these men knew how to handle cattle and horses and by dark they had a herd assembled. Mounted guards were strung out for the night, and these would serve to contain the steers and also be on watch for attack.

The main bunch camped on the flat below the drop of the river bank, Hatfield among them. They ate jerked beef and hardtack washed down with water or whisky. They slept where they were, taking turns at sentry duty. At dawn Yumpy routed out his picked crew and they set to work again, riding short forays south to sweep up more cows. Yumpy,
with a pair of field glasses, kept studying the rolling range below. He did not seem to be in any hurry. The Box E and George Welder's 1-2 were a few miles away and they had seen the smoke of breakfast fires.

At noon they ate and rested during the worst of the heat. The held steers began to complain as they browsed off the grass and what foliage was within reach. Some of the big longhorns slid down to the river to drink but were driven back by the hidden outlaws.

LATE that afternoon Yampy, who seemed to be waiting for something, the field glasses to his pudgy eyes, studied a rising dust cloud to the southeast. Assisted by another rider, Hatfield had just run up a half dozen cows wearing Evans' brand. Yampy spoke to a man near him and that bandit swung, to disappear down the drop to the Red.

"This is it, boys," called Yampy, waving them in. "Here they come like the heel flies was after 'em. Set your carbines but hold fire till I give the word. Knock over as many as you can. When it gets warm and I signal, break like you're panicky and make for the river."

A score of horsemen materialized from the dust cloud. In the lead came Lucius Evans and George Welder, cowboys from both ranches with them. No doubt a range rider had noted Yampy's activity and had reported a dozen or so rustlers on hand. Evans had collected a force which would have little difficulty in driving off such a small band, rescuing the stolen cows.

"Only they don't savvy about that bunch of killers hid below the river bank," thought Hatfield.

They could now hear the war cries of the charging cowmen and the earth shook with thudding hoofs. The ranchers were moving at high speed. Yampy threw his carbine to shoulder and opened fire. Other outlaws followed suit. Hatfield had to maintain his front and threw bullets in Evans' direction but aimed high so his lead would not do any harm to his friends. To the rear, the murderous muzzles of Yampy's main crew were silently leveled, screened by brush and the killers hidden by the water-carved shoreline.

In a few minutes it would be too late to save Lucius Evans and his comrades from the deadly ambush. Many would go down, for as the excited ranchers pursued Yampy's handful to the stream, they would be close on the outlaw guns.

Hatfield was within easy reach of these enemy guns, but he was forced to act. He uttered a shrill Rebel yell, feigning to be overcome by the excitement of the battle and urged Goldy straight at the cowmen, supposedly his foes. "Let's go for the cusses, Yampy!" he bellowed, his mighty voice rising over the cracking guns.

He had reloaded his carbine and again fired it over Lucius Evans and his boys. The powerful sorrel spurted toward the oncoming riders, and Hatfield had gained twenty yards before Yampy realized he was not turning. "Come back here, you big jackass!" howled Yampy.

The outlaw game was to draw the ranchers to the river where they could be cut to pieces. The stout lieutenant was nearest to the Ranger who glanced back over a hunched shoulder, rugged jaw drawn up by a taut chinstrap. As Hatfield failed to obey orders and kept tearing on, Yampy's suspicions grew, and he whipped up his rifle. The slug he sent sang within inches of the Ranger's head.

Hatfield did not like the ominous sound. He turned in his seat and gripping with his strong knees, fired at Yampy. The killer threw up his hands and fell off his startled, dancing horse.

At this a volley roared from the brush. The concealed toughs had observed the play between Yampy and Hatfield. To the running Ranger, the lead seemed like deadly hail about him. He was aware of dirt spurts as low bullets chugged into the earth, of shrieking near-misses. Some of the outlaws were armed with heavy rifles, the big slugs droning like giant hornets. Then the officer felt metal slash his left arm just below his shoulder. The shock nearly knocked him from his saddle but he recovered, grinning his teeth as he fought the stabbing pain of torn flesh and nerves.

"Turn back, Evans!" he shouted. "Ambush! Turn, turn!"

LUCIUS EVANS and George Welder had recognized the tall man on the golden sorrel. He signaled them off with his uninjured arm. And they had not missed that searing blast from the river
bank which disclosed the presence of a strong enemy force. Lucius Evans and Welder slowed, calling orders to their waddies. Low over the sorrel, Hatfield pounced to join them as they swerved and pelted eastward below the winding line of brush marking the river. Zigzagging Goldy, Hatfield gained at every jump and the next volley from the bandits flew wild.

Looking back, he saw that Yampy had been lifted up by a couple of his aids. The stout outlaw’s hat had flown off. He was not dead but wounded, gasping commands as he sagged in the arms of his friends.

The swift golden gelding soon brought the Ranger abreast of Lucius Evans.

“They were waitin’ for you, Mister Evans,” explained Hatfield. “I’ve been at their hideout across the Red, sparin’ on ‘em.”

“You’re hit!” cried Evans, seeing the blood seeping from the wounded arm. “How bad is it?”

“I can stand it. Soon as we can stop I’ll tie it up. Have you seen anything of the Wasp?”

“No. Isn’t he over there?” Evans was surprised.

“Tourneau and most of his old bunch broke off from us yesterday. I was afeared he might have come for you at the ranch.”

Evans blinked, and looked worried, exchanging glances with Welder. “One of George’s line riders along the river spotted the rustlers workin’ here after noon today. Welder fetched some of his boys to my ranch and we hustled out to break it up.”

Out of easy range they slowed and swung to inspect the enemy. All of Yampy’s men were emerging from the brush, pulling their mustangs after them. One of them rode out and caught Yampy’s horse which had trottled away but stopped to graze. The stout lieutenant was helped aboard, sagging in the saddle.

Soon night would fall over the Red River range. They were several miles from the Box E. The outlaws were mounting and setting themselves in fighting formation.

“They’re comin’ for us,” remarked the Ranger. “We better head for your place, suh. I’m worried about where the Wasp may be.”

So were Evans and Welder. Yampy’s maneuvers at the river might have been not only an ambush but a draw-off.

Hatfield tore off a strip of his shirt tail and Lucius Evans helped him tie up his flesh wound. His arm felt numb, stiff with the clotted blood.

Yampy’s crew, strung out with plenty of space between riders, started at them. Carbines began crackling at long range. Commanded by Ranger Hatfield the cowmen began their retreat, angling southwest for the Box E. In the open they could hold the bandits at a respectful distance even though they were outnumbered more than two to one.

The Ranger held the rear, snapping shots back at his foes, who howled at him, shook their fists and guns, spent their ammunition trying to bring him down.

CHAPTER VII

On the Run

LAKE STAPLES limped across the yard at the Box E in the lengthening shadows. He carried his pet carbine, loaded and ready for action for he had been left in charge of the ranch by his employer when Evans had hurried forth with George Welder, after some rustlers who had been operating on the Red River line.

That morning a cinch had snapped as Staples had mounted a half-wild mustang and he had been thrown hard, injuring his right leg. For this reason and also because Lucius Evans trusted him as he might his own son, Staples had been left in charge of home base. He had two cowboys to help, beside the sixteen-year-old Wash Evans, who was sulking in his tent since his father had ordered him to stay home with the women while an interesting fight was in prospect.

Large and well-formed, Staples wore a big Stetson with curved brim, whipcord pants tucked into halfboots, a brown shirt and a dotted bandana. He had two Colts on him, spare shells for the carbine in his pockets.

Edith Evans, in a gingham dress, her chestnut hair bound by a blue ribbon, came from the kitchen and called to him.
“Dinner’s most ready, Lake. We’ve cooked up a lot and will save plenty for father and the boys when they get back.”

“Bueno, Edie. I’ll just take another look-see before I come inside.” He adored Edith. She had brought love and gayety to him, and they intended to marry as soon as possible. Some day Staples hoped to set up a small ranch of his own.

Staples rounded the barn and could now see the stretch of rolling range toward Sherman, which lay southward of the ranch. The road from the settlement to the Red River crossing was hardly a mile west. Suddenly Staples gripped his carbine tighter and raised it. A horseman was coming lickety-split toward him.

The horse was a chunky gray mustang which could run with surprising speed for his shape and size. Staples hastily made certain there were no others in sight as he covered the rider with his finger on the trigger. The approaching man saw him but did not slacken his pace. He waved his hand several times around his Stetson, signaling he was peaceable and had important news.

As he drew close to Staples, the cowboy saw that he was a lad, lanky and clad in levis and shirt. Tow hair stuck out under the brim of his hat. Under a cocked leg rode a light rifle.

Staples relaxed a bit and watched him curiously as he pulled up, the gray dancing sideways before coming to a halt. The youth’s thin face was freckled, and his nose turned up. His eyes were straight and decent.

“Howdy, mister. I reckon this is the Box E.”

“S’pose it is, young feller?”

“Have you seen a tall hombre on a golden sorrel? He was here before to warn you.” There was real urgency in the young voice.

That would be Jim Hatfield, thought Staples. “He ain’t here now.”

“I’ll speak to Mister Evans, then. It’s mighty important.”

“He’s not home either. I’m in charge,” said Lake Staples.

“All right then. I’m Buck Robertson. I travel with the tall man, savvy? He left me in Sherman to watch for moves by Professor Brite and Brakeman Karnes. Well, they’re on their way here right now, and they just met up with the Wasp and about fifty armed outlaws. You got twenty minutes, maybe, before they heave in sight. I cut over to warn you.”

Hatfield had spoken of Buck Robertson, telling Evans that he might send his youthful comrade with a message if need be. Staples was altogether convinced and already racking his brain as to what he should do. With only a few guns he could never hold off that ravening crew in the night, they would swarm through the house and kill the scattered defenders.

Buck Robertson dismounted, breathless from his haste and the hard ride.

“There ain’t much time, mister.”

“Come on, then, Buck. I’m Lake Staples and I work for Mister Evans. I’m your friend.”

Staples turned and lurched back for the house. He had to make a difficult decision. But there was little chance that Evans and the rest could reach the Box E ahead of the Wasp and Brite, if the bandits were as close as Buck said they were.

Wash Evans came out and stared, then hurried to join the two.

“Wash! Hitch up that pair of fast blacks to the buggy, snap to it. A bunch of gunhands are comin’ and we got to run your mother and sister out of here pronto.”

“Shore I will, Lake.” Wash’s eyes iven up at the excitement.

“Buck Robertson, meet Wash Evans,” called Staples, again on his way.

Two Box E waddies, Minty Johnston and Tiny Mills, sang out to him. “Saddle up, we’re movin’,” commanded Staples. He went into the kitchen to warn Mrs. Evans and Edith.

They did not argue long, although they still had hope that the men might get back before the Wasp struck. There was no time to pack. The women snatched bonnets and wraps and climbed into the buggy which Wash had hitched up.

“Drive the team, Wash,” said Staples. “Minty, you and Tiny ride guard and hustle to Welder’s. Buck and I will be along soon as we can. ‘I’ll hang near here and mebbe the boss will pull in first.”

Staples cinched a holl on his horse and mounted. Jolting hurt his leg but he ignored this. With Buck on Old Heart 7, Lake Staples rode slowly eastward after
the buggy and his cowboy colleagues. Dark was close at hand.

The vehicle and the two outriders kept going and dropped out of sight behind a rise topped by low brush. Here, Staples and Buck pulled up. They could see past a jut of rock, and observe the Box E in the gathering gloom.

"Here they come," said Buck, after a few minutes of tense waiting.

Staples, too, heard beating hoofs, many of them. The faint night wind brought the sounds, the low creak of leather, the jingle of metal accouterments. The riders were from westward and Lucius Evans and George Welder had gone to the Red River, on the north.

"You shore were right, Buck."

"And you were right to pull out pronto," replied Buck.

Peeking past the jut, they sighted riders wearing skeleton-face masks and flat-crowned Stetsons. More and more circled the Box E to cut off escape by victims who might be in the buildings. Gruff challenges rang out and a couple of shots cracked.

Some of the outlaws dismounted and ran toward the house. Not meeting any resistance they were soon inside and singing out the good news to their friends.

In the next few minutes, night fell, the stars and a chunk of silver moon visible. Oil lamps and candles were lighted and the windows glowed yellow.

Buck and Staples could see the sinister figures moving about. "I’ll creep back and try to learn what they aim to do next, Buck," whispered Lake Staples.

The cowboy flattened out and in the shadow of the rise, snaked toward the kitchen. The bandits had found the cooked food and were helping themselves to it, which somehow annoyed Staples more than anything else so far. He had been on the point of making a hearty meal and had been cheated of it by the enemy’s arrival. He had to stop and hug the dirt as three men paused between him and the lighted, open rear doorway.

"We have the Box E, that’s somethin’, Professor," said one of them. "I reckon our trick worked. Evans was drawn off. But somehow his family and home guards have escaped."

"They may have seen us coming, Wasp. It’s obvious Evans isn’t home, he’d have put up a fight. Chances are the women have started for Wilder’s 1-2. Brakeman, we’ll leave you here with fifteen men. That ought to do the job in case Evans shows up. Tourneau and I will move on the 1-2. Yampy should be along soon. Send him to Welder’s with most of his recruits; we may run into resistance there."

The three leaders moved off to the ranchhouse. Lake Staples had overheard enough. Not only this band but a second division under a killer named "Yampy" would strike the embattled cowmen of the Red River land. They were starting for the 1-2, and unless Welder, Evans and their main force of fighting men chanced to make for it first, which was unlikely, the attackers would find an easy objective, undermanned, with women and children in the place.

Staples withdrew, inching back to Buck. They led their horses off before mounting and riding eastward together, watching back for signs of the enemy. Lake Staples had thought it over and reached his decision. "Do you savvy where Welder’s 1-2 lies, Buck?" asked the waddy.

"No, suh. I reckon I could find it, though, if yuh tell me the road."

"Keep due east by the moon for two miles and you’ll shortly see their lights. There’s a pond with a brook running north so if you cut the feeder you can follow it back to the buildin’s in case you happen to miss out. Our folks have hardly had time to get there and instead of a half hour I figger the Wasp and his bunch are headed for Wilder’s to sweep ‘em up."

"They can’t hold as well as we could at the Box E, for their walls ain’t as thick, savvy, even if they have two or three men around to add to ours. Wash and the others from here know you. Tell ‘em I said to desert the 1-2 and run for it pronto. Otherwise the Wasp and this Brite sidewinder will blast ‘em out, kill the men and hold the women as hostages. Those outlaws ain’t got as much heart as an Indian."

Buck agreed with Staples. "You’re right, Lake. The only chance you fellers have is to keep clear till Ranger Hatfield can start the ball rollin’ against Professor Brite and his crew. I’ll get goin’. What you aim to do?"
"I'm goin' to lie back on this trail and see if I can delay the rascals," declared Staples grimly.

Buck did not argue. Lake Staples was a brave man and meant to do his best. An hour, even half an hour gained in this dangerous game might spell the difference between victory or death. "How about the Slash K?" asked the lad. "Should our folks head there?"

"The way I see it, Brite and the Wasp, reinforced by their new bunch, can overrun Mister Kilgore's unless our main band beats 'em to it. Kilgore only hires four waddies besides his two sons. Mister Evans didn't call on the Slash K for help when he and Welder went for that small crew of rustlers on the Red, for they figured they could easily handle it, and they would have lost several hours sendin' a messenger and waitin' for what hands Mister Kilgore could spare.

"There's a chance I will contact Mister Evans and that we can stay between the enemy and our friends. It's a tossup. Otherwise the only place the women would be safe would be if they could reach Sherman. See what Kilgore and the others say. But you better ride, Buck. We've lost valuable time spelin'."

Buck Robertson nodded and swung the chunky gray mustang. Staples stayed put for a while, watching the lanky youth fade off into the moonlit plain. Then the waddy trotted his swift, strong gelding back to the brush-topped rise not far east of the Box E, where he and Buck had paused after leaving the ranch.

Staples could see lanterns flickering in the familiar yard, while lamps inside lighted the windows and open doorways of the house. Many men were outside and ready to mount their saddled animals. They were commanded by Professor Brite and the Wasp, while the out-sized figure of Brakeman Karnes, who was to hold the Evans' home, showed as Brite gave his lieutenant last-minute instructions. The raiders had dropped their masks but would no doubt raise them again in action.

Lake Staples caressed his fine carbine. It was loaded and his mustang was trained
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so a rider might fire from the saddle without having his horse panic under him.

"I wonder where the boss is?" thought Staples. Evans must be on his way home by now, unless the chase had taken the ranchers across the Red. Sometimes bold citizens took the law into their own hands and pursued thieves and killers even into Indian Territory. Then another idea occurred to Staples and the cold sweat came out on him—suppose Yampy and his crew, mentioned by Brite, had ambushed and cut down the cowmen!

Three horsemen were fingerling out from the Box E, scouts probing ahead of Professor Brite and Ed Tourneau, the Wasp, who were leading the deadly band. They came rapidly closer to Staples' hiding place and veered off from its black shadows, staring his way. The man on the right of the trio pulled rein and swung straight at Staples' brush clump, evidently aiming to check it as a matter of course.

LAKE STAPLES shouldered his light rifle and the crack of the weapon was sharp in the night. An unearthly howl rose from the wounded outlaw who had caught the cowboy's lead. His horse bolted past the point where Staples sat his saddle. The other two outriders had seen the flash and hastily jerked rein, then fired at the point from which the shot had come. But their slugs whipped the bushes and harmlessly plugged into the rocky dirt, for Lake Staples had already shifted position. His next one unhorsed the nearer scout, the third spurring back to the main party and shouting warning.

At once Tourneau sent a file of gunhands to circle the brushy rise. It did not extend far and Staples knew he had to move, and fast. He had gained perhaps ten minutes here. The Wasp's men were cautious, not knowing how many antagonists might be in the bush.

Staples reloaded and kept the carbine in one hand as he slowly retreated toward Welder's 1-2. For a time he was on rolling, open plain, swept by the moonlight, few breaks in the way of low rock outcroppings and patches of bush. He pulled up and turned his horse, sat there waiting and before long riders emerged at both sides of the rise between Staples and the ranch. As they sighted him out on the plain they set up a horse cat-calling, challenging him. Long-range fire shrieked about him as he once more set his gelding in motion, shooting back as he ran.

For a couple of hundred yards the advance pursued him at full speed and he had to knuckle down to riding for it. When they slowed and stopped, Staples followed suit. The rest caught up and he could see the large, dark area the bunch of killers covered.

Now they were sure he was alone. Half a dozen picked gunhands were detailed by the Wasp and on fast horses strung out in line they came for him. He tried to halt them with carbine lead but dared not let them get too close. The main body, led by Brite and Tourneau, kept on their course toward the 1-2 as the six killers concentrated on Staples. A couple were mounted on really superb animals, no doubt stolen by their riders. They were fresh and raced with mad speed over the rolling ground. One man was shooting a Colt, the other held his fire until he might draw nearer the target.

Staples had to ride east in order to remain between his foes and Welder's, to which he had sent Buck with the warning. Now the bandits after him allowed no breather but pounded on his trail, keeping him in sight, exchanging shots with him. The outlaw who was holding his fire streaked ahead. Shod hoofs struck sparks from rocks. Staples thought he might duel it out with the leader, drop him and make the others more respectful. He could just about stay even as it was and was being rushed when he wished to delay the party.

He slowed a trifle, then swung to shoot. He beat the killer to it, saw the flaming Colt which had not risen quite high enough as Staples let go. The waddy knew he had made a hit and then he saw one of the worst crashes he had ever observed. The big Mustang seemed to take off and fly through the air like some giant monster. The rider stuck and then the horse tumbled down his head and somersaulted, hitting the ground with an audible crack and rolling over and over in kicking, mad gyrations, the man's figure flung this way and that, slammed against the packed earth yet remaining attached to the heavy anchor. It was so spectacular that Staples gasped. He decided that
his bullet must have pierced both man and mustang.

Cracking explosions told him the others were coming for him. The second outlaw who had been out front emptied a Colt at Staples who pulled rein to get going once more.

Then, under him, Lake Staples felt his beautiful gelding start and quiver. He knew instantly that his mount had been wounded by a chance pistol shot, for at such range a hit by revolver was sheer luck. His position in a breath had changed from one of comparative safety to dire peril. There was no place where he might conceal himself. He was lame in a leg and could not run even if he could hope to stay ahead for a short dash.

To reach the 1-2 was now out of the question. One idea took hold of his shocked mind and he turned due south, teeth gritted. That way, and at least a half mile, lay patches of woods and some uneven country where a man might hide from hunters.

He sought to determine how badly his horse was hurt. “Where did they get you, old feller?” he muttered, caressing his pet as he sought to locate a telltale spot from which blood might be flowing.

The gelding could not tell him but had a stout heart and kept running as Staples guided. The cowboy hoped that his pursuers were not aware of the fact that his horse was injured. He was unable to find the wound but he could judge from the increasingly labored breathing that it was not a superficial one. The Colt bullet must have been fairly low, and struck where he could not reach without doing gymnastics in the saddle. There was nothing to do but push along. He could feel his gelding slowing steadily and at any moment the noble, stricken creature might fold up and crash. Lake Staples kicked loose his boot toes from the stirrups so his leg would not be caught under the heavy weight of a dying horse. He set his jaw, ready to jump and hobble on, fight his enemies to the last gasp.
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CHAPTER VIII
Desperate Camp

ANGER JIM HATFIELD, holding the rear guard for Lucius Evans and George Welder as the ranchers and their cowboys beat a slow retreat for home before Yampy’s outlaw recruits, had caught the sounds of guns to the south, and Evans swung his horse and trotted to warn him.

“There’s somethin’ goin’ on below, Ranger,” said the rancher. “Doesn’t sound like it’s right at the ranch, though.”

The tall man on the golden sorrel nodded. The strap of his Stetson was taut, bunching up his rugged chin. The gray-green eyes glinted in the silver light cast by the moon. Around his left arm was a stained, rough bandage and the shock of the wound, the long hours in the saddle and the strain of the battle, had taken their toll even upon the hickory and rawhide frame of the mighty Ranger.

A 1-2 cowboy had been left dead a mile south of the Red River and three more waddies had been pinched in the running action. But they had given better than they had received. Eight to ten bandits, including Yampy, had either been knocked out of their saddles or slashed so badly that they had fallen out of the procession. Respect for Hatfield’s Colts, for the guns of the hardbitten cowmen, had held off the wolfish pack, prevented Yampy’s crew from pressing too near those dangerous muzzles.

They had paused for water at a brook, men holding back the outlaws while their comrades drank or bound their hurts. Dark had come and Yampy’s gunhands had spread out in a line designed to sweep them along. Dust rolled in thick, slowly settling billows and many of Evans’ friends had raised bandannas to strain it from the air they sucked in, while the gunhands wore their skeleton masks.

Now and then the stubbornly retreating waddies would glimpse a dark centaur figure after them while flaming pistols and carbines stabbed back and forth with snarling fury. Shouts and cursing threats,
the creak of leather, whinnying of excited mustangs joined the echoing explo-
sions of guns.

In brief gaps, the running victims of Professor Leming Brite's evil designs had heard shooting to the south of them. Hat-
field sought to diagnose what it meant. "It could be the Wasp. And we don't sav-
y just where Brite is. He could have left Sherman and hooked up with Tourneau
and his crew."

They could now see the lights in the Box E ranchhouse. Yampy's recruits were not pushing them too fast. It re-
minded Hatfield of the way steers might be driven when the herders wished to
direct them into a corral without stam-
peding them.

The men were tired and looking for-
ward to the sanctuary of the Box E, left
in charge of Lake Staples. They needed
rest, food and drink. Lathered mounts
must have a breather. And there was
tension in such a running scrap for the
next breath might bring leaden death.
"I'll go ahead and check up at your
home, Mister Evans," said Hatfield. "We
better not rush in too blind."

Lucius Evans took the officer's place
as commander of the rear guard while
the Ranger spoke softly to Goldy, picking
up his pace. He galloped past the strung-
out cowboys and made for the Box E.
They were quiet and peaceful in the
moonlight, the barn and bunkhouse dark-
ly shadowed, the windows and open doors
of the house itself yellow with the sub-
dued glow of oil lamps.

The man on the golden sorrel circled to
a point where he could command a view of
the main yard. Nobody seemed to be
stirring. Staples might be lying low,
hearing the noises of the approaching bat-
tle. "I don't like the smell of it," mut-
tered the tall man and Goldy tossed his
head, rippling his hide as though to agree.

He HAD moved in a bit close as he
strove to make certain about the
Box E. An oversized man wearing a flat-
crowned Stetson stepped back from an
open side entry, the light catching the
gunmetal glint of double barrels, a sawed-
off shotgun in his hand. Disappointment
flooded the Ranger. "Brakeman Karnes!"
he growled. He sighted another head as
a killer bobbed up and peeked out a win-
dow. There was no doubt about it now.
Though he had not spied Professor Brite or
the Wasp, Hatfield was aware that the
enemy held the ranch.

It was bad news that he must carry
back to the exhausted men. They were
almost within rifle shot and he swung his
horse and lined out to rejoin Evans and
Welder. The gunslingers inside must have
had him in sight, as they lurked behind
the wall to cut down the returning band,
for they opened up on him as he streaked
off, the slugs singing about him as he ran.

He sang out in stentorian tones to warn
his friends as he neared them. Soon he
was at Lucius Evans' side, the stoutish
Welder close at hand. "Brite has the Box
E, gents," reported the Ranger.

It was shocking to Evans for though
two of his sons, Mike and Jeff, were rid-
ing with their father, Mrs. Evans and
Edith, Wash, Lake Staples and two trust-
ed hands had been left at the home sta-
tion. For a moment Evans was unable to
speak. Then, his voice choked, he asked,"No sign of anything?"

Welder was swearing, teeth gritted.
Hatfield knew what Evans wished to
know. "No sign, suh, I'm sorry to say. I
spied Brakeman Karnes in the house.
They're set and waitin' to slash us to pieces
when we ride home."

"Make for my place, it ain't far,"
growled George Welder. "I'm mighty
sorry, Lucius. Mebbe they're bein' held
prisoner and we can rescue 'em later."

The Box E boss sagged in his saddle.
The unhappy tidings spread like wildfire
through the party and gloom took the
place of freshened hope they had had with
arrival at the ranch.

"All right, boys," said the Ranger,
voice strong and steady. "We're goin'
over to the 1-2. Mebbe we'll find our
friends there waitin' for us. Hold 'em off,
now, and we'll make it." He was a tower
of strength. The cowboys would follow
such a man, obey him without question.
Lucius Evans, confronted by his friend
Welder, braced himself.

They swung eastward. Howls came
from outlaw throats at this. A line of
pelting, skeleton-masked killers, disap-
pointed too because the victims had not
stepped into the trap, swirled down seek-
ing to cut them off and drive them back
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on the Box E. The gun voices stepped up as the Ranger and his crew beat them off. The pursuers made contact with Karnes at the Box E. Then they continued the run.

Hatfield had had time to think it over. If the Wasp and Brite had seized the Box E, they could have gone on and taken the 1-2 with little effort. "I s'pose they left the Brakeman and some sharpshooters to ambush us," he decided.

He consulted again with Evans and Welder. "We'll see how your home is fixed, Mister Welder. But these horses will tucker out before long and our boys are hard-pressed. Is there any stretch of rough country where we can hole up before daylight? Chances are this bunch after us will be reinforced by Brite and the Wasp's main crew."

"There's what's called the Breaks, not far south of us," answered Welder.

The moon was an hour older as they neared the 1-2. As it had been at the Box E, lights glowed in the ranchhouse and all was apparently peaceful. Longing eyes fixed on the haven. Once more the scouting Ranger, traveling on his last reserves of strength, made a lone foray to check up. And a second time he sighted the flat-topped Stetsons with glinting nickel badges, men waiting in there for them.

Returning to Evans and Welder, he took command again. "They're here too, gents. I'll lay a thousand to a doughnut the Professor and Tourneau already hold Kilgore's Slash K. We can't take a chance and make the run to Kilgore's, we'll ride straight for the brakes. How about a volunteer to head for Slash K, just in case the outlaws ain't been there yet? Anybody feel fresh enough?"

"I'll go," said Mike Evans.

"Bueno. Don't let 'em down you. See who's there and fetch us word at the brakes."

"We'll camp at Cool Spring, son," said Lucius Evans.

They slowed and held the enemy until Mike Evans had galloped off, rounding the 1-2 and heading for Kilgore's. Then they swung south and fighting all the way, finally sighted the dark, rising section where the rolling plains were broken by great rock outcroppings and stands of virgin timber. Into the blackness went the weary riders, and with their mounts safely in the background, took cover from which they could blast off the bandit wolves.

There were not so many of the latter after the hard struggle. Some had sneaked away in the crush, others had been shot out of the picture. None would venture against the sharpshooting Ranger and his friends as they lay safely behind rocks and the thick boles of giant spruce. They drew up, howling and wasting lead for a time. But they were tired and hungry as well as the cowmen. Soon they turned and rode away toward the Box E.

With deep relief the cowboys saw them go. They could drink from warm canteens, bind their hurts, chew on hardtack and strips of dried beef which some had brought in their saddle pockets and now shared with comrades. Quiilities were rolled and men gratefully inhaled the smoke.

Hatfield sat down by Evans after tearing off another strip of his shirt tail. He moistened it with water and rebandaged his stiffened arm. His throat felt dry as flannel and the sips of stale, lukewarm water did little to alleviate the burning thirst he suffered.

"How far is Cool Spring, suh?" he asked the rancher, who sat hunched over, arms folded.

"Three quarters of a mile, south and a bit east," replied Lucius Evans. He had tight hold of himself but his voice was grim. "Rough goin'."

"We better spare an hour here, then. After that we'll make for it. Maybe Jeff or one of the younger boys will scout over ahead of us in case Mike should show up before we get there."

A cowboy volunteered for sentry duty and the others lay down where they were, the Ranger among them, and soon were asleep.

It seemed no time at all before they were roused. Again they resumed the retreat, for Hatfield did not wish to remain too close to the point where the outlaws had last seen them. The Wasp and the main bunch might be along and the small party with the Ranger was in no condition for another hard fight against fresh foes.

Jeff Evans had gone on ahead to Cool
CHAPTER IX

Message

The woods were chilly in the gray of the new dawn filtering through the trees. Jim Hatfield started awake as the camp sentry crossed the small clearing and bent over Lucius Evans, shaking the rancher chief awake. Hatfield stood up, his muscles stiff from lying in a cramped position. He could scarcely raise his left arm; it had swollen and above the elbow the flesh burned, deeply inflamed. It needed skillful and careful attention while he needed a hot meal and time off, although the few hours' rest made it possible for him to keep going.

The officer heard the sentinel's report to Evans. "There's a lone hombre comin' up the line, suh. He's movin' mighty slow and careful and huggin' the line of the woods."

Mike Evans had come in during the night. Lucius had heard his eldest son's report on the Slash K, that Kilgore was not there and that the spread was held by enemy raiders, a detail of the Wasps' gunhands. Welder and Evans rose, unkinking their knees and elbows, grunting, and drank from the pools. The Ranger joined the men, and tried to tidy himself up. Whiskers stood out wirily on his rugged face, his clothing was stained and ripped from the long riding and fighting he had undergone.

There wasn't much to eat, a mouthful or two apiece left in the saddle pockets. The horses had been picketed and waddies led them to water at the lower springs. Goldy came trotting to Hatfield at the tall man's whistle. He saddled the golden sorrel and went with several more to check up on the rider reported by Olie Olsen, a Box E retainer.

At the rim of the trees, which grew to the edge of rolling plains characterizing the land, the Ranger focused his field glasses on the horseman. The fellow from the south would emerge from the shelter of the woods, move cautiously along for fifty yards, then duck back for a time. He seemed fearful of staying out in the clear. He slumped in his seat and his hat was...
small, unlike a cowboy's wide Stetson. Furtively, showing himself for a minute or two, he worked north.

"That's a mule he's on," remarked the Ranger to Lucius Evans.

The rancher nodded, his eyes red and white lines around his lips. Older than the others, shocked by dread of his loved ones' fate, Evans had not been able to sleep much and did not have the resiliency of the powerful young fellows who rode for him.

The rider came a bit closer, and once more hid himself. As he emerged, Hatfield gave a surprised exclamation. The light was better and he had had a good look at the face and figure as the approaching fugitive straightened up and glanced their way. "Mister Evans, take a peek! I believe it's Lake Staples."

Evans jumped up and seized the glasses which Hatfield held out to him. He watched for a time and then swung to bring out his horse. "It shore is, Ranger! Come on, we'll meet him."

Staples, when he saw them coming, broke and made for the brush. But soon he realized who it was and came out, waving and calling to them. The Ranger and Evans were first at his side and Hatfield let the agonized rancher have his say.

Evans gripped Staples' hand. The cowboy's face was worn with anxiety, and he had on a soft hat with a narrow brim, pulled down on his goodlooking head. He had his carbine and Colts and was not hurt save for scratches and a few bruises.

"Yes suh. Yes suh," he gasped, happy to see his friends. "We seen the cusses comin' and before that, Buck Robertson pulled in at the ranch with a warnin'." He nodded to the Ranger. "Your young pard, suh. He's a lad to ride the river with if I ever saw one."

"What about the folks?" Evans and Welder, who had come up, pressed Staples for the vital news.

"I done started Mrs. Evans, Edith, Wash and the two boys off to Mister Welder's. Buck and I lay back to see what held. We'd hardly pulled out when that Professor vermin and the Wasp pulled in. They left Brakeman Karnes and a crew to hold the ranch and headed straight for the 1-2. It was plain they could take Mister Welder's without much of a scrap, so I hustled Buck with a warnin' for the folks to vacate pronto.

"I lay back and tried to delay Brite and Tourneau. I stung 'em a bit, then Handsome was hit in the vitals, I had to make for the nearest woods and didn't figure I'd get there. But Handsome made it, he was the best horse a man ever had." Staples was sad at loss of his equine friend.

"What did Buck aim to do next, go on to Mister Kilgore's?" inquired Hatfield. "Our friends aren't there, and the enemy holds the Slash K house just like they do the others."

"Then they must have made for Sherman, with Mister Kilgore and Buck to lead 'em," declared Lake Staples.

"That's it," cried George Welder, with relief in his voice. "I'll bet they made it safe in the dark, Lucius."

It was a real straw at which to clutch and the natural optimism of the pioneer Red River ranchers came to the fore. Evans and Welder both cheered up, and the cowboys relaxed. Hatfield spoke with Staples for a time.

"I got the hat from some engineers I met down the line," explained Staples. "My Stetson flew off in the dark and I didn't have time to hunt for it, they were after me too close for comfort. I made the brakes finally a few jumps ahead and got to Cool Spring. Then poor Handsome dropped dead. I believe he kept goin' on his nerve to take me out of that jam."

THE Ranger questioned the cowboy. Staples had met a small party of engineers whose campfire he had sighted as he trudged on south along the fringe of the brakes, not daring to venture, unmounted, between the Box E and rough country because the enemy might be hunting for him and run him down. The engineers had fed him, loaned him a mule and a felt hat, and he had decided to chance it and try to slip through to Sherman on the north route which he believed Buck and Kilgore would have followed under cover of night had they made for town. The mule had proved a disappointment since he would trot only when he happened to be in the mood. Spurring just made him more stubborn.

"I had to beg him like a Dutch uncle before he would pick up his hoofs," complained Staples. "I'm still mighty lame or
I'd have took to the Snake Track."

"What's that?" asked the Ranger.

"It's a windin', narrow way through to the west side of the brakes," explained Lucius Evans.

"We better paddle for it, gents," drawled the Ranger. "Sherman's the answer. The three ranches are goners, Brite and the Wasp hold 'em and we'd be cleaned out if we attack with so few hands and worn to a frazzle as we are. Besides, most of our ammunition has been shot away. We'll run for the settlement and catch our wind. By now, Kilgore and your folks must have arrived there." His voice was calm and sure, with no hint in it of what he was undergoing. But the tall officer knew he must have relief before he regained his prime fighting power to brace Leming Brite.

The leaders were against showing themselves on open range between the brakes and the Red River, with the swarming outlaws on the prod. They were in no condition to conduct another extended, running battle. With Mike Evans as guide, they shoved into the woods and began the slow, tortuous march across the wild brakes.

As they sighted Sherman in the late afternoon, a stage was pulling into town from the southeast. Big wagons were slowly rolling in to the busy junction.

"There's Dunc Kilgore and some of our pards," called Jeff Evans.

Buck Robertson was with the Slash K chief and several waddies of the three spreads, men who had been home guards. It was a joyful meeting. The wiry, dour Kilgore, usually with little to say for himself, greeted them volubly, his thin, bearded face wreathed in a wide grin. He shook hands with his friends and news was quickly exchanged. The women and children were safe at the homes of friends in Sherman.

After a breather to rest the horses and men on their arrival in town, Kilgore had swung out to see if he could find Evans' party. They had been on the go all day and had found the home range patrolled by outlaws. Several times they had been fired on and forced to retreat. Dusty and worn, they had finally turned back to the settlement.

Soon the men were reunited with their families. Lake Staples had found his Edith once more. The Ranger, Buck at his side, checked around the center but there seemed to be no sign of Brite and the Wasp. The officer was uneasy but sat down for a hot meal and drink. He kept watching through the restaurant window for his foes. "You got the steam to spy out the Ace, in case Brite may have come in, Buck?" he asked.

"Shore. I had a nap, and I'm fine."

Goldy and Old Heart 7 had been attended to before they had thought of themselves. The Ranger went into a store to buy ointment and clean bandages while Buck trotted to the hotel where Brite had his room.

Soon the youth was back, joining the tall officer in the square. "The clerk says the Professor's out for a few days. There's a new padlock on Brite's door. I think I could pry the nails out of the hasp if I wasn't caught workin'. They ain't in deep."

"Bueno. I need sleep but I reckon I need a peek at Brite's papers a heap more. Help me bind this up," Hatfield had a hunch as to the Professor's intentions, from information Lake Staples had come upon. He wished to verify this.

PLENTY of good food and steaming coffee had helped. But his arm was paining, badly swollen. He borrowed a small chisel and a hammer from the wrangler at the livery stable where they had left their horses. Buck tucked the tools inside his shirt and Hatfield trailed him over to the Ace. The tall man leaned against the wall at the turn down the gallery as Buck went to work. He gave warning when a couple of guests passed through. Buck quit until they had gone by. Soon the youth had pried the nails from the wood and the Professor's door could be opened.

Hatfield went inside and shut the portal, Buck loosely replacing the lock and standing watch. Under the Professor's bed he found the suitcase and in the bag were Brite's papers. The officer studied them for a time, put them back and looked over what Brakeman Karnes had in his satchel.

When he was finished, they did a skillful job of repairing the lock. Dirt was rubbed into cracks where splinters could not be stuck back. "That ought to do it,"
said the Ranger. "If they do notice it, they’ll figger it was thieves huntin’ loot, I figger."

His head felt light and he had difficulty in keeping straight as he walked across the plaza, crowded with people. The wound was infected and he might have fever, he decided. A stage, wheels screeching as the driver made a sharp turn into the square, plying his long whip as he whooped it up and urged his horses to a gallop, came to a halt up at the station. Such gentry always liked to make a theatrical finish and never thought of walking their steeds into town if it could be helped.

Passengers were getting down. "Jim! There’s Sis!" cried Buck.

Ill as he was, the sight of Anita Robertson was a sudden, tremendous comfort to the officer. They crossed to greet her, and Buck took her bag after he had kissed her.

"Anita, you’re a sight for sore eyes!" declared the Ranger.

She smiled up at him. "I’ve brought you a message from Captain Bill, Jim. He thought it so important that he asked me to hurry here."

Anita handed him a letter from McDowell.

Spots swam before his gray-green eyes as he read the Ranger captain’s bold scrawl.

"This adds up to what I’ve figgered, Anita," he nodded.

He reeled and she clutched his hand, her smile disappearing.

"Jim, you’re ill! Why, you’re burning with fever."

"He’s got a nasty puncture in his left arm, Sis," said Buck.

Now she inspected the bandaged left arm, the swollen flesh a deep red below the wrappings. "It’s infected. You’ll have to get to bed and let me poultice your wound."

"Yes, ma’am," agreed the tall man, meekly enough.

He had kept the room rented at a small hotel across the way, and retired to it. Anita bustled about, visiting the kitchen for hot water and meal, sending Buck for some medical preparation she needed. Soon she had clapped on the steaming poultice, and the weary Ranger closed his eyes.

CHAPTER X

Mushroom Town

WHEN Hatfield awoke he had trouble in remembering just where he was and why. He felt washed out and Anita Robertson sat at his side. Sunlight streamed in under the curtain she had fixed over the upper part of the window.

"I reckon I slept right through," he murmured.

"Jim! Are you feeling better?" she asked anxiously.

"Yes, I can get up."

"No, you mustn’t. Here, take a drink of water. You were out of your head for a while."

The cool drink was good. "How long I been here?"

"Two days and nights, Jim. Your wound is much better."

"Where’s Buck?"

"He’s gone out, but he’s slept by you every night to tend to you. Mister Evans and your other friends have been here inquiring after you, while Edith and her mother have helped me nurse you."

"Has Evans tried to muster help in town?"

"Yes, but he hasn’t had much luck. You know the former marshal was killed by the toughs and so far nobody will take his job. Folks fear the Wasp. The cow- men have tried to take back their homes but they were beating off. Buck says that awful Professor Brite rode into town late at night with some armed outlaws and picked up his baggage at the Ace. He checked out of the hotel."

"Huh! I better get goin’. It’s lucky Brite didn’t savvy just where Evans, Welder and Kilgore are hidin’. He’d have gone for ‘em. He may attack ‘em yet for he needs to be shut of ‘em."

She begged him to stay where he was, at least until the next day, and finally he agreed for he knew he could not yet operate with full efficiency. After dark fell Anita lighted the lamp and then brought supper on a tray. They ate together, and soon Buck Robertson came along, delighted to find his mentor improved.
“Jim, I got real news! A big mushroom town has sprung up about four miles south of the Red River, right close to the Box E buildin’s. They’ve brought shacks on rollers and wheels, loads of logs and lumber, tents and hide shelters. That settlement went up like magic and is still at it, growin’ every hour. People are crowdin’ in like they’d gone loco, buyin’ lots and parcels. They come in wagons and buggies, even walkin’. They’ve named her Denison and already you’ll have a fight on your hands if you say anything but good about the place. It’s the all-firedest boom I ever heard of.”

Hatfield nodded. “So it’s out in the open. Professor Brite’s makin’ money. I’ll go for the rascal in the mornin’.”

Buck’s tidings hardly came as a surprise to the officer for through his investigation of the Professor’s papers and McDowell’s warning message carried by Anita, he had deduced why Leming Brite had been in such a hurry to drive off the ranchers and seize their lands. The cat was out of the bag so far as the public was concerned. The Ranger’s moves had delayed Professor Brite, prevented him from forever silencing Evans, Welder and Kilgore, who were still dangerous to his plans. But Brite held possession and was in control.

Another long sleep did wonders for Hatfield. Next morning he rose and washed, put on a new shirt Buck had bought for him in town. The wound no longer ached. Anita’s treatment had started the healing and the Ranger could use his arm well enough, a neat bandage under his sleeve.

After a hearty breakfast and a smoke he took his leave of Anita. At the livery stable corral the golden gelding trotted over to greet him, and the horse had also profited by the rest.

Buck joined him. They rode up the square and swung off on a side street. The lad guided the Ranger to a home in town where Lucius Evans and his family were being boarded by friends. The Welders and the Kilgores were close at hand, their men camped in the barns and sheds.

Evans was glad to see the tall man again ready for action. “It looks bad, Ranger. Brite holds our ranches. I guess they’ve told you of that mushroom settle-

ment in my back yard.”

“Yes suh. That’s why Brite was so all-fired anxious to shove you away. I hope your title and those of your pards are free, clear and recorded proper-like in Austin.”

“We got our deeds,” nodded Evans. “And we took care of everything accord-in’ to law.”

“Bueno. Then that’s in your favor even if Professor Brite does hold the properties. He’s sellin’ them off, from what Buck tells me. You could win finally in court but that would take months and by then the Professor will have made his pile and sashayed. He’ll hire lawyers and I know that he’s forged warranties and notes givin’ him title to your range for I saw ‘em among his papers. I’m goin’ out now and take a peek at Denison.”

“You want us along?” inquired Lucius Evans.

THE Ranger shook his head. “Not this trip. I better scout first. They’ll be watchin’ for us, no doubt. And you must take care of yourselves, Mister Evans. Brite’s position would be far stronger if he was shut of you. Stick close together here in Sherman, savvy? Buy plenty of ammunition and keep a guard out. You can fight off an army if you’re in the right kind of shelter.”

“All right. I’ll wait till I hear from you. I got a few pards in town who are willin’ to help us out in a pinch.”

“Fine. Collect as many as you are able. We’ll need ‘em, and more too.”

Buck and Hatfield took their leave of the rancher chief, and rode north out of Sherman. Since dawn, newcomers en route to the boom town of Denison, had been parading on the road, hustling to the place, hoping to get there early before all the opportunities to get rich quick had evaporated. Horsemen, wagons and buggies were in the procession, and the dust never had time to settle, stirred by hundreds of hoofs.

They bypassed slow-moving oxen, drawing one-room structures mounted on low carriers equipped with rollers or small wheels. And as they neared the Box E, which lay only a short distance from the infant settlement, they could see other processions from various points of the compass converging on Denison.
Smoke from cook fires hung in the intensely blue sky. Snatches of excited talk floated to the Ranger's and Buck's ears as they swung out to ride by slower travelers or parties catching a brief rest. "Sherman's got nothin' on us," boasted a large, middle-aged boomer, his eyes gleaming with excitement. He had not yet even reached his goal but he was primed with rumors. "There's already more saloons and General Sheridan's goin' to build an Army supply depot right in the center."

"I hear our new county will spread across the Red and take in a lot of Indian Territory soon," said another.

"Yessuh," cried a third. "We'll have the biggest city this side of New York. Wait and see."

Others were talking of stage lines, railroads, shops, of the sudden fortunes men were making overnight in Denison simply by buying a bit of land and reselling the next day at several times the price paid. "What did I tell you, Jim?" said Buck. "Folks have gone loco."

But Hatfield had seen similar rushes elsewhere. He knew the intense fever which seized on humanity at such moments. It was like a gold rush, and land speculation in Texas was at its height. The steel rails were rapidly pushing out in all directions after the War and with them ran the booms.

As they drew in on Denison the scene grew wilder, men and women rushing this way and that. Streets had been hastily marked out by driving stakes and putting up crude signs on poles. "Main Street" was the center of it all. Watching for enemies, Hatfield and Buck joined the crush. Auctioneers were busy selling plots of land, while individuals were making deals, one disposing of a parcel as soon as he had bought, sometimes at four or five times the price.

Portable cabins had been unloaded hap hazardly, tents hastily erected. A barrel of whisky on two chunks of wood, a few tin mugs and a tarpaulin cover set up a man as a saloonkeeper, and all were doing a rushing trade. A pair of dice and packs of cards, a crude table shaded from the sun likewise served as a gambling parlor for the parasites who had been among the first to arrive.

Even dancehalls had been started with dancehall women who had been hurried in by carriage. Rude music helped swell the babel rising to the warm Texas sky. Lucky operators who had already made a killing by transfer of property, were celebrating their good fortune and whooping it up. Hammers banged as owners and carpenters hired at triple wages constructed more permanent buildings from loads of lumber brought from distant forests. All these were in demand before they were completed. The energy of the populace was astounding.

SO FAR, Hatfield and Buck, crowded this way and that by bustling, hurrying folks, blind to everything save their own affairs, had seen nothing of their enemies. The Wasp and his crew would be more or less lost in the shuffle, and many must be still at the three ranches, holding them down so the rightful owners could not reclaim them.

"There'll be fifty thousand people here [Turn page]
inside a month!” gasped a passerby to a friend as they trotted by, gripping land deeds in their hands.

“Land will jump a hundred times over,” replied the other.

There were plenty of rough characters around, though none looked familiar to the officer and his companion. Armed and bearded, off the plains or over from the Territory, pouring into Denison from every angle, they seized their chance to prey on the honest dealers and settlers who had come to town.

“I s’pose Brite can hire as many gunhands as he needs, from among these hombres,” observed the Ranger. “Let’s go on to the next corner, Buck.”

It was slow pushing through the teeming crowds. Cursing teamsters, plying the whip, tried to get their loads in and out, but were blocked by sheer masses of humanity. At the intersection, they saw a plaza marked by crude posts driven into the ground. In a prize location stood a log shack which had undoubtedly been rolled there. Beside it, a commodious structure was almost finished. A sign as large as the front of the shack rose over the flat roof.

“BRITE DEVELOPMENT CO.
LOTS & PARCELS FOR SALE

The door stood open, and a wide, glassless window, a counter behind it, served as the Professor’s business quarters until the larger edifice should be ready for occupancy. Abreast of the window, Hatfield saw Brite inside behind the counter, with aides and secretaries busily making out deeds and other documents. Buyers crowded around. The Professor wore a frock coat and high silk hat, and he was making sale after sale as eager people thrust money into his hands.

“There’s the Wasp, Buck,” warned Hatfield. “We better shift.”

Ed Tourneau had emerged from a nearby tent saloon, wiping his mouth with the back of his sleeve. He slouched against a corner of Brite’s, out of the crush, his evil eyes catching the light as he looked over the crowd. Suddenly his gaze settled on Hatfield, who was obtrusively retreating.

He acted as though stuck by a sharp pin, violently jumping. His hand dropped to a holstered Colt but he did not draw and fire. The Ranger was ready for a duel if it came to that, but perhaps the killers had been issued orders not to create unnecessary panics that would be bad for business. Tourneau swung, and called to some of his followers who were in the tent drinking. They hurried out and went to pick up their horses, waiting behind the buildings.

Hatfield and Buck were in the clear as the Wasp and a dozen of his gunhands burst out of Denison and came at them, guns rising. The golden sorrel and Old Heart 7 picked up their heels, the Wasp in full cry after them. The Ranger headed toward the brakes that rose in the southeast. With the bustling Denison left behind, the Wasp opened fire.

The officer replied with his Colt, and Buck unshipped his light rifle. The speed of their horses kept them out in front. Here and there were parties making for Denison, and these stared at the running fight over the rolling plains.

CHAPTER XI
Gun Pressure

THE Wasp kept after them for about a mile, hoping that some accident might befall Goldy or Old Heart 7, that a lucky shot might strike so that the fugitives could be run down and slain. But as he was drawn farther and farther off base, perhaps suspecting an ambush and finding the retreating pair on superior mounts, Ed Tourneau pulled up. Bursts of slugs and profanity followed the Ranger.

Hatfield and Buck had had a peek at Denison, and now they set their course back to Sherman, passing south of the Box E. Enemy eyes observed them from the ranchhouse and a couple of long tries from heavy rifles kicked up dirt short of them.

“Brite is shore entrenched,” remarked Hatfield. “It’s goin’ to be a job routin’ out the sidewinder, Buck.”

He was weighing the situation, figuring how to defeat the power of the foe.

Back in Sherman that afternoon, the Ranger consulted with Lucius Evans,
George Welder and Duncan Kilgore at Avery's, the square house where the Box E boss and his family had found haven. Avery was sixty, and silver-haired, his wife about the same age. Their children had grown up and left home, and the elderly couple had taken in their friends off the neighboring range.

“We can’t wait much longer, gents,” declared the Ranger. “Brite can only be stopped by force. He’s makin’ big money out there at the new town site. How many fightin’ men you been able to collect in Sherman?”

They had perhaps a dozen to add to their own forces. It was not too large a band to pit against the gathering strength of Leming Brite and the Wasp. “I’ve got an idea workin’ out, though,” said Hatfield. “Have your men keep their guns handy and in prime condition, suh. They better stick within easy call, too. I wouldn’t be at all s’prised if Brite takes another swipe at you. His forged deeds will go over a lot easier if the s’posed sellers such as yourself are not alive to talk.”

When he had finished giving instructions to the rancher chiefs he visited a hardware store, Buck in tow. Here he bought black and red paints, brushes and heavy white sheets of paper. Retiring to the hotel room and assisted by Anita, they manufactured a number of signs and notices on large squares of the paper and hung them around the walls to dry.

As dark fell over the bustling junction they finished the task. The three ate together at a nearby restaurant. “Buck and I better have a snooze while we can,” said the Ranger. “It will be mighty late before we can nose into Denison again.”

The two turned in at their hotel room and slept for a couple of hours, when the Ranger roused, alert as he opened his eyes. Staccato gunfire and confused yells echoed in Sherman, rising over the usual music and general wassail. Hatfield and Buck pulled on their boots, and strapped on hats and cartridge belts. The door latch rattled and Lake Staples’ excited voice sang out to them.

“Ranger! The Skeleton Riders are in town, masses of ’em, attackin’ Avery’s.”

Buck pulled the bolt and Staples stood there, eyes flashing with excitement. “I better hurry back,” said the waddy.

“They’ll need every hand. Mister Evans sent me to warn you.”

Staples ran down the rickety stairs and outside, Hatfield and Buck trailing him. Curious crowds surged westward from the square, hunting safe positions from which to observe the sudden attack. The Ranger paused at a turn, where a building corner jutted. He could look down the lamp lighted street, with homes and small stores on either side, and see the horsemen in skeleton masks and the flat-topped hats with the nickel insignia. Brite had sent the Wasp with his horde of veterans and killers newly hired in the Territory and Denison, to deal with Lucius Evans and his friends.

CARBINES, shotguns and Colts blared at close range as the riders poured metal into Avery’s, but they kept moving, for replies snarled from the windows and the passages between the house and its neighbors were swept by sharpshooters in the stable and a tool shed. A writhing mustang, screaming and kicking its legs, lay on its back in the dust, its owner unmoving where he had landed. The heavy reports roared in the street, which had cleared of all neutrals as the conflict opened.

Lake Staples dropped to a knee, and threw up his carbine, snugging it to his burlry shoulder. He took aim and another of the Wasp’s killers jumped, sagged in his saddle and then rode out of the melee as Staples let go. Hatfield and Buck worked their accurate light rifles, with plenty of targets. They could hear Tourneau shouting at his fighters, “Get in there! Rush ’em, up on the porch.”

A surge of gunhands roared to the low veranda and many jumped down to charge the door at Avery’s. Angled weapons spat at them from two front windows. “Come on, come on,” cried Hatfield, running down the wooden sidewalk. Buck and Staples were right with him and they knelt across the road from the besieged house, pouring lead into the massed outlaws. They worked their guns as fast as they could, shrieking metal slashing the bolder bandits who had made the Avery’s porch.

Masked attackers were dropping, staggering, shrieking as they felt the sharp counter. The Wasp kept moving, yelling
to his men. He noted the trouble across the way and swung a detail at Hatfield and his two aides. Blasts from Colts and spreading buckshot drove the trio back off the sidewalk and they ran through a darkened path beside a single-storied, flat-roofed structure, a feed store closed for the night. “Let’s get up above, boys,” ordered the Ranger as they reached the rear lane.

A boost was enough and when he was up, he gave Buck a hand, then they hoisted the heavy Staples to the tin top. Hurrying to the front edge, they had a first-class seat for the show in the street. Lying flat, they could pick off their foes with little danger of being hit except when they rose up to fire.

Hatfield looked for Ed Tourneau but was unable to pick out Brite’s field general. Either the Wasp had retired up the line or had gone around to the back of the houses. Staples, Buck and the tall officer emptied their carbines at the milling horsemen, caught in a crossfire between Evans’ defenders and the trio on the roof.

The front door had held and the outlaws did not like the slashing they were receiving. Tourneau had no doubt hoped to catch the cowmen unawares and have an easy time of it with such a large force at his command. Wounded bandits were moving off in retreat, and then eerie screeches, much like Indian war whoops, sounded from the north corner. At this, all ripped rein and spurred away, shooting as they went. A few lifeless marauders were left behind in the dusty haze hanging over the scene.

The Ranger and his two helpers descended and checked up. They sang out to Lucius Evans who cautiously opened the door at Avery’s to peek out. Watching for a possible trick and the return of the Wasp, Hatfield crossed and joined the rancher leader. Evans’ face was grim.

“Ranger, that was nasty. A slug cut pore Avery. It ain’t too bad but I can’t impose on him much longer. We’ve got to make our play pronto.” Evans felt guilty at exposing his town friends to such terrible danger. Welder and Kilgore, who had hustled over as the scrap began, appeared from behind the house.

“I’m on my way, suh,” nodded Hatfield. “I figger I can beat the Wasp and his crew back to Denison. They’ll take their time after the cuttin’ up we gave ’em here.”

“Fine! It’s now or never,” cried Lucius Evans.

In the night, Jim Hatfield and Buck rode from Sherman. They picked up speed as they turned their horses toward the mushroom settlement of Denison. Rolled in a wrapper were the posters they had manufactured that afternoon. Hatfield and Evans had made their plans.

A chunk of moon and stars powdering the sky lighted the way. A mile from the junction, Hatfield scented freshly risen dust in the cooling air. “There are riders ahead, Buck. It may be the Wasp and his toughs on the way home. We’ll change course a bit.” He did not wish to run upon Tourneau’s heels as the infuriated outlaws left Sherman after the stingy defeat.

Not far away lay the road to the Red River but they held to the rolling plains. Slanting off the direct route they let Goldy and Old Heart 7 have their heads. The sorrel would offer warning if strangers were too near, and by the moonshine they could distinguish rougher spots and figures they might overtake.

The lurid yellow glow of Denison hung in the sky and was visible for miles. As Hatfield and his youthful companion approached, the night wind brought them strains of fiddles, the raucous voices of men raised in wassail. They had made a fast run from Sherman. “I figger we’ve by-passed most of Tourneau’s bunch,” observed the Ranger. “It will give us time to operate, before they pull in.”

Denison had grown even in the hours since they had first seen it. New tents and tarpaulins were up, a confusion of quickly constructed shelters. Some sort of roof had been finished on Brite’s ugly but roomy structure. As yet there was no glass in the gaping, darkened windows. The unpainted pine boards forming the walls were within a foot of the portable log shack which Leming Brite had been using as a temporary office as he sold off blocks of range belonging to other men. A lamp, turned low, burned in the smaller edifice and the Ranger decided that Brite had not yet transferred his headquarters.

They skirted the howling, lusty settle-
ment, warily watching for enemies. Without doubt Brite would have held a few gunslingers in Denison although the main bunch had accompanied the Wasp in his attempt to surprise Evans, Welder and Kilgore in Sherman. So long as these three survived, Brite's false claims to the land would be very shaky, and the determined ranchers might raise enough resistance to wreck the Professor's operations.

Coming up behind a long, low building, Hatfield unrolled the signs fetched from Sherman and passed half of them to Buck. They had provided themselves with short nails, and a six-shooter butt served as a good hammer. "You start at the north end, Buck, I'll take the south and we'll meet in the center. Keep away from Brite's office, savvy, I'll deal with that. The Professor must have a guard on duty. Hustle now, before the Wasp pulls in."

"I'll give the Rebel yell, Jim, and look out past the buildin's on this side in case things get too hot. Adios." The slim youth started off and Hatfield set to work.

There were plenty of handy wooden walls and posts to which he could attach the printed warnings. Bold red or black letters stood out on the white sheets. He tacked one to the front of a cabin on rollers, where the track entered Denison's south terminus, keeping one eye peeled for his foes. It took but a few seconds to put up a sign. He flitted across and left a second, making it fast to a saloon.

The Ranger had thought it out carefully, had designed the notes not only to attract the beholder's attention but to convince and stir up the victims of the land fraud. For the most part he had used large capital letters.

"BEWARE! BRITE IS SELLING YOU OTHER MEN'S LAND!" proclaimed one. Another said, "YOU HAVE BEEN CHEATED! THIS RANGE BELONGS TO L. EVANS, NOT BRITE." A third cried, "BRITE IS OUTLAW, A FRAUD! HE HAS STOLEN YOUR MONEY!"

He had nailed up a dozen, and already curious men, who had seen the tall figure posting the sheets, were gathering to read them. While such people seldom interfered in gun battles in behalf of others, they were easily aroused when it came to defending their own rights.

Some were calling to friends to come and see the alarming signs.

The Ranger was almost at the center and not far from Brite's centrally located offices. He glimpsed Buck's bony, tall figure as the youth fastened a warning to a saloon front. A couple of bearded investors came around the corner and surprised Hatfield as he finished putting up a "BEWARE!" job.

"Hey, mister! What's all this?" demanded one, as he hastily took in the gist of it.

"What's the idea?" asked the second.

"That's the truth, boys," replied Hatfield earnestly. "Leming Brite is a thief. He's forged deeds to this range. It ain't his to sell."

Others were staring at the signs which Buck Robertson had left in his wake. A disturbed, menacing buzz of voices rose from the settlement as knots of men collected to talk over the startling news. Many had paid high prices in good money to Brite or to those who had bought from Brite.

Across the square, the Professor appeared against the wide lighted entrance to a honky tonk, Brakeman Karnes hulking at his side. Brite wore his black coat and tall hat, his sidewhiskers shadowing his long face. A six-gun hung in an open holster, the belt tight at his waist.

A couple of minutes before, the Ranger had stuck one of his notices to the front of that honky tonk and somebody had run into the place and warned Brite. The Professor took one horrified look, reached out and ripped the sheet off the wall, crumpling it up and hurling it to the dust.

"It's a lie!" he roared.

Hatfield ducked around the dark side of the Brite Development Company's new quarters. The center of Denison was clogging up as the news spread like wildfire.

The Ranger chuckled to himself. "At least he'll have some smell explainin' to do," he thought.

He hurried to the rear of the building. Through a small window of the portable shack housing Brite's temporary offices, he sighted Yampy, his erstwhile outlaw boss. Yampy was standing up. The fat bandit's face was drawn, worried and he was listening to the new sounds from the populace of the mushroom settlement.

In his hairy, fat hand Yampy gripped a
large Colt with a smooth walnut stock, his pet persuader. There was a bandage stuck on one side of his round head, where Ranger lead had singed him up at the Red River line during the duel with Hatfield. His Stetson, flat-topped and decorated with the Wasp's insignia, hung by its strap from his sagging cartridge belt.

Evidently Yampy had been left to guard the records and office for his injury would have slowed him. Piles of papers, weighted with stones, several boxes, a wooden table with inkwells and pens in the stand, seals and materials needed to fill out documents, benches to use as seats, showed in the single room of the shack. On the crowded table top stood a burning oil lamp with a glass reservoir half filled with kerosene. Yampy limped to the front to peek out at the gathering storm.

Hatfield was at the back. "Yampy!" he called sharply.

The stout killer jumped inches off the dirt floor. He glanced fearfully over a hunched shoulder. "Why, you cussed eye-baller!" he gasped.

"Keep it quiet, Yampy," warned the Ranger. "I'm a lot closer than the last time."

Yampy feared him, having seen him in action, but he was tough. As yet, the officer had no pistol in sight. The stout outlaw dropped to a knee as he whirled, his teeth gritted, and whipped his Colt around.

CHAPTER XII

Melee

Hatfield was framed like a picture in the window. Once Yampy brought his gun into line he could scarcely miss. It was vital for the officer to fire first. His slim hand blurred with speed and the heavy revolver jumped to his grip, cocking by its own weight as it rose, the hammer spur caught by his thumb joint.

There was a flaming roar and the Colt pushed against the tall man's steady palm. Yampy's muzzle was not quite high enough. The black hole belched fire and metal but it drilled into the dirt floor. Yampy's own impetus as Hatfield's bullet struck kept him lunging forward. He fell hard, sprawling, his clawing hands gripping the table, which overturned. The lamp slid off, glass tinkling. The hot oil caught fire and a licking yellow flame slowly rose. Papers from the upset table began to burn.

"That's not a bad idea at all, Yampy," muttered the Ranger, smoking six-shooter ready.

He could see the stout figure, lying as it had fallen. The outlaw's pistol had flown from his fingers. Hatfield drew aside, took the silver star on silver circle, emblem of the Texas Rangers, from its hidden pocket, pinned it to his shirt front. He checked up again. Yampy was still there and the fire was swiftly gaining.

Confused shouting sounded from across the road and calls from the south. Hatfield squeezed through the small window, a tight fit for the big fellow. His first act was to bend down and make certain Yampy was dead. As Hatfield had believed, the fat gunhand had caught it between the eyes.

He began picking up Brite's records, hurling them into the licking flames. But already the heat, reflected by the log walls, was intense and its searing breath singed him. He shielded his face with an arm and kicked boxes of documents into the heart of the blaze.

The explosions, the dancing light inside his headquarters, had attracted and alarmed Leming Brite. Hatfield saw the Professor and Brakeman Karnes coming as he glanced out the wide counter window in front. They were trailed by many citizens anxious to ask Brite questions about the land they had purchased from the company. Brite pointed at the fired shack, howling in excited fury. The Ranger coughed from coiling smoke, which drafted from the openings. The Ranger's papers were hungrily burning.

A shrill Rebel yell penetrated to him. Buck was calling. He swung and trotted along the line of buzzing structures and tents. His youthful comrade was close at hand, near the spot where they had separated when they had first arrived and gone about posting their bills.

"Jim! I spotted the Wasp down the road. He just hit town with half a dozen
of his boys."

"You get mounted and fetch Goldy for me," ordered the Ranger. "I'll be just below Brite's. Hustle."

Buck ran to do his bidding. The tall man hurried south, past the burning shack. A large crowd had already collected, and energetic, quick-thinking men were trying to form bucket brigades to the creek to save the settlement from destruction. Shouts and cursing epithets were raised.

Hatfield appeared on the main stem, coming from between two staked tents. Professor Brite and Brakeman Karnes were caught in the crush in front of the land company's blazing quarters. But Ed Tourneau, the Wasp, mounted on the powerful, long-legged gelding he had used during his raid at Sherman earlier in the evening, was but a few paces from the Ranger's position.

Tourneau was cursing and using his quirt as he sought to work through the thickening crowd, keeping to the edge of the street. Not far behind were several of his outlaw aides. Brite was shouting and signaling frantically to his field general, and the Wasp knew his evil master stood in need of his help.

Suddenly the Wasp spied the tall figure, booted feet spread, close upon him. "Tourneau!" said Hatfield calmly. "Texas Ranger!"

The Wasp recognized the star and a shudder of dread shook him. His yellowed, bitter face twisted and he ripped at his rein, rearing his big horse and sliding from his sweating saddle.

A jerk on the rein pulled the excited animal between Tourneau and the officer. Startled inhabitants swung about, saw the big Ranger with the emblem pinned to his shirt, the rugged face, bunched by the taut chinstrap, the icy glint of the gray-green eyes fixed on the Wasp.

For the moment, Tourneau's followers were out of the picture, churning humanity between them and their chief. In that flash of time, a few paces separating the two, it was man to man between the Wasp and the Ranger. Tourneau was snarling, spitting profanity, but he was swift and his hand moved with the dart of a snake's head. The plunging gelding danced sideways, exposing the outlaw.

It was draw to draw. The Rangers gave the worst of killers a chance to surrender, before they would shoot, and Hatfield was no exception. He was calm inside, muscles untensed. A hasty slug from one of the Wasp's friends shrieked over his head but he did not flinch.

Always it was that last fatal breath which counted in such a deadly duel. It was not the man throwing the first slug, but the fighter who maintained a cool brain and dared expend a perilous instant taking careful aim who walked away from these encounters. The Wasp knew this as well as the Ranger did, so for a brief but startling interval of time the two confronted one another, guns out and cocked.

Across the road a dancehall woman on a veranda uttered a shrill scream. Brite and Brakeman George Karnes were howling, trying to work through the seething gathering. Another bullet from Tourneau's men holed the canvas walls of a tent a few inches from Hatfield.

Then the two opposing Colts flamed apparently at the same click. Something irresistible flicked the cloth bulge of the Ranger's shirt where the tail had worked out during his strenuous exertions in Denison. The Wasp straightened, his bitter mouth snapping wide open as he sought breath that was not for him.

He fired again but the muzzle of his gun was dropping, the murderous metal dully plugging into the earth between Hatfield's spread feet. A bluish hole appeared beside Tourneau's nose. He was mortally hit and his knees gave way. The Ranger's finisher drilled the outlaw chief's body and the Wasp shuddered. He collapsed, landing hard, dead as he folded.

They had seen the Ranger's triumph, the appalling, icy courage of the great officer. Head and shoulders over ordinary men, Jim Hatfield had made the impression he desired in Denison. Admiration for his skill and bravery, respect for the mighty Ranger, welled in the hearts of decent beholders.

Screams of hatred issued from the bearded throats of the Wasp's gunhands as their leader was worsted in the exchange. "Kill than man! Stop him," shouted Leming Brite, hopping up and down and pointing with his pistol at the officer.
HATFIELD was sliding back and several bullets missed him as he moved. In his wide belt was the roll of remaining handbills warning the public against the operations of Professor Lem- ing Brite and his company. He had thrust them out of the way when he had gone after Yampy at Brite’s land headquarters. As he stepped off, he yanked out the posters and flung them over the heads of churning men in the street. The sheets separated, floating down, and eager hands of citizens snatched them.

“Read the truth, boys,” he called, his stentorian tones rising over the din. “Brite has robbed you.”

“Ranger! Ranger!” That cry was taken up by enthusiastic men. They saw him dart around the back of the tents as a knot of the Wasp’s gunhands surged up. A couple of bandits jumped down and bent over the remains of Ed Tourneau.

Texans knew the Rangers, trusted them and counted on them in time of real trouble. There were not many of the state officers, but those operating were famed for honesty, ability and courage. They could not be bribed, and each one was an exceptional person. There was no room in the corps for mediocre men.

Some of the outlaws, entering Denison from the south, and seeing the crush in the center, had started around the build- ings and were coming at a fast clip. Guns began flashing.

“Jim! Here we are!” Buck Robertson hailed him. The daring youth had brought Goldy within a few rods of the gunfight. He sat Old Heart 7, the golden sorrel’s rein looped over the horn.

Hatfield raised his pistol and sent lead at the dark riders rushing him. Buck began shooting and the rattled bandits swerved, yelling and hunting cover. The glow from Brite’s burning offices increased, the light dancing crimson in Denison. In the center the howls and growls of angry citizens joined, and the sound was like that of an infuriated, stirred beehive.

But Leming Brite still had plenty of power, the force to save himself. The brute strength of the Wasp’s large band belonged to him. Brakeman George Karnes could command gunsters, and the oversized bodyguard jumped into the breach, taking over in Tourneau’s place. He bellowed orders to the outlaws and they responded. Mustangs charged the crowds, forcing a path through and before long Brite had a strong circle of bristling, masked killers protecting him.

The Ranger had been pushed away. In the plaza, a leaderless melee surged, unsure of what to do. Everybody had run out to see what was going on. The story of Brite’s perfidy had quickly circulated, yet angry as many were, they could not act with the killer guns on them.

Some had formed a bucket line to the creek, fighting the fire which threatened the whole jerry-built settlement. The raw pine wall next the portable shack serving at Brite’s office was smoking, flames licking to the roof.

CHAPTER XIII

The Noose

JIM HATFIELD pelted north behind the building line at Denison. Buck rode just ahead on his chunky, fast gray mustang. The mushroom town was blowing its top with the sudden, terrifying whoosh of an erupting volcano.

“I hope it works the way we figgered,” muttered the Texas Ranger. He had timed it as closely as possible under the circumstances. With Brite’s gathering strength, Evans and his friends so outnumbered, it had been necessary to arouse the Professor’s victims in Denison in order to win enough fighters to smash the Skeleton Riders.

A few hundred yards beyond the outer- most buildings, the tall officer began to whistle shrill blasts. From the town’s center came a confused babble, and several pistol shots cracked.

Leming Brite had already cleaned up a small fortune selling lots and parcels of land. No doubt the Professor carried the money on his person as was the habit of such thieves. Brite had expected to take in much more before decamping. If he read the writing on the wall, having seen the Ranger kill Ed Tourneau, and with the populace aroused by Hatfield’s broad-sides, the Professor would run for it. The Ranger had no intention of permitting his
arch-enemy and the bulk of the marauders to escape.

Answering whistles sent him galloping toward a dark brush clump not far away. “Are you there, Mister Evans?” he sang out.

Lucius Evans trotted his mustang from behind the screen, and with him were his fighters, George Welder and Dunc Kilgore, Lake staples, other cowboys and a dozen friends they had picked up in Sherman.

“We’re ready, Ranger,” declared Evans, eyes sheening in the faint light.

The stout Welder, the dour Kilgore, flanked the rancher chief. They were prepared to have it out with their enemies, led by Leming Brite and Brakeman Karnes. They had real faith in the Texas Ranger who had come to save them from death and destruction.

“Let’s hustle, then,” ordered Hatfield, the star glinting on his shirt front. “String out, fifteen paces between riders. Don’t let any of the cusses through but watch out for the folks in town. We don’t want to down innocent men and they’re on our side.”

“Spread out, boys,” said Evans, relaying the commands.

Lake Staples moved to a far wing, waddies hurrying into position as the sturdy avengers formed a long line. Welder took the left, Kilgore the right, Evans remaining at the center behind the Ranger on his swift war horse.

Hatfield raised a long arm and threw it forward in the signal to advance. He headed straight down the central way into Denison, followed by his allies. Colts and carbines were held ready for action, the men’s faces were grim and set with determination to brace the enemy in this final showdown.

To the officer’s right and left, his riders rounded buildings as they held the wide line in formation. The Ranger could see down the long run between unevenly spaced structures and tents to the square. A milling, infuriated crowd filled it. Lanterns strung on poles and the crimson glow of the burning log cabin and new office lighted the scene.

“Here comes the Professor!” sang out Buck.
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Leming Brite was on a black horse. He was surrounded by outlaws, many of them with masks adjusted, the flat-crowned Stetsons on. Behind his master was Brakeman George Karnes, turned in his high-pronged saddle, cocked Colt raised as he cursed and threatened the citizens slowly following the retreating band. The Professor had made his choice. He was pulling out while he had the chance, taking what he had won.

Howls of rage issued from bilked victims of Brite’s perfidy, but the menacing guns of the bandits cowed them and prevented them from wreaking revenge and capturing Brite. The fact that the Professor was on the run told them that the Ranger’s notices were correct. Brite had cheated them.

“Stop him! Arrest Brite,” someone screamed frantically.

A knot of men surged forward. Karnes let go with his pistol and a ringleader caught lead, staggered and fell into the arms of his friends. The shooting stopped the advance of the citizens.

THE Texas Ranger, his silver star on a silver circle pinned to his shirt front, raced in. The cowmen were coming from the darkness and were close upon the marauders before the outlaws, distracted by the dangerous mood of the Denison populace, realized they were at hand. The right and left wings of Hatfield’s line, skirting obstructions such as shacks and tents, were hurrying to loop the raiders, noose them as a lasso tightens around its target.

Leming Brite sighted Hatfield and gave a hoarse shout. He pointed a heavy revolver and pulled trigger. The bullet sang over the tall officer’s lowered head. The Ranger’s Colt snarled a reply and Brite’s hat flew from his head. Instead of the full, greased black hair of which the Professor had seemed so vain, Brite’s skull shone entirely bald, the taut skin stretched over protruding bumps. Hatfield was startled, then with grim amusement realized the Professor had been wearing a wig which had dislodged along with his hat.

Suddenly aware of the new danger before them, Brite’s gunhands faced front, hastily shifting guns. Lucius Evans, Welder and others gave shrill Rebel yells, challenging their opponents.

“Throw down, outlaws,” roared the Ranger.

The answer was a blast of metal. Flaming pistol muzzles confronted the charging ranchers who threw back better than they received. Killers in the bunched band holding the middle of the road, yelped and swore, recoiling.

“It’s the Ranger! Come on, let’s give him a hand,” shouted a bold Denisonite.

Braver spirits in town rushed forward again. Hatfield’s appearance, the mounted fighters behind him, provided the needed spark to ignite the fighting courage of Brite’s victims. More and more townsmen started to run after the thieves, gripping clubs and guns. The closing arc ends, cutting between buildings, had almost joined the crush of citizens when Leming Brite ripped rein and smashed off to the right.

Brakeman George Karnes was close to his chief. The two dug spurs. Powerful mustangs surged ahead, and the riders lashed out with guns barrels to make a path for themselves. Several masked outlaws took advantage of the break, spurring in the Professor’s wake. Brite and Karnes disappeared from Hatfield’s field of vision as they made it safely between two long wooden structures on the east side of Main Street.

Above all, Hatfield wanted Brite. He swung the golden sorrel that way, hoping to overtake the Professor before Brite reached the clear. But the inhabitants of Denison had surged all through the lanes and he was hemmed in, caught in the mêlée. He could see bearded, excited faces all about him.

The avenging citizens had come up with the blocked killers who had checked their advance as Hatfield and his friends stopped them. Rattled and leaderless, swearing outlaws slashed at the heads and arms of men eagerly pulling them from their saddles. Guns were fired point-blank as the crush grew denser, making it impossible for horses to maneuver.

Excited, plunging mustangs threw several riders busy trying to defend themselves. The skeleton masks were snatched off, weapons confiscated. Lucius Evans, George Welder and Kilgore, with their waddies and townsmen aides from Sherman, were doing their part, fighting the nearest gunslingers to a standstill, holding
the half-circle drawn around Denison. More and more hands clasped the masked marauders. Shouts and blows, explosions, made a horrid din over the mushroom town. But the firing was diminishing. The battle degenerated into a free-for-all as the butts of Brite’s great swindle punished the Professor’s strongarm assistants, slapped them down, disarmed them and tied them up.

Hatfield edged toward the outer fringe but it was slow going. Buck Robertson, still on Old Heart 7, had downed a couple of bandits but was now pinned by the boiling townsman. Few of Brite’s powerful band remained in sight, and swiftly these were subdued, fright in their burning eyes. They feared lynching at the hands of the angry crowds.

“Hurrah for the Texas Rangers!” shouted a jubilant citizen, who had climbed to a nearby roof top. He waved his Stetson, jumping up and down in excitement.

Men around Hatfield grinned in friendly fashion at the officer who had commanded the forces against the outlaws. With the defeat of the toughs, ropes were brandished over the captured killers, and the Ranger knew that he must check the mob’s dangerous mood.

CHAPTER XIV

Pursuit

UNFIRE had ceased for all the outlaw targets were down. A few lucky ones had managed to escape with Leming Brite and Brakeman Karnes at the start of the battle. Hatfield felt a sense of urgency, that he must be after Brite, seek to bring back the chief who had brought all this misery on the Red River range.

He stood high in his stirrups, a hand overhead, calling for attention. Those nearest him heard and heeded his authority, ordering others to be quiet. Soon the gathering had stilled, facing him from all directions, watching the rugged face of the ace fighting man.

“You done a fine job helpin’ beat those rascals, boys,” said the Ranger. “The law will take charge of ’em. Use yore ropes to tie up the cusses. I’ll hold to account any man who takes part in lynchin’. Turn the prisoners over to Mister Evans and he’ll see they’re delivered to the lockup. Brite has run for it. I must go after him and try to fetch him back. Then we’ll see what can be done about squarin’ accounts for those he cheated.

“All who bought land from Brite’s company, hold on to your deeds and I’ll straighten things out later. As you have been informed, two railroads will make a junction here at Denison, and maintenance shops are to be built in town so your new settlement will grow fast and amount to somethin’. One line will bridge the Red River, and a span for wagon and horseback traffic will be thrown across the stream, just north of this point.

“All that is true, but Leming Brite was not the owner of the range he sold. He forged the deeds he showed, having forcibly seized lands belongin’ to these ranchers. At Brite’s command, Ed Tourneau, the Wasp, killed Abel Pyne who held sections needed for the bridge and railroad approaches to the Red River. Hustle now, reinforce that bucket brigade and check the fire or the whole town will go up in smoke. Mister Evans will be my deputy while I’m gone.”

They were ready to obey the Ranger and cheers welled in their throats. Townsmen began shoving their captives to a gathering point, sullen-eyed killers disarmed and helpless with tied hands and guns held on them.

Buck Robertson rode to join Hatfield as he swung out of Denison. “Have you seen Lake Staples?” asked the Ranger.

“No since the start of it,” replied Buck. “He was over on the east.”

“Brite broke clear that way. I hope nothin’ happened to Lake.”

He cut over, followed by his youthful comrade, and rode down the line. A crumpled figure lay in the shadows and they feared it might be Staples but dismounting and checking, Hatfield found it was a dead outlaw, skeleton mask away on his evil face. He recognized one of the bandits he had met at the hideout north of the Red.

Remounting, he started to shove northward. The river lay four miles away, with not much rough country between. Bathed in faint silver moonlight, the rolling plains
swept in almost imperceptible drops toward the Red.

"What makes you figger Brite came this direction, Jim?" asked Buck curiously.

"I believe he'll make for the Territory," answered Hatfield. "No law over there, for one thing, and there's plenty of spots where he can hole up to catch his breath. Of course, he may have turned another way but I'll have to chance it."

TO FOLLOW sign in the night was difficult, and very slow. The tracker must dismount every few yards and check up. By that time, Brite would have made too many miles. The two moved along at a fast clip. As they neared the spot where the ferry crossed the river, Hatfield sniffed at the fresh dust hanging in the air. "Somebody came along here not so long back," he remarked.

The golden sorrel rippled his hide, and they slowed, watching. Against the moonlit sky toward the Red a rider appeared, and they sat their saddles, motionless, guns ready for action. Soon the horseman spied them and pulled up.

"Who's that?" demanded the Ranger.

"Hatfield!" Lake Staples hurried up to them. "I trailed Brite and Brakeman Karnes, with four of the Wasp’s crew, to the river. They swam it a quarter of an hour ago, I couldn’t stop the cusses."

Hatfield was glad to receive this news of Brite’s progress. He had guessed the Professor’s escape route correctly.

"You goin’ over, Jim?" inquired Buck.

"I’m goin’ over," nodded the Ranger.

He could not permit Leming Brite to go free. Texas law did not hold in the Territory but the law of self-defense did, no matter where it might be invoked.

They pushed on, Staples joining them, and soon came to the edge of the Red, flowing slowly in the moonlight. The saloon and little store were dark, the low, flat ferry boat warped to the Texas shore for the night. The one-eyed Mexican and the operators of the ferry slept.

Hatfield rode the golden sorrel into the shallows, Staples and Buck following. They swam the channel and the dripping mustangs dug in their hoofs on the north bank, hitting the winding road.

"We’ll try the Wasp’s hideout first," announced Hatfield.

He rode ahead, alert for drygulchers on the trail. Buck came next, with Lake Staples bringing up the rear. In the distance, a wolf howled mournfully at the moon.

Close to the Wasp’s headquarters in the bush, the Ranger got down and spoke to his two loyal comrades, voice low. "Buck, hold the horses. Lake, can you limp along and cover me? I’m goin’ in after the Professor."

"I can make it, Ranger," nodded Staples.

The main band smashed, the Wasp, Yampy and their old leaders killed in the fight at Denison, only a handful of the once mighty outlaw aggregation remained at the hideout. Some who had managed to flee from the Ranger and the crowd at the new settlement had not yet stopped, were making for tall timber far away, having had enough.

Armed with his Colts, the tall officer flitted around through the bush, familiar with the surroundings. Lanterns flickered in the camp and as he crouched close to the clearing to look things over, Hatfield spied lathered, heaving horses, one of them Brite’s long-legged black, standing with dropped head. They had been quirted and spurred to a frazzle as the Professor made his desperate lunge to escape.

There was a lamp burning in the larger hut which had belonged to the Wasp, and which Brite had shared with the outlaw chief. The Ranger circled to the rear but froze in his tracks as he heard stealthy footsteps. Three dark figures rounded the headquarters and stole down the back trail toward the horse corrals. They passed within a few feet of the hidden officer.

One said, "Keep it quiet! We better get out of here, you can’t tell what’s goin’ to happen, boys."

They disappeared toward the pens. The Ranger decided they had heard the story of the defeat at Denison and were decamping to save their hides. Law or not, a posse might cross and come after them. They were older men who had been left to guard the camp.

The Ranger let them go, having Brite on his mind. He inched to the little window at the back and peeked inside. Brakeman Karnes, hulking figure girded with two cartridge belts, was packing a bag. Brite, his bald pate sheening, had
just taken a pinch of snuff and sneezed several times. The Professor seemed satisfied with himself. He poured a stiff drink into a tin mug and downed it at a gulp.

"It isn't so bad, George," he remarked. "We have enough to live like kings for a while. We'll go back to New Orleans and play the wheels."

"You aim to start tonight?" asked the Brakeman.

"Certainly. That Texas Ranger doesn't look like he'd stop at the Red River line." Brite patted his bulging shirt sides. "I flatter myself I outwitted him. Hurry now. Pick out two good horses from the pens and we'll start for Kansas. At railroadhead we can entrain for St. Louis and catch the cars there for the South."

"Want to take along any of these hombres in camp?"

"No. They're no use to me now. We'll leave 'em behind."

Brite drank again, smacking his lips. His teeth clicked and he pulled at his side whiskers, eyes bright as polished shoe buttons.

The Ranger glided around the open door and stepped inside.

The Professor saw him first and his long face twisted in astonishment. "Ranger!"

Hatfield stood there, slim hands hanging easily at his hips. As yet he had not drawn a Colt. "Howdy, Professor!" he drawled.

"You can't arrest me here! You have no jurisdiction," babbled Brite.

"You savvy the law even if you do break it whenever you've a mind to, Bright Eyes," replied the Ranger. "I'll tote you across the Red and arrest you in Texas if that suits you better."

The Brakeman thought he saw his chance. Brite stood between the door and Karnes, who lunged with a hoarse battle cry, pistol ripping from leather holster. The heavy gun was coming up to drill Hatfield at close range.

Feet spread, Hatfield's hand flicked, blurred with its speed. The Brakeman's charge was checked; he shuddered as the cabin filled with the reverberating explosion, and dropped hard, face to the dirt floor.

Leming Brite knew what the silver star on silver circle meant, that the tall officer who had recently opposed and pursued him, would forcibly take him back to justice. He had a breath in which to act and seized it as Hatfield dueled with Karnes. With remarkable celerity, the Professor pulled a snub-nosed pistol from the holster under his bony arm.

The Ranger felt the wind of passing metal. He had to shoot quickly, for Brite, teeth clicking, his eyes blazing, shrieked at him as he thrust the muzzle of the gun straight at Hatfield's face, at point-blank range.

Hatfield's Colt blared, once, and again. The revolver was steady, his aim cool and unfurried in spite of the death only a wink away. Brite caught the slugs in the body. He was turned by the impact, and his right arm fell, an amazed expression coming over the long face. His knees buckled and he folded up before his master, the Texas Ranger.

DENISON had quieted down some as Jim Hatfield, Lake Staples and Buck Robertson rode into the center. Behind the Ranger was a led horse carrying the remains of Professor Leming Brite.

Staples and Buck had rushed into the outlaw hideout as they heard the shooting. The handful of bandits had not put up much of a scrap, but had run for the dark bushes.

The fire had been controlled, kept from spreading by the bucket brigades, although Brite's log cabin and the new headquarters had burned to the ground. All the false records had gone up in flames, and that was just as well, thought Hatfield.

Lucius Evans hailed him gladly, and soon the ranchers and their cowboys surrounded the returning trio, staring at the dead Professor. Citizens of Denison, emerging from saloons where they had been drinking after the battle, hurried to see the Ranger and what was left of Brite.

Hatfield took a chair on a porch overlooking the center. He had bulky moneybags in hand, which he had removed from around Brite's waist, and these contained the Professor's loot from his venture in Denison.

"Spread the word, boys," ordered the tall officer. "We'll set things as straight as we can, here and now."

Buck found a barrel for him and he used it as a table. Lines were formed, and those who had bought land from Leming Brite waited their turn as the Texas Rang-
er dispensed what he had recovered. He paid according to the deeds and receipts signed by Brite, satisfying as many claims as possible.

It was very late when he had finished his task. "All right, gents. You have your money back, far as I can make it. If you want to buy land here, talk to the real owners, these ranchers." He nodded and rose, stretching himself. A drink was in order, and his job on the Red River range had come to a close.

REPORTING at Captain Bill McDowell's headquarters in Austin, Jim Hatfield saluted his chief and dropped into a chair by the desk. Buck and Anita Robertson were safe at home in the cottage on the outskirts of the capital.

"So Miss Anita fetched my message concernin' the bridges over the Red River and the railroads?"

"Yes, suh. I was glad to have it, Cap'n, for it corroborated what I'd learned from studyin' Brite's papers. Through skullduggery and bribery in New Orleans, that Professor snake had obtained secret, advance information as to just where the junction of the rails would be, not far from Lucius Evans' home. Shops were to be built and the rights-of-way would cross the Slash K and 1-2, the spans over the Red based on land belongin' to a citizen of Sherman, Abel Pyne.

"Brite wrote his man, the Wasp, to kill the range owners pronto before the news leaked out to the public and the boom began. Tourneau managed to kill Pyne, droppin' Brite's note which Marshal Suyderman sent on to us. Then they went after the ranchers and drove 'em from their houses."

McDowell listened to the terse sentences as the Ranger told of the fighting on the Red River. His old eyes glistened with excitement for he could read between the lines, knowing what desperate battles had taken place and wishing he had been there to take part in them. He was satisfied to hear that Brite's false records had burned to ashes, that the Ranger had made restitution as far as was humanly possible, that Lake Staples, the cowboy who had done so well for his employer, had married his boss' daughter in Sherman, with Anita and Hatfield among the audience.

But Texas called. Over its mighty expanse, a few Rangers must uphold the law. While Hatfield had been out on duty, new complaints had come in and Captain McDowell rattled the stack on his desk.

"I'm ready, suh. My wound's healin' fine, thanks to Miss Anita's care. Goldy is rested and we can ride."

Soon the old commandant stood in his doorway, waving adios to his star operative who carried justice to the Lone Star State.

Follow Jim Hatfield to Escondida Valley, where strife between farmers and cattlemen calls for swift Ranger justice in—
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THE torrid days and hot nights felt like July, but it was actually in November. And “Long Sam” Littlejohn knew his Texas well enough to know what a hot spell at this season meant. He headed south under the countless flocks of complaining geese that streamed across the sky.

He pushed the ugly old ewe-necked roan gelding he called Sleeper hard for three days straight, then began easing up on the fourth day. Geese still winged wearily overhead, pointing for the marshes and rice fields down along the Gulf.

They had had a blizzard out in the plains country. The unseasonable heat here in Texas, and the flocks of migratory birds beating their way southward against a stiffening wind, told Long Sam Littlejohn that.

He watched his back trail a lot as he rode, scanning the far horizon for the darkening mass of clouds that would mark the storm’s approach. Yet each time he looked backwards at the far sky, Long
Sam’s keen, smoke-colored eyes would come down to the earth and linger there.

But as the fourth day of his southward travels waned and no storm cloud or mounted man showed behind him, Long Sam began relaxing just a little. Perhaps the fact that he was now upon familiar ground had something to do with that.

His gaunt, unusually tall body slumped wearily in the saddle, yet a faint grin touched his thin mouth when he topped a ridge that was heavily timbered with big postoaks and hickories. He dropped off the ridge into the head of a canyon where sycamore stretched white arms toward the sky, feeling a sudden strange stirring of air currents about him.

“So you remember this Rail M range of old Jim Morgan’s, do you?” Long Sam chuckled when Sleeper quickened pace.

“And likely enough you remember that log line shack where we’ve holed up before, too. Well, hustle along, for that’s where we’re campin’ tonight, fella!”

The wind whirled harder through the canyon now, making a low moaning sound in the timber. Long Sam put his full attention on the wind’s actions, scowling uneasily as he looked up at the tops of the trees.

“The wind has swung to the north!” he exclaimed. “Which means Old Man Blizzard has pushed on across the Red and is fixing to do us a meanness. Good thing we got to where we can find shelter for tonight, Sleeper.”

Only they did not find the shelter Long Sam was looking forward to. He rounded a bend in the canyon and reined in very suddenly. The line cabin he had been remembering was a couple of hundred yards down the canyon, looking snug and solid. But a thin ribbon of smoke poured from the rusty stovepipe, whipping away in the moaning wind.

Dusk was falling, and Long Sam was glad of that, thinking it unlikely that anyone could have spotted him at this distance. He was about to turn Sleeper back into the canyon when the shack’s back door slammed open. Then Long Sam was cursing the dusk for which he had only the moment before been thankful.

Two men had come tumbling out the log shack’s back door, locked in what had promise of becoming mortal combat.

When a gun went off and a man’s voice lifted in a thin howl, Long Sam quit straining his eyes in a futile attempt to see what went on and jabbed spurs against Sleeper’s sides.

But even curiosity coupled with the hope of heading off a killing did not send Long Sam Littlejohn barging boldly up to the little line shack. Outlawed, with a sizable cash reward offered for his dead-or-live capture, he had long ago learned to be more than just careful about getting too close to other human beings. Duly appointed peace officers were dangerous enough, to be sure. Yet Long Sam’s greatest danger lay in venturing too close to the sort of citizens who would shoot a man down simply for the reward money that man’s death or capture might bring.

Long Sam hauled Sleeper to a halt behind a stand of bushes back of a sturdy little shed, then swung quickly from the saddle. Dusk was thickening rapidly now, and through the wind’s hoarse moaning he could hear a man screeching in fear or agony. He started towards the sounds at a trot, bony hands resting on the black butts of matched six-shooters that rode his bony thighs in hand-tooled black holsters.

“Don’t do it, Morgan!” the man was wailing. “Don’t drown me like I was a rat. Let me live, and I’ll tell sheriff Riley the whole—”

There was nothing else that Long Sam could understand. The man’s voice climbed up in a shivering wail, yet the sound was diminishing rapidly, as if the wind had plucked the man from the earth and spirited him away. Long Sam swerved towards the spot from which the sound had come, a shivery feeling down his spine. He was making a guess as to what had happened even before he saw the well curbing there before him.

Long Sam braked with plowing boot heels, closer to the well curbing, and a bony fist slammed into his face, upsetting him. As he fell a tall man went past him, running.

Long Sam opened his lips to order the tall man to halt, but the words seemed suddenly to freeze in his throat. He heard the gurgles and splash of wildly agitated water, then the thin voice he had heard begging for mercy earlier lifted eerily up into the moaning night.
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“Halp!” that voice was bleating. “Get me outa here before I’m drowned, Luther Morgan!”

LONG SAM scowled, remembering from having been here before that there was never, even in the wettest weather, more than three feet of water down in that old dug well. Yet the gent down there was yowling about drowning. Long Sam grunted, and stood up. Luther Morgan, he decided, would be that beanpole of a galoot who had knocked him tumbling.

“Luther!” the voice reached up from the well. “You speckle-faced immolation of a jack-snipe, I hear your big feet shifting around up there. At least say something!”

Afterwards, Long Sam decided that what happened served him right. But at the moment he was thinking only of Luther Morgan and wondering who in blazes the man was and why he had fought with this tough-sounding fellow down in the well.

Long Sam bent over the curbing and started to call down to the trapped man. A slash of greenish-orange fire licked up at him, something louder than any thunder he had ever heard punished his ear drums, and the next thing he knew he was sitting on the ground beyond the well curbing.

“That buzzard shot at me!” Long Sam yelped.

The gaunt outlaw discovered that his hat was gone, and that a shallow gash at the edge of his thick, yellow hair was bleeding freely. He swore a blistering oath and began hunting his hat by feel.

“That fool in the well come close to blowing out whatever I’m using for brains!” the outlaw growled. “The slug knocked my hat off, and the blamed thing maybe blew clean over to—Ha!”

Long Sam’s groping hands found his hat, lodged against the well curbing. The wind seemed to have a chill bite to it now, although he was too angry to pay much attention. He felt of the hat until he found where a slug had entered low on the crown in front and come out at a higher point at the back. He yanked the hat on and got to his feet, teeth grinding when he heard the well pulley clatter, and heard the man in the well laughing.

Long Sam inched up to the curbing, pulled a razoredged clasp knife from his pocket, and opened the blade. He kept away from the top of the curbing, listening to the pulley grind and strain against the light chain that held it to the cross beam above the well.

“Bill and Ed will be sore over my beefing that crane-legged son!” a voice chortled from the well. “But to heck with that. I’ll make out like Luther worked out of them ropes and jumped me while I was out here drawing a bucket of water. If I tell it right, Bill and Ed will—Quit that! Luther, if you shake that darn rope any more—”

The man’s voice lifted to that thin howling of terror again when the rope he was shinnying up suddenly went slack. Long Sam grinned when he heard a roaring splash in the well. Then the man down there began cursing wildly, interspersing the blistering oaths with threats and pleas. He was still under the impression that he was talking to Luther Morgan.

“Shut up, fellow!” Long Sam roared. “And don’t shoot at me again if you want any help.”

The man down the well became instantly silent. Long Sam waited, sensing that his voice had been recognized as a strange one. He let the seconds drag, guessing at the trapped man’s astonishment.

“So that’s it!” the hard voice boomed from the well. “Luther didn’t just work loose from them ropes Bill and Ed Six had him tied with. Luther had help getting loose, and you’re the meddling son who—”

The man’s words were drowned by the roar of his gun. Long Sam had already caught the raspy note creeping into the thin voice and was pulling back from the rim of the well’s curbing. A bullet ripped through the top plank, spraying splinters of wood into his face that stung sharply. Long Sam dropped flat just as two more slugs ripped through the old curbing from inside, so angry over the senseless attack that he reached for his own guns.

But the gaunt outlaw did not finish pulling his guns from holsters. Suddenly there were horses roaring at him, and the deep voice of a man reached through the wind’s howling. Long Sam hugged the earth, astonishment holding him moveless
as he stared at the raiders who were almost on top of him. There were four of them, and they had come from downwind, getting within yards of him before he was aware of their approach.

"Guy!" that deep voice was still booming. "Guy Zane! Where are you, and what's that shooting?"

Long Sam saw that the men had halted with their backs to him, facing the log shack. He lifted himself, and was beginning a slow retreat when the man in the well, obviously the Guy Zane whose name had been called, let out a yowl that made the four mounted men whirl their horses. And while shod hoofs were hammering the ground to deaden the sounds, Long Sam streaked away towards the shed where he had left Sleeper.

"Boy, did I bump me a hornet's nest!" the gaunt outlaw panted as he reached his horse.

Sleeper seemed to be fidgety and kept snorting, but Long Sam was too bent on getting out of there to pay due attention to his roan's behavior. He could hear a lot of profane shouting back at the well, and judged that Guy Zane had been hauled out of his gloomy prison. Dropping a lariat rope into the well and hauling him out would have been simple enough, since the well was only twelve or fourteen feet deep.

"It's still a dozen miles or so to Blue Bend, Sleeper, but I reckon we better head that way," Long Sam grumbled. "Sheriff Whit Riley will put us up for a day or two, I reckon. Feels like a blue norther moving in now, but it could change to pure blizzard by this time tomorrow. So—"

"If it ain't too much bother, Slim, I sorty wish you'd give me a lift to Blue Bend," a voice interrupted.

LONG SAM spilled pliant reins from sinewy fingers, and filled his hands with deadly guns. The dry-toned voice had come from close by, and the outlaw's goggling eyes and gun muzzles centered on the spot promptly. Long Sam knew now why Sleeper had fiddle-footed and snorted so much.

"For gosh sakes, Slim, don't shoot me!" the voice came again, edged with uneasiness. "Biffing you with my fist the way I done was a kind of accident, me being so plumb rattled I didn't know what I was doing. But that there panther you're using for a horse evened the score by shore trying to bite my head off when I found him here and tried to borry him."

"You're Luther Morgan?" Long Sam asked.

"Sure!" came the prompt reply. "And you tried to steal my Sleeper hoss!" Long Sam charged.

"Well, I didn't think of it as stealing, Slim," Luther Morgan sighed wearily. "I been tied up in yonder shack for four days, now, with no food and blamed little water. I'm sort of weak. On top of that, I couldn't walk far, even if I wasn't weak."

"You crippled?" Long Sam queried.

"They been using a hot stove poker on my big feet, Slim," Luther Morgan said calmly.

"Judas!" Long Sam growled.

He meant to say more, but suddenly the words were locked behind set teeth. A rider was coming out towards the shed! Long Sam holstered his guns, then took a firm grip on Sleeper's reins.

"Don't make any more sound than you can help, Morgan!" he warned. "There's a rider at the front of this shed. Ease over here, and I'll haul you up behind the saddle."

Long Sam saw a gaunt figure move in the shadows, then a hand that was bony and hard and roughly calloused grasped his. The gaunt outlaw heaved, and Sleeper crouched and started ringing his scrawny tail in anger when Luther Morgan slammed down behind the saddle. Long Sam kept his grip on the reins and gouged with his spurs until Sleeper finally quit trying to buck and moved out at a walk. The gaunt outlaw sent his mount across the canyon to the far slope, then turned south. He heaved a sigh of relief and relaxed when he was downwind from the old line cabin.

"I heard that ornery little Guy Zane buzzard shooting off his gun down in the well, Slim," Luther Morgan broke the long silence. "Was he trying to conjure up help, or was he taking pot-shots at you?"

"His first shot skinned the front of my skull, and the next time he fired, splinters from the well curbing stung my face, the slug came so close," Long Sam replied.

"Why have you been held prisoner at that
cabin back there, Morgan, and subjected to torture?"

"It's a kind of a longish story, Slim," Luther Morgan said tiredly. "I'll tell you about it if you really want to know."

"Then start the telling, for I'm sure interested," Long Sam declared. "Bill and Ed Six rode up there with two other fellows, and blamed near stumbled onto me at the well. I know that black-muzzled pair of Six hellions, Bill and Ed. They're big Jim Morgan's step-sons. This is Jim Morgan's Rail M range we're on now. Since your name turns out to be Luther Morgan, I've been trying to figure a connection 'tween you and Jim Morgan, but can't. You happen to be come kind of kinfolks of his?"

"He was my father," Luther Morgan said simply.

"What's that?" Long Sam yelped.

"You knowed Jim Morgan?" Luther asked quietly.

"Ever since he bought this huge ranch, which must have been all of eleven years ago," Long Sam said. "Jim's wife died two years back, which was the last time I've been through this neck of the woods, come to think of it. You wouldn't be trying to josh somebody about being Jim's son, would you?"

As he spoke Luther's tone was convincing, "I ain't joshin', Slim," he declared. "Pa bought this grazin' up here a mite over eleven years ago. But I didn't come here with him, and was never in this country until five days ago."

"Why didn't you come here with your dad?" Long Sam probed.

"Because I couldn't hit it off with Bill and Ed Six," Luther said quietly. "We had a big ranch down towards Houston, Slim. I was born there, and my Ma was buried there when I was five years old. Pa and me batched until I was seventeen. Then me married Ada Morgan, who'd been widdered a couple years before when her tinhorn husband got killed trying to rob a cowman who was coming back from Kansas with a wad of beef money."

"So when your father remarried, you lit a shuck, eh?" Long Sam droned.

"I stuck it out for a year, until I was eighteen," Luther said in his dry way. "Bill Six is three years older than me, and Ed's a year older than me. Them two waltzed into what had been my home all my life and made it plain from the start that I was to be their chore boy."

"You should have stood yore ground," Long Sam growled.

"Maybe so," Luther sighed. "But I didn't, for I didn't want to make Pa unhappy with a lot of squabbling in the fambly."

"But you finally decided to come pay your father a visit, it seems," Long Sam observed.

"Pa's grave was the first place I went when I got off the Blue Bend stage, five days ago," Luther Morgan said.

"Grave?" Long Sam cried. "Something happened to big Jim Morgan?"

"He got two rifle bullets through his back, six months ago!" Luther said.

"Thunderation!" Long Sam exclaimed. "Luther, I'm downright sorry to hear that."

"You liked my pa, Slim?" Luther Morgan asked.

Something in his voice made Long Sam tense. The gaunt outlaw glanced over one shoulder, but the howling night was so dark he could get no vaguest impression of Luther Morgan's features.

"I certainly did like big Jim Morgan," Long Sam declared.

"And he thought enough of you to loan you money and things like that, eh?" Luther drawled.

Long Sam was too surprised to reply immediately. As a matter of fact, Jim Morgan had once loaned him a couple of hundred dollars. That had been several years ago, and he had repaid the loan within a short while after it was made. He had used that money to pay a doctor for digging a rifle ball out of his right thigh. Joe Fry, a deputy who worked out of the U. S. marshal's office at Austin, had put that bullet in Long Sam's leg, and he had carried it almost a week before he had managed to shake Fry off his trail and have the badly infected wound treated.

"Sorta threwed you, me talking about Pa and money he loaned or wouldn't loan you, eh?" Luther's dry voice purred.

That was not the words that jolted Long Sam, however. Something round and hard had bored into the small of his back. He knew that the object was the business end of a gun even before he heard ham-
mer dogs click as the weapon was cocked.

"Don't get a sudden trigger itch, Luther," Long Sam advised. "They'll pay you as much for me alive as they would dead."

"I ain't interested in scalp money!" Luther retorted.

Long Sam felt first his left hand gun, then the right one snicked from leather. He breathed a little easier after that. "You know me, don't you?" Long Sam asked after a silence.

"Knowed you when you mentioned that this horse is named Sleeper," Luther said. "How did the name of my horse tell you who I am?" Long Sam wanted to know.

"Bill and Ed Six have been talking about you the past four days while they worked on me at that line cabin," Luther sighed. "They say Long Sam Littlejohn rides a sorry looking roan nag he calls Sleeper, and swear the ugly old horse can outrun anything else that was ever foaled."

"Why were Bill and Ed Six holding you in that cabin, torturing you?" Long Sam shot the question sharply.

"They think I had something to do with lawyer Wayne Carson disappearing from Blue Bend with Pa's will," Luther grunted.

"Did you?" Long Sam asked.

"Heck, no!" Luther Morgan snorted. "Lawyer Carson wrote to me at Santa Fe and told me about Pa's murder, and said for me to get down here. I sold out, but it took time. When I got here and seen the lawyer, he acted sure uneasy. I talked to him maybe a couple of hours, the first day I hit Blue Bend. That night he up and disappeared, with Pa's will, which hadn't been read to me or the Six boys or anybody else."

"What kind of a business did you have at Santa Fe?" Long Sam asked.

"A darned good freightin' business!" Luther Morgan replied.

"As Jim Morgan's son, Luther, you'll get the heavy end of his estate, which I happen to know is a huge one," Long Sam said.

"To heck with the whole mess!" Luther grumbled. "If I stuck around here I'd have trouble with Bill and Ed Six, which I don't want. Now that I can hand Pa's killer over to the law I'll head back to Santa Fe and buy me another freight string."
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This town!” Luther ordered grumpily. “I reckon the sheriff can handle them Six men and their friends.”

Long Sam muttered under his breath, but let it go at that. The roaring wind, how bitingly cold, had everyone driven indoors, and Long Sam was glad of that as he put Sleeper through the tan fog of dust the wind kicked up from the open street. He pulled in at last before the building that served as combination sheriff’s office and county jail, smoky eyes troubled as he stared at the structure.

“No lights, Luther!” Long Sam called uneasily. “Sheriff Riley isn’t here. We better go up to his house, hadn’t we?”

“Inside with you!” Luther growled.

The gaunt outlaw dismounted, aware that Morgan swung down clumsily. Then they were groping up the steps and into the sheriff’s office, Luther Morgan’s gun pushed solidly against the outlaw’s back.

Long Sam thumbed a sulphur match to life, located and lighted a lamp, then turned and looked at his captor. He felt a little tremor go through him and guessed he wanted to laugh, yet the kindling mirth died suddenly.

Luther Morgan was almost as tall as Long Sam, but was flatter chested and much narrower across the shoulders. His nose was a long spike above a broad, thin mouth, his face was deeply freckled, and sand colored hair showed beneath the floppy hat that was pulled low over a pair of eyes that were as cold and blue as new ice. His gun hand wobbled noticeably, and a pallor beneath his freckled skin told Long Sam that the man was physically sick from the abuse he had taken at the hands of the Six brothers and their friends.

“Get that ring of keys off the wall peg behind the sheriff’s desk, yonder, Littlejohn, then go pick yoreself a cell,” Luther muttered thickly.

Swiftly Long Sam crossed the sheriff’s office, stepped around behind the desk, and took the big iron key ring from the wall peg. He moved towards the narrow doorway that led into the back part of the long building where the cells were, hesitating as he saw Luther Morgan reach out a shaky left hand to pick up the lamp. Morgan started to straighten up with the lamp, but did not make it. He swayed suddenly, mumbled an unintelligible word or two, and slumped to the floor.

“Thunderation!” Long Sam exclaimed, and groped through the sudden darkness until a probing foot found the sprawled man.

Luther Morgan was not groaning or making any kind of sounds when Long Sam squatted beside him. The gaunt outlaw found his guns wedged under Morgan’s waistband, retrieved and holstered the weapons, then picked Morgan up and felt his way carefully to the door and out into the cell block.

A few moments later he had the senseless man stretched out on a cot. Long Sam tugged Morgan’s boots off and was pulling a match from his pocket, when he heard riders pound into the yard before the sheriff’s darkened office.

“Ten to one, that’ll be the Six brothers and their three friends!” Long Sam muttered.

He left Luther Morgan’s cell and went down the corridor to the sheriff’s office, bony hands riding gun butts. He heard big Bill Six’s voice outside, and crossed the sheriff’s office in rapid strides, stopping just inside the open front door.

“They didn’t come here, looks like!” Bill Six was saying gruffly. “Ed, you head for Whit Riley’s house and see if they went there. Lew, take the south side of the street, and peek into every place that’s showing light. You take the north side of the street, Dick, and take a gander through every lighted winder you pass. Me and Guy will stake out here, just in case Luther and whoever it was rescued him didn’t get to town fast as we did. Hop to it, now!”

“And if some of us spot Luther Morgan and the feller who rescued him we’re to shoot ’em both down, right here in town, and just make out like there was nothing wrong with that, eh, Bill?” a voice Long Sam had never heard before lashed out hotly.

“What’s the matter with you, Lew Tate?” Bill Six snorted.

“Me and Dick Leonard, here, done a little talking on the way to town, Bill,” Tate’s voice came again. “We don’t like the notion of gettin’ our necks in a hang noose, big feller!”

“That’s right, Bill,” another voice, evidently that of the man named Dick
Leonard, put in.

"Listen, you two!" Bill Six rumbled. "We're all in this together, and you'll do what you're told until we clean the deal up. That clear?"

"It's just as clear as mud!" Lew Tate hooted. "Bill, helping you and Ed steal cattle and horses off yore Old Man was one thing. But murder is something else. Me and Dick want no part of it, so we're pulling out, right now."

"Bunch quitters!" Ed Six's voice, deep as his brother Bill's, lashed out. "A man that'll quit his friends in a tight is lower down than a snake's tracks."

"They ain't quitting!" Bill Six laughed coldly. "They know what'd happen to them if they tried it, Ed."

"Guess again, Bill," Dick Leonard's voice mocked. "Lew and me are riding yonderly."

Hard shod hooves slammed the ground, and the sound was washed away in the wind's moaning almost instantly. But Bill Six's cursing was not washed away, and Long Sam heard Ed Six and Guy Zane struggling with Bill, swearing at him for wanting to shoot at the two deserters.

"Cut it out, you big, ox-brained lout!" Guy Zane's edged voice crackled angrily. "Put that gun up and behave."

"Watch yore tongue, jail bird!" Bill Six panted.

"Lay off Guy, Bill!" Ed Six snapped. "Want him deserting us, too?"

"Don't bother defending me, Ed!" Guy Zane laughed thinly. "I've got no more use for one of you clowns than I have the other. And I am pulling out, right sudden. Only I've got better sense than Lew and Dick showed. You and Bill will pass me that ten thousand dollars cash you held out when you gathered up Old Man Morgan's papers and such things for lawyer Carson."

"You sniveling little fool!" Bill Six roared. "Do you think Ed and me would let an ex-convict like you skin us out of our money?"

"You'll pass me that money, all right. Guy Zane chuckled mockingly. "I've been tryin' to make you two knuckle-heads see that Luther Morgan was telling the truth when he said he didn't know where Wayne Carson went with that forged will."

"Maybe you know where the lawyer took the will, smart boy!" Bill Six hooted.

"I've got an uneasy feeling that I do know," Zane replied. "I think Carson took that will, and samples of old Jim Morgan's handwriting, to Austin to have experts make comparisons."

"Which'd be too bad for you, wouldn't it, jail-bird?" Ed Six growled.

"I'd get another trip to the pen for forgery if that happened," Guy Zane answered sharply. "I tried to tell you two that imitating another man's handwriting on page after page is next to impossible. But you wouldn't listen. You wanted that phony will to plant among the Jim Morgan papers you turned over to lawyer Carson, so I finally did the thing. Now I'll take the ten thousand you stole out of your step-daddies' safe, and be on my way to Mexico."

"You'll take a bullet in you if I hear any more such chatter out of you!" Bill Six snorted. "String along with Ed and me until we've got our hands on the Old Man's estate, and we'll treat you right."

"Sure, you sports would treat me right!" Guy Zane jeered. "Like you treated Jim Morgan right, eh?"

"Guy, do you know what you're saying?" Bill Six's voice came out of the night, hoarse and raw-edged.

"Want me to spell things out word at a time, eh?" Zane laughed raggedly. "All right, I heard old Jim Morgan jump yuh two that morning at the ranch and tell you that he had found out that you'd been swiping and selling Rail M cattle."

"He hammered questions at both of you blamed near all day, trying to get the truth
out of you. When he pulled out late in the afternoon, heading for town down the main road, I seen you boys saddle up and take the old Injun trail that goes across Turtle Hill and meets the road at Killdeer Crick ford.

"I saddled up and fowled you two, figuring what you had in mind. I was on that brushy Turtle Hill slope above the Killdeer Crick ford when Jim Morgan stopped to water his black horse. I seen you boys raise out of the brush behind the old feller. You had rifles to your shoulders and had cut Jim Morgan down before I could even— Git back, Bill. You try to—"

GUY ZANE'S voice had lifted on a frightened note. The voice ended with the sound of gloom pounding flesh and bone. Long Sam flipped his guns from holsters and stepped out the door, eyes squinted against the grit-laden wind. He saw the dark figures of two big men moving there ahead of him, and heard Ed Six cursing and jabbering in terror, telling Bill Six to keep pounding at Guy Zane's head with a six-shooter.

"Shut up, Ed!" Bill's gruff voice came now. "Get a-holt of yourself and give me a hand. We'll load this little son on his horse and take him out into the woods some place. We'll shut his mouth for keeps, but before we do I want to know if he's blathered what he knows to anybody else."

Long Sam stepped out into the dusty yard, then squatted on his heels, getting the big, burly Six brothers limned against yellow squares that were lighted windows along the street's opposite side.

"Bill, you and Ed get yore hands up!" the gaunt outlaw yelled. "Long Sam Littlejohn orating. I owe you two a killing for accusing me of bushwhacking Jim Morgan, so don't tempt me none."

Bill and Ed Six jumped and jerked as if the moaning wind had all but flung them off their feet. Their voices rolled out in mighty yells, then the bullets in their fists gashed the black night with blobs of muzzle flame.

Long Sam dropped flat when a bullet seared across the right side of his neck. The gun in his right hand thundered, and he heard one of the Six brothers howl mightily. But the flash of his own gun was a give-away, and Long Sam felt bullets jar the earth dangerously close to him as he lined his left-hand gun on a scuttling dark shape and fired. There was no howl this time, but the bulky target Long Sam had fired at tipped over, slamming the ground with jolting force.

"In case you boys can still hear me, lay off the shooting!" Long Sam called harshly.

There was no reply, yet he could hear both the big men he had shot down panting and moaning. And from all along the street came faint shouts as doors slammed and booted feet drummed over the warped boardwalks.

Long Sam saw a dark swarm of towns- men coming, and lifted himself to stand against the front of the stone building that housed the sheriff's office and jail. When the crowd boiled up within a few rods, he slanted his guns high and sent two shots bellowing at the sky.

"Don't shoot us, Littlejohn!" Ed Six's voice begged. "My arm's broke, and I ain't holdin' a gun. Bill's passed out."

The crowd had skidded to a stop down the boardwalk, as the gaunt outlaw had judged they would do if he fired his guns.

"Keep back, men, for there's apt to be more trouble here!" he sang out. "But get Sheriff Riley."

"I'm right here, feller!" a thin voice rang out. "Who be you, and what's this shooting about?"

"Over here, Whit!" Long Sam called. "Keep close to the building front, or you'll trip over a cripple."

"Sam Littlejohn!" the sheriff gasped [Turn page]
guardedly as he came forward. "What in tunket happened, son?"

LONG SAM looked down at the scrappy old sheriff, and began speaking rapidly. He touched the highpoints of what had happened from the time he found Luther Morgan out at the old line shack down to the mistake Ed and Bill Six had made in trying to shoot their way out of the tight they were unquestionably in. Sheriff Whit Riley swore with mounting rage as he listened.

"So there's Jim Morgan's killers, Whit," Long Sam finished. "Get Guy Zane to a cell, and lock him up. He'll tell what he knows without any prodding."

"Bill and Ed Six murdered the man who treated them like they was his own flesh and blood sons!" the sheriff said.

"Luther Morgan is in a cell, back yonder, Whit," Long Sam said wearily. "Get a doc down here for him, for he's been starved and had his feet burnt, too. You any notion where old Wayne Carson, the lawyer, got to?"

"Carson's in Austin!" the sheriff snapped. "There was a will in some papers the Six boys turned over to him. The will was supposed to have been written by Jim Morgan, and was dated nearly a year back. Carson said the will was phony, and lit out to Austin with it and samples of Jim Morgan's handwriting to have experts pick out the kind of flaws a court would believe in."

"Guy Zane forged that will," Long Sam droned. "But we'll gabble over the fine points later, Whit."

"Hold on, son!" the old sheriff protested. "Where in time do you think you're going on a night like this?"

"I'm heading south," Long Sam declared. "Four days ago, me and a lot of wild geese started south from the Red River, Whit. The geese were out-running this storm that's overtaken me tonight.

I was worrying about the storm and that cigar chewing, derby wearing Joe Fry hellion."

"Deputy Joe Fry is on your trail?" the sheriff asked sharply.

"Fry was up there, trying to flush me out of the bottoms along the Red," Long Sam chuckled gravely. "How far I got before I discovered that I was making a run for it depends on how close he is to snatching me by the tail feathers now, I reckon. So I'll be pushing on, Whit. Adios! And tell Luther Morgan that I wish him luck with that whacking big ranch his daddy built here."

Long Sam was stepping off into the night as he finished speaking. He heard the peppery old sheriff fuming and arguing and telling him to wait around. Then Long Sam was in Sleeper's saddle, turning the old roan quietly out into the broad, wind-whipped street.

Hunger was a bitter ache in the outlaw's gaunt middle when he saw the lighted windows of a little cafe. But he rode on past the restaurant with stubborn resolve, turning presently into a little side street that ran southward to the town's edge.

The cold wind that slapped against his tall back now brought the whispered sounds of a horse galloping along the town's main drag. Long Sam glanced back, and suddenly the hunger and weariness in him were forgotten things.

A man was reclining in at the little cafe Long Sam had been sorely tempted to visit. The man was short but thick and powerfully built. He wore a derby hat, tailored gray suit, and button shoes. He looked like a successful merchant or banker, but was Joe Fry, deputy U. S. marshal, and one of the nerviest man-hunters in the Southwest. Long Sam rolled dull rowels against Sleeper's hide, and the tough old roan scudded southward into the roaring black night.
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DOC SWAP AND THE CRYSTAL BALL

A Rip-Roaring Story of the Trading Hombre by BEN FRANK
SHERIFF AL BRUBAKER leaned against the door jamb of his jail office while the old, insistent urge to move on gnawed at his vitals. He resented the weather-beaten town of Cameo as he felt its citizens resented him.

He was a small, wiry man under forty years of age, with mild blue eyes and aatures well marked by the sun and storms of twenty years of enforcing the law from the Panhandle to the Canadian border—always as a deputy, never until now as a sheriff.

The death of Sheriff Coleman Purdy, less than three months from the time Brubaker had drifted in and hired out as

Sheriff Brubaker was a little fellow, but when it came to doing a tough job—he proved a bigger man than most!
his deputy, had left the full responsibility of the sheriff’s office on his unwilling shoulders. Brubaker had never stopped to analyze his desire to move from place to place, never asked himself why other folks seemed to find happiness and contentment in one spot, never realized that he was a frustrated and unhappy man and never sought for an answer that might change his way of life.

Perhaps he did look with well-concealed envy on solid citizens, with their homes and families, and if he did this, he certainly must have looked back at the time when, had fate dealt him different cards, he too might have settled down to a far different way of life. Now, looking out over the sun-drenched Montana prairie, idly watching an erratically traveling whirlwind, spiral bits of dry twigs and grass into the blue, he felt a vague sense of irritation that he should be tied here by responsibilities that were not of his own choosing. The town was dead, the land was dead—he felt suddenly old and very tired.

He turned and walked into his office, sinking into his chair and hoisting well-worn boots to the top of his scarred desk. He swung his heavy Colt around to a more comfortable position, pulled his black Stetson down over his eyes and feigned sleep.

Sid Brent, one of the biggest kingpins on the Cameo range, chose that moment to stamp into the sheriff’s office, his face suffused with anger, his scrappy whiskers fairly bristling with urgency.

He stood spraddle-legged before the little lawman, while disgust came to his black eyes.

“The law,” he said, as Brubaker pushed the Stetson back from his eyes and looked questioningly up at him, “of Cameo is plumb worthless. Some election maybe the voters ‘ll use their heads and get us a man.”

Brubaker didn’t move in his chair, but there was a faint narrowing of his pupils as he spoke.

“I’m glad to hear that, mister,” he said. “Wish you’d set the voting up a few months—I don’t like this town a’ all.”

“Election can’t be changed,” snapped Brent, placing both his big hands flat on the desk and leaning over to glare angrily in Brubaker’s face. “So you better pile out’n that chair and protect the rights of the citizens—folks ain’t safe in their beds.”

“Listen Brent,” growled Brubaker, anger rising within him, “I’ve sheriffed from border to border and I never seen as dead a dump as this. If folks ain’t safe in their beds here it’s because they’re drunk and fall out. What’s on your mind?”

“Some owlhoot,” snapped Brent, “shot my place full of holes with a artillery piece. Get your boots off that desk, mister, and run the jasper down.”

Brubaker’s footgear hit the floor with a bang as his eyes flew wide with surprise.

“Shot your place full of holes!” he exclaimed. “Who’d want to do that?”

“That,” growled the rancher, “is what you’re being paid to find out. On top of that,” he added, “some ranny is sneaking off my prize steers, a few at a time.”

“I ain’t seen nothing around this town more dangerous than a drunken puncher,” declared the sheriff, rising to ram his black Stetson down on his head. “Let’s you and me ride, Brent.”

As the two headed for Brent’s Diamond One spread Brent told his story. It seemed that early that morning some one had opened up on the ranch yard from the nearby ridge with a weapon of large calibre, shooting holes in the windmill and the water tank.

“Did you try to locate the jasper?” asked the sheriff. “Don’t seem to me that it would be a’ tall hard to spot a gent running up and down a ridge with a field piece.”

“Bah,” growled Brent. “’Course we tried to find him—me and my nephew, but we couldn’t see hide nor hair of the hairpin. He must have that weapon buried in the ground with the snout protrudin’ under a bush.”

As the two men rode up to the windmill and watertank a large slow-moving, and powerful-looking young man with black wavy hair, strolled down from the house. He eyed the small sheriff with considerable amusement.

“And where,” he asked Brent, sarcastically, “did you pick up the half pint? Thought you went after a sheriff?”

Like all small men, Al Brubaker was a mite touchy on the matter of his size. He flushed now as he looked the bigger man over.
"Was this overstuffed character hereabouts, Brent," he asked seriously, "when the shooting was goin' on?"

"That," said Brent, "is my nephew from Dakota, and, unless I miss my guess, the next sheriff of this county. Name of Sam Cloud."

"Mighty suspicious looking individual," remarked Brubaker, peering at the man alertly. "Could you actual see the feller when this here devastation was visited on your windmill—sure he wasn't hiding in the brush with a Gatling gun?"

"Blast you!" howled Cloud, stepping forward aggressively. "Keep a civil tongue in your head and get on the job—if you know how."

"I don't know much," mildly remarked Brubaker, squatting down to peer through a hole the size of a walnut in the tin water tank, "or I wouldn't be here."

The little lawman, seeing no hole on the opposite side of the tank, removed his boots and stepped into the two feet of water below the hole. He felt around with his hands on the bottom and came up with a chunk of lead.

"Artillery piece, my eye," he said disgustedly. "This was fired out of a leaded up 45-70. The thing turned sideways in the air before it hit the tank."

"I don't care what it was fired out of!" roared Brent. "There's another hole in the mill vane and the gears are splattered all over the yard! It killed a rooster fifty yards away! All I want is the gent what done it!"

"I'll see what I can do," said Sheriff Brubaker. He stepped out of the water, mounted his magnificent roan gelding and rode out of the yard.

"You better get results," shouted Sam Cloud after him, "or there'll be a new sheriff come election!"

"Blamed scissorbill," growled Brubaker. "If he knows so much why ain't he out ketchin' the feller?"

The lawman made a minute search of the ridge, combing it from end to end, scrutinizing the ground wherever a gunman could have possibly fired the shots that struck the water tank and windmill. As he did so he puzzled his mind concerning the motive for such an action. Certainly Brent, like all highly successful men, would have enemies, if for no other reason than his inclination to ride rough-shod over men of lesser attainments, but Brubaker could see no point in such indiscriminate firing on a windmill and tank.

RUSTLING of stock, such as Brent claimed was going on in a small way, was easy for the sheriff to visualize, for here the perpetrator both injured Brent and gained himself. Certainly a rustler would not want to attract attention to himself and bring in the law merely for the satisfaction of blowing a few holes in a windmill, especially as his operations were so small as to make it uncertain if they actually were being performed.

The ground on the ridge was dry and sun-baked, with a scattering of knee-high sage amid clumps of good grass. On the opposite side lay a draw, thicketed here and there with buffalo berry bushes. It was impossible to find tracks in the hard earth, but the lawman did locate a rock that would afford concealment for the rifleman. Below, in the draw, he found where a horse had been tied. The grass at the rock's base was some scuffed up although no boot tracks could be found and no empty hulls littered the ground.

Brubaker was busy for the next three days—doing nothing. He rode out of Cameo before daylight each day, secreted himself in the sage near the rock and lay there while the sun rose over the badlands to the east, climbed to high noon and sank again in the west. As the shadows fell over the land and the crickets began to chirp he slipped away, picked up his horse far down the draw and rode back to town. It was a monotonous business.

The third evening, while heading for town, his keen nose caught the odor of burning hair. Instantly he swiveled his horse upwind and rode forward, gun in hand. As he broke over the crest of a rise he caught sight of a tiny blaze and two men driving a three year old steer away from it. The men clapped spurs to their mounts and took off over the hill, snapping wild shots back at the lawman over their shoulders. Brubaker took up the chase but the rustlers were soon lost in the fast gathering darkness. He rode back, and after some difficulty, located the steer. He dropped his twine on it and looked it over while the gelding held a taut rope. Cupping a match he examined the brand.

"Well I'll be durned," he whispered to
himself. "Two bars added to Brent's Diamond One makes a right nice appearing basket."

This was old stuff to Brubaker. Brands were altered and stock driven back into some isolated canyon while the scars healed. Then they were driven out and sold to men who didn't ask questions—at half price.

It was the next morning, just as day broke, that there came a rustling in the sage and a small figure broke from cover to hunker down behind the rock. Brubaker, lying hardly twenty paces away, observed this with some astonishment.

The intruder carried his boots in one hand and a .45-70 government issue single shot in the other. He could hardly have been over ten years of age. The kid squatted behind the rock, pulled back the awkward looking hammer with both hands and leveled the ugly weapon down toward Brent's windmill.

As he did so the sheriff sneaked up behind him, clamped his big hand between hammer and firing pin and wrenched the rifle from the little fellow's hands. He grasped him firmly by the collar at the same time.

"What in time goes on here?" he demanded.

The startled lad struggled and squirmed, lashing out with small fists like an embattled trooper until his brown eyes fell on the star on Brubaker's vest. Instantly he subsided.

"Gee, mister," he said, his eyes opening wide, "you're a sheriff."

"You're durn tootin'. I'm a sheriff!" snapped Brubaker. "And I got you cold. What have you got to say for yourself?"

The kid's jaw clamped shut like a rat trap and his glance hardened down.

"I ain't telling you nothin'," he said. "That's the way fellers does in the stories."

"Well, I'll be a short-horned heifer," gasped the lawman. "Who in time are you anyway?"

"Won't tell you," said the kid stubbornly. "Me, I'm a lone wolf."

The sheriff strangled, hardly able to suppress a grin, but he managed to pull his features into a ferocious frown.

"Well," he said, "the law throws bushwhackers and drygulchers in the horsegow fer life. Either you tell me who you are and where you come from, or I'll run you in, pronto."

The little fellow's lip trembled but he looked Brubaker square in the eyes.

"All right," he declared, "I'll go to your old jail. My horse is tied down there in the buffalo berry bushes."

"If you wasn't a sure-enough sheriff," he added, "I'd go to the ground with you—clawin' like a bob-cat."

This time the lawman had to turn his head to keep from snickering in the kid's face. His features were so utterly serious as he trudged along, barefoot and carrying his worn boots, and his bravery so marked, that the man could hardly keep from breaking down and gathering the lad in his arms. Al Brubaker was a lonely man.

DROPPING down into the draw they found a saddleless pony tied to the brush. The horse was a small, scruffy bay, short-coupled and old, but his hide shone as proof of considerable care. The sheriff untied the animal, hoisted the kid on, and led it down the draw to where his own upstanding roan was tied.

The boy looked at the sheriff's horse and sniffed disdainfully.

"This is a real pony I got here," he remarked.

"You don't say," remarked the sheriff, appraising the animal as though he admired it very much. "I kin see right off that you sure know broncs."

The brand on the animal told the sheriff nothing as it was strange to the region.

"Lookea here, bub," he said to the boy, leveling an accusing finger at him, "I'm too smart a hombre to let you top that there animal off while I ride mine. You'd just clap the iron to him and run off and leave me."

The kid looked at the officer admiringly.

"Gee whiz," he exclaimed, "no wonder they made you a sheriff mister. You're real smart. Betsy here would run circles around that roan of yours."

"She sure would," growled Brubaker. "So you slither down off her and climb on my roan. I'll ride your'n so that you don't pull no tricks."

The kid slid down and climbed on the officer's roan, his eyes roaming over the fine saddle and gear with ill concealed admiration.

"Let's go," said Brubaker. "We'll ride side by side—I don't want a tough gent
like you at my back."

The kid's pony had no rigging except a hand-made hackamore and the lawman gave the little mare its head. Quite naturally the horse would head for its own stable. Brubaker tried to hold the kid's attention by telling wild tales of his law career, many of which were purely figments of his imagination.

"Gee whiz, mister," the youngster exclaimed. "I'm going to be a sheriff when I grow up—no owlhoot trails for me."

Brubaker opened his eyes wide.

"But," he protested, "you can't be a sheriff. Sheriffs have got to have good clean records before they get appointed. You ain't going to get far squatting behind rocks shootin' at peaceable folks' windmills. That's against the law."

The kids mouth hardened down then.

"That don't count," he declared stoutly. "Them people poisoned my dog, Rover. He and me was pals—they deserve stringing up."

Sheriff Brubaker's mind fled back over the years—back to a black and white shepherd with gaily waving tail and laughing eyes, which had been his own companion for years. He remembered, too, that dog's death.

"So," he said soberly, "that's how it was."

Just then they topped the rise. Looking down on the desolate flats the lawman could see a two room shack with smoke drifting slowly from its tin chimney. The boy saw it too and his eyes widened with apprehension.

"You tricked me," he said bitterly. "I didn't want to come home—mother'll be scared to death."

"Now, now," soothed Brubaker, "she won't be no such thing. First thing you got to learn, bub, is to square up to things and take 'em in stride. This here," he declared, "is just another one of the things the law's for. Brent poisoned your dog, according to you, and you shot up his windmill. We'll just ride down and talk it over with your ma—reasonable like."

The youngster looked at the man while all the terror fled from his eyes.

"Gee whiz, mister," he said timidly, "you're a swell feller. Wished I had a dad of my own—some one like you."

"What!" roared Brubaker. "You mean to set in your hull and tell me that you ain't got any father—none whatever?"

"No," the boy said soberly. "He died four or five years back. I can't even remember him. Me and ma is homesteadin' here alone."

The sheriff and the boy rode down toward the tar paper shack together. The sheriff's face was bleak and full with misery.

"A nice job," he said softly to himself, and added aloud, "Let me handle this, bub."

As the two horses came into the yard, the boy astraddle the sheriff's roan, his legs far too short for the stirrups and the man bareback on the runty mare, his legs swinging free while his star shone in the morning light, a woman stepped from the house, dish cloth in hand.

She looked at the two as they drew up before her. The blood slowly drained from Brubaker's face, while his mind fled back over the years to that day, long ago, when he'd seen this woman last.

"Reta," he said. "Reta Colby."

The woman looked at him, her hand going to her throat. For her, too, the swiftly flowing years passed in review.

"Reta Phillips, Al," she said quietly. "Remember?"

"Yes, I remember," Brubaker said, bitterness coming back to his face. "I remember well. Perhaps we'd better go inside."

The woman looked quickly at the boy, and apprehension came to her face.

"Bill," she exclaimed, "he's not done something wrong, has he?"

"We'll talk it over inside," he said, his eyes on her face, noting how little she had changed for him during the twenty long years, remembering how she'd looked the night before their wedding when she'd said goodbye to him at her father's door.

Brubaker realized for the first time that it had been the haunting memories of that night that had made each new land too small to hold him. She'd changed her mind during the night and in the morning she had been gone, riding with Matt Phillips to the preacher at Miles.

B RUBAKER had sweated it out on the long trail that took him from Montana to Dodge and down to the Cimmaron, trying to find excuses in his mind for her act. Matt Phillips had been his best friend, a mite wild perhaps and deter-
mined to have her and he’d succeeded in some way yet unknown to Al. Now he was gone, leaving her alone except for a windmill-shooting son. Looking back now, and knowing the boy’s father as he did, the sheriff knew the wild impulse that had driven the lad to fire down on the Brent spread in revenge for the killing of his dog.

Moving toward the house after Reta Phillips the sheriff marveled that his mind could now dwell on Matt Phillips with calmness, without anger.

The house was small, poorly furnished, but clean as Reta Colby had always been. She motioned him to a chair and backed against the wall, sheltering the boy with her arms, looking at him with fear in her eyes.

“What did he do?” she breathed, her eyes fastening on the star at his breast.

“Last time we talked,” the sheriff said, “I talked straight and you talked crooked, Reta. Let’s not have it that way this time.”

The woman flinched as though he’d struck her.

“No, Al,” she whispered, fighting back the tears, “it wasn’t that way at all. I planned to go through with it. He came and knocked on my window and pleaded with me . . . I—”

“I see,” said Brubaker. “I always wondered. Why’d you listen to him? You were promised to me!”

“I didn’t know then,” she said, a catch in her voice. “I didn’t know until after the boy came—then I knew.”

She looked at the lawman, her eyes pleading with him to understand.

“I was made to be a mother, Al,” she said, “and Matt was wild, headed for trouble. He needed mothering, and I mistook my feeling for love. I found later that I had never loved him.”

“I see,” said the sheriff again. “And how’d things go with you—how did he die?”

“He stayed straight, Al, for ten years—then he started on the wild trail again. I did all I could but I couldn’t hold him back.”

“How did he die?” repeated Brubaker. The woman looked desperately down at her son and then made a movement of her hands to her throat. There was no need for her to speak—Matt Phillips had died by the rope.

The sheriff looked at the boy, backed against his mother, and he could see the eyes, the firm and determined mouth of his father in him. A man who had once been his best friend and whom he had known more intimately than he had known any other soul.

“Matt wasn’t bad, Reta,” he said, choosing his words carefully. “He was raised wrong—without respect for the law.”

His hand, with its slender fingers, strayed to the star on his vest.

“I’ve seen many a outlaw bronc,” he said, “that would have made a prime horse except for wrong breaking.”

“What has Bill done, Sheriff?” Reta Phillips asked again, and Brubaker’s quick thought took note of the fact that she addressed him now by the title of his office rather than by his name.

“It’s a mite serious, Reta,” he replied. “Seems he had a dog that was poisoned.”

“I did!” burst out the kid, who had been wide-eyed and silent during the interchange between his mother and this newcomer with the star of authority. “They spread poison on our land—he died somethin’ awful!”

“I’ve seen it, Bill,” said the sheriff. “I had a dog myself at your age. Still, that don’t allow you to shoot Brent’s windmill and tank full of holes. You might have hit someone too—then it would have been murder.”

“Brent’s tank!” gasped the woman, horror coming to her face. “His windmill!”

“Yes,” said Brubaker, and he hated himself as he said it. “I’ll have to take the little tyke over there and settle it. Brent and his nephew might not be easy with him—special with rustling going on, too. Brent’s nephew figgers on being the next sheriff.”

“I ain’t rustled no cows, Mother,” the kid protested stoutly. “I wouldn’t do nothing like that—I’m going to be a sheriff when I grow up.”

THERE came the pounding of hoofs in the yard and the sheriff, turning to look from the window, saw Sam Cloud dismount before the door. He swaggered from his horse, his black eyes alight with what seemed to Brubaker to be a triumphant gleam. He walked through the open door and stood, spraddle-legged, surveying the three in the room. His eyes finally
came to rest on the sheriff.

"Beat me to it, I see," he said, his voice tinged with bitterness. "I happened to hear that the kid had a forty-five seventy—knowed right off that he done the shoot-in."

The mild blue eyes of Brubaker were bleak on the man now.

"And what," he said, "are you going to do about it? The kid's in the wrong, of course, but kids sorta resent poisoning of their dogs."

"Yes," piped up Bill, "and I think he done it a-purpose—Rover always made such a fuss when he came here—he was allus hanging around. The dog didn't like him."

"So," said Brubaker slowly, "you were always hanging around, Cloud. What do you think I should do with Bill, here?"

Cloud looked at the woman with eyes that roamed over her shapely body and the sheriff's mind went back to another man who had looked at her in the same manner.

"It depends," Cloud said, holding Reta's eyes with his own. "Shooting up folks' buildings is a serious offense—I could have him sent away to the reform school for a long spell—special after his dad's record."

The sheriff came to his feet and moved to face the man.

"Keep your tongue off the kid's dad," he snapped. "I knew him—he was a fine man."

"Hah," snorted Cloud, "maybe you two were of the same stripe, Sheriff. Phillips was—"

Brubaker leaned slightly forward and whipped a blow from his hips that landed flush on the bigger man's mouth. The man staggered back, catching at the wall for support, while blood came to his lips. His black eyes blazed with anger as his hand dropped to his Colt. Brubaker's cutter tipped out of the leather and its ugly snout centered on the man's chest.

"Speak your piece, Cloud," he rasped, "and lay off the kid's dad. He was a good man."

"Gee whiz," exclaimed Bill in glee, "did you see the sheriff work that owlhoot over, Mother?"

Cloud's hand came away from his weapon.

"Remember," he said softly, "that I'll be sheriff come fall, mister."

"What are you going to ask me to do to the kid?" repeated Brubaker.

Sam Cloud swiveled his eyes from the sheriff to the woman.

"It's up to her," he said. "Yes, he goes scot free. No, and we railroad him to the reformatory."

"Yes and no," puzzled the lawyer. "What do you mean?"

Brubaker looked at Reta Phillips and he knew, from her eyes, what Cloud had meant.

She set her jaw, tilted her chin, and with color rising in her face she said, "I'm going to marry Sam, Sheriff—he asked me last week." Her eyes weren't happy.

For long moments Brubaker looked at the woman, thinking of the twenty years that had passed, realizing that they were as nothing, and that from the moment he'd seen her again and knew that Matt Phillips was dead hope had come to him once more. Here was the same old story all over again after twenty years—another man was to claim her when he felt that she was his.

Brubaker slid his forty-four back into leather and walked toward the door.

"Well," he said, "if that goes for Sid Brent, too, I guess my job here is done."

"It had better be," growled Cloud, moving to lay a heavy hand on the lawman's arm, halting his progress. "I'll be paying you back for the slug in the mouth, Brubaker—shortly, and with interest."

The sheriff brushed the man's hand from his arm and went out the door.

He rode over the ridge with his mind filled with many things while hopelessness took over. It was time to move on to other pastures, he thought, but, still, he couldn't leave unfinished business behind. Somebody was still rustling Brent's stock.

He rode slowly back to Cameo and up the dusty street while his hatred of the town flooded up to bring sullen lines to his face. He stabled his horse behind the jail and settled himself in his chair, trying to focus his mind on the job at hand, but finding only a mental picture of a woman who had not changed for him in twenty years. She had been only seventeen the night before she was to have married Al Brubaker. At thirty-seven she still had the same tilt to her head, the same sweetness to her mouth, the same power to draw
him to her, to make him yearn to hold her in his arms. Strangely, from Mexico to Canada, he had found no other woman who so quickened the pulse of life for him. By power of will he brushed her image from his brain and picked up the small stack of mail on his desk.

A few circulars, wanted posters—and an answer to the telegram he'd sent two days before. He tore it open and read it with satisfaction. The Basket brand, which could be so easily formed by adding two horizontal bars to the tips of Brent’s Diamond, and running them over to the One, belonged to a man by the name of Blackie Riggs. Brubaker had only been in Cameo for three months, and he knew few people, but he did know of Blackie Riggs. A shifty-eyed gunman with a spread in the brakes; a man, apparently, of many brands, for this one was newly recorded. Here, certainly, was the rustler of Brent’s stock.

BRUBAKER rose from his chair, tightened his gun belt a notch to make up for the dinner he’d not have time to eat, pulled his long-barreled forty-four and spun the cylinder. Then he went out and climbed on his roan. A quick sure job, he thought, and his work here would be done. He’d ride on then, for with Reta Phillips married to Sam Cloud, the Cameo range would become even more repugnant to him.

He struck straight across the plain, skirting Brent’s spread, riding to where the prairie broke down into the badlands. Sitting here, blowing his horse, he could see the endless expanse of mesa-topped buttes walking away to the north, stepping across the Dakota line and the Little Missouri and on to the ready market at the Milwaukee railhead.

Here was a land where men like Blackie Riggs could thrive. A brand registered that adapted itself to easy production from the brand of a spread with large holdings like Brent’s. The choosing of prime three year olds, a few at a time in the spring and early summer and a drive across the state line to the railhead in the fall. This would not enrich a man or break one like Brent, but it would furnish an easy living and money to spend on liquor and an occasional foot in Miles City.

Brubaker hadn’t been in this country long but from childhood he’d known the badlands. His eyes roved over this section of them now, locating Blackie’s poor buildings, noting the run of the draws, choosing the most logical for a holding place. Then he dropped down from the rim and rode through the winding channels between the scrub-cedared buttes.

Blackie would never hold the stock at his home spread, even though it was deeply hidden in this wild land, but he would hold them somewhere within an easy ride.

It took the sheriff two days to find that place. Two days during which he lay often on the butte tops and observed the man below, and two days during which he ate snared cottontail and drank alkali water.

When he did locate the tricky box canyon it was by following Blackie Riggs as he drove one more fat three-year-old to it. It appeared to be the steer that the sheriff had chased him and his partner from several days back. Evidently Blackie, made cautious by that brush with the law, had laid low for a time.

Brubaker watched the man pull down a section of the cedar brush fence he had across the mouth of the box canyon, saw him drive the three-year-old through and build it up again. And while Blackie Riggs went up the way, probably to gloat over the fifty-odd fat steers growing fatter daily on the lush grass of the canyon bottom, the little sheriff ground-reined his roan and sneaked up to conceal himself in the sage near the outlet to the cattle trap.

He was hunkered down there when the man came out, crawling between the cedar limbs to stand erect. Blackie Riggs was a big man, almost as big as Sam Cloud, with a dark beard and a quick, nervous way of moving—a suspicious man, and a dangerous one.

Brubaker came to his feet, hardly thirty feet away, and spoke to him softly as he appraised the canyon block.

“Blackie,” said Sheriff Brubaker, “you’d better raise ’em—and don’t turn around.”

The sheriff’s calm and matter-of-fact voice seemed to act on the big man as though he’d been prodded in the rear with a long-spined cactus. He turned around fast, with his cutter leaping from his holster and up. The man who’d been a deputy from Mexico to Canada, and a full sheriff only once, shot him neatly in the chest, even as the rustler’s lead whistled within
inches of his ear.

It took a little time for Blackie Riggs to pass on to wherever it is that rustlers go, and in that space of time when a man hovers on the threshold of a new life beyond, Brubaker did what he could for the man he’d been forced to down. Then he buried him in his own yard and rode away, driving fifty odd fat steers back to Brent’s range.

He came down into Brent’s yard with the cattle bawling and lunging forward for water at the tank. Brent and Sam Cloud came out hastily. Brubaker swung down and faced the pair.

“These are your steers, Brent,” he said. “I caught a gent by the name of Blackie Riggs holding ‘em in a box canyon.”

“You let him get away, I suppose,” said Sam Cloud, his keen eyes sharp on the sheriff.

“No,” said Brubaker, “I didn’t. He drew on me and I had to bring him down.”

Brent stepped forward to grasp the sheriff’s hand.

“Brubaker,” he said, “I gave you two jobs to do and you did them both—in top fashion. I’m sorry that Sam’s so set on being the next sheriff, but seeing he’s my own flesh and blood I’ll have to support him come election. He’ll be married by then and settled down—a family man. He’ll see that Reta Phillips’ kid don’t get into any more devilment. I’m sure though, that Sam’ll be right proud to make you his deputy.”

Brubaker swiveled his eyes around to meet those of the rancher, which were now friendly.

“Blackie Riggs had a partner on this rustling deal. I didn’t catch him, but I know who he was. Blackie spilled the beans before he passed on. If I was you, Brent,” Brubaker said, quite clearly and distinctly, “I’d see that my nephew was out of the county by morning—I told you, first off, that he was a suspicious looking character.”

Brent whirled around to look at Sam Cloud.

“You can’t prove nothin’, mister,” Cloud growled, as his eyes flickered from one man to the other.

“I think I can,” said Brubaker softly. “Blackie says you both drove the stock to the railhead—you’d better be gone when I come back from checking there.”

Brent looked at his nephew and what he saw in the man’s eyes brought him no comfort.

“You’d better ride, Sam,” he said. “Now.”

Cloud averted his eyes as he walked to the corral, tossed a loop on his bronc, saddled and rode east, headed for the Dakota line.

“I’m sorry, Brent,” said Brubaker, “that it had to be this way.”

Brent fastened his eyes on the sheriff’s mild ones and his look carried no hint of resentment.

“I don’t ask a sheriff,” he snapped, “to hedge from his duty. I’m sorry that you don’t like our country, Brubaker. I’d be right proud to support you for election.”

Brubaker turned away and thrust his boot into his stirrup, swinging up to swivel the roan around toward where Reta Phillips’ homestead lay.

“Thanks, Brent,” he said, “I’d like that. I’ve changed my mind—I reckon I’ll settle down here.”

---
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SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
THIRSTY HORSE

by
BUCK WINSOR

ANDY MacDonald walked with a swaggering gait that was as much a part of the man as was the old cloak he wore. The cloak was fastened at his neck across his broad shoulders. It once had been a bright bird’s egg blue, but the color had faded with the years.

His red and white checked flannel shirt was faded, too, from many washings. There was a patch on one leg of his gray trousers; the high walking boots he wore had covered a lot of miles through the wild regions of the cow country.

At first glance Andy MacDonald looked old, for his thick dark hair grew long at the back of his neck. The big, whimsical face that was shaded by the brim of a battered gray Stetson was sadly in need of a shave, but it was not the way of a MacDonald to bother about such trifling details.

"Tis a morning fit for the gods, Bruce," MacDonald exclaimed in his deep, booming voice. "With us both well fed and the warm sun beating down on us in all its glory, what more could be asked for man or beast?"

MacDonald glanced back at the heavily loaded burro that he was leading down a steep mountain trail. Bruce wiggled his left ear, and MacDonald’s hearty laugh was a joyous sound in the still, clear air.

"So that's your opinion, is it, Bruce?" MacDonald said as the laughter died away, but there was still a twinkle in the dark eyes. "A mere twist of your ear and you make a mockery of a man's ravings about the wonders of nature. How long has it been that we have traveled these trails together, and I learned you were a critic at heart? Five years, seven, the exact number I nay remember. MacDonald, itinerant peddler and his faithful burro."

Bruce uttered what might have been considered a snort as they went on. The trail, high on the side of a towering cliff, narrowed until it was not more than a shelf five feet wide. MacDonald looked down into the valley far below. From here the tops of the trees looked like a featherbed of green into which a man might tumble and sleep in comfort. Beyond the trees a winding road was a slender brown ribbon.

To the northward MacDonald saw an Overland stage rolling along the road. The coach and the four-horse team looked like a tiny toy with which a child might play. The driver and the express guard were little dolls on top of the box. The stage was moving along at a good clip.

Sometimes a Burro Can Recognize a Killer!
“There they go,” MacDonald said. “Hurrying, always hurrying to get somewhere. ’Tis the way of some folk to be rushing through life, but with me it is different. Ay, Andy MacDonald is a patient soul.”

He glanced back at Bruce, and the burro wiggled both ears.

“Is there nothing I can say that suits you this morning, Bruce?” MacDonald demanded in pretended anger as he halted and turned to face the burro. “You don’t even believe that I’m a patient soul?”

Bruce walked forward and nuzzled the big man’s arm with his nose. MacDonald laughed again and scratched the burro’s right ear with his strong fingers.

“Then friends we still be,” MacDonald said. “And that’s the way of it, Bruce.”

He again gazed down into the valley. The stage had traveled much further along the road. Now it was in a direct line with the mountain trail. MacDonald gasped. It seemed that an invisible hand grasped the stage driver and flung him off the top of the coach. The guard raised his rifle to his shoulder. The invisible hand appeared to strike him, too. He tumbled off the seat, turned over in the air, the rifle flying out of his hands, then hit the ground.

“Hold up!” muttered MacDonald. “There are evil forces at work down there below.”

Resentment was deep within him, for Andy MacDonald was an honest man and hated outlaws and killers. Yet there was nothing he could do but watch. It would take him an hour, perhaps even longer, to get down there to the stage road, and he carried no gun.

Gone was the humor in the big face, and the dark eyes were cold. Despite what he had told the burro a few minutes ago Andy MacDonald was not always a patient man.

He saw the stage horses run a little distance, no one handling the double reins and then the left front wheel of the coach struck a big rock at the side of the road with such force that it was shattered. The stage sagged and halted, the horses stopped in a wild tangle.

Out from some boulders rode a solitary horseman. He was so far away that it was hard for MacDonald to be sure whether the man in the saddle was masked or not but it looked that way. The horse appeared to be a big bay.

The rider swung out of his saddle. He went to the stage and climbed up on top of it. He picked up the express box and tossed it down to the road. Then he climbed down off the coach. That one of the stage horses had fallen and the other three were kicking and struggling did not seem to concern him in the least.

“He might waste a little of his time getting those poor beastsies out of that tangle,” MacDonald said as he watched. “’Tis the human thing to do.”

The stage robber picked up the express box and tied it to the back of the cantle of his saddle, on top of a bedroll that was fastened there. Then he swung into his saddle and rode away, disappearing among the trees.

To MacDonald’s relief the stage horse that had fallen managed to get to its feet. The other animals quieted down and stopped kicking and trying to get away. They stood patiently waiting for the driver who would never handle their reins again.

“That’s better, much better,” MacDonald said as he continued on down the ledge trail with Bruce following at the end of the lead rope. “Now I wonder if the stage robber just happened to spot me up here or did those trees hide me from his view.”

He glanced back at Bruce. The burro evidently had no opinion on the subject for his ears were perked forward and remained that way. MacDonald lapsed into silence as he walked on.

He was heading for a town down in the valley below, for he needed food supplies. The pack on the burro’s back was loaded with tinware, kitchen utensils, and a few novelties that MacDonald hoped to sell to the women and children at the ranches in the valley. At least, he hoped the mothers would be interested in buying the few toys he carried for their kids.

The trail was long, and when he reached the foot of it MacDonald was tired and willing to rest. In the foothills below the mountains he discovered a place where there was good grass and a small creek.

“We’ll stay here for a while, Bruce,” he said as he unfastened the pack and lifted it off the burro. “A wee bit of rest will nay harm the both of us.”
He took off Bruce's halter and let the burro graze, knowing that he would not wander far away. MacDonald went to the creek and knelt and had a drink of the clear, cool water. As he finished, a man dressed in range clothes and riding a sorrel horse rode into the clearing.

MacDonald swung his cloak around him as he stood watching the new arrival and managed to look like the noblest Roman of them all.

"Howdy," said the man on the sorrel.
"John Boland is my name. From the descriptions I've heard of you, reckon you are Andy MacDonald the peddler."

"A man of discernment you are, Boland," MacDonald said. "And rightly you guessed that I'm Andy MacDonald, the peddler, and what is the means of your livelihood?"

Boland grinnned. He was a lean dark-haired man. "Reckon you could call me a rancher," he said. "Leastwise I've got me a little spread about two miles west of here."

"In that case perhaps I might interest you in some of the latest products on the market in kitchen utensils," said MacDonald. "For instance I have an excellent frying pan that will stand a lot of rough usage. A coffee pot that really boils enough coffee for a ranch crew."

"Sounds interesting," said Boland. "But I've got just about all that stuff I need right now."

He rode over to the creek and watered his horse. MacDonald watched with interest and then turned his gaze to the left as another man rode into the clearing. The second arrival was heavy-set and also dressed in range clothes. His bay horse looked as if it had been ridden fast and far.

"Visitors' day for the MacDonald," MacDonald said softly to himself.

BRUCE had paid no attention to the arrival of Boland. But when the second man appeared the burro lifted his head and brayed.

"Still a critic at heart," muttered MacDonald. "And he may be right."

"I'm Gregg Hunter, U. S. marshal," said the stocky man, glaring at MacDonald and then at Boland as he rode back from the creek. "Who are you men?"

"The name is MacDonald," said the peddler. "And the tone of your voice is not soothing to the ears, Marshal."

MacDonald gazed thoughtfully at the back of Hunter's saddle. There was a saddle roll tied to the cantle, a roll wrapped in a blanket. The top part of it had been pressed down as though some fairly heavy object had rested on it.

"Never mind my voice," Hunter said, swinging out of the saddle and ground-hitching his horse by dropping the reins. "It suits me."

The bay was tired and thirsty. He edged toward the creek and then halted as he found his reins were dragging. He had been well trained. "My name is Boland," said the ranch owner. "Something on your mind, Marshal?"

"There is," snapped Hunter. "Where were you about two hours ago, Boland?"

"On the range, hunting strays," said Boland. "I'm still hunting them. Just stopped here to water my horse."

MacDonald walked over and opened his pack. Hunter quickly covered him with his gun. "What are you getting out of there?" the stocky man demanded.

"Some cooking utensils that I promised to show Boland," said MacDonald. "He said he might be interested in buying some."

Boland started to speak and then remained silent. MacDonald drew out a heavy iron frying pan, a big coffee pot and a pan that was highly polished and gleamed brightly in the sunlight.

"Never mind that stuff," said Hunter impatiently. "Where were you two hours ago, MacDonald?"

"Watching a man shoot and kill the driver and guard and then rob the Overland stage," MacDonald stood erect, the pan in his hand. "A man who rode a bay horse and who showed so little consideration for animals that he wouldn't bother to take time to get the stage horses out of the tangle they were in."

"Thought so," said Hunter covering MacDonald and Boland with the gun he held in his hand. "I was sure I saw someone up on the side of the cliff watching, but couldn't tell who it was up there."

"A U. S. marshal and you admit robbing the stage," said Boland in surprise.

"He's not a marshal," said MacDonald. "I've met just about every lawman in this town."

(Concluded on page 98)
A TRUE STORY
of the golden
treasures left
behind by Lone Star
lawmen as they
followed the stern
paths of duty!

Lost Gold of
THE TEXAS RANGERS

TILL that drizzly day he died, my
old Uncle Levi was searching for
that creek with the solid gold bot-
tom—found, then lost, by the Texas Rang-
ers. He never found a bar of gold for all
his poking into creek beds all over the hill
country. Once, he did see something yel-
low and shaped in a bar floating toward
him. It turned out to be a cake of Octagon
soap that had got away from some moun-
tain woman doing her washing upstream.
But my ancient kinsman, who used rat-
tlesnake oil for rheumatism, wasn't the

"If You're Out to Chase Men, You Can't Chase Dollars!"
only Texan who left calf-brandin' to start prospectin' when they heard yarns of lost treasure spun by old Rangers. My folks in the hill country swear that the Rangers sent as many good folks hunting with pickaxes as they sent bad hombres packing to Boot Hill.

Wherever retired Rangers gather, the talk always turns to fabulous tales of buried gold, heard from Mexican shepherders or from mysterious Indians carrying charts showing where treasure is located. It was the kind of lore that sprouted up naturally among hard-riding, hard-fighting men who risked their lives every day for a farmhand’s wages.

Starvation pay was such a sore spot that the Rangers of Captain Sul Ross’ great company sang around their campfires:

Those great alligators, the state legislators, Are puffing and blowing, two thirds of the time.
About rangers and rations, never put in our pockets
A tenth of a dollar;
They do not regard us, they will not reward us,
Those hungry and haggard with holes in our coats.
But the election is coming, and there will be drumming,
And praising our valor to purchase our votes.

Uncle Levi used to hum that song to me when he’d take time off from hunting for the gold-bottomed creek to fill up on one of my mother’s good meals. He was sure that the Rangers had lost the creek after finding it because they weren’t mountain men. He knew the hills like any wild deer, and he was still swearing to make us all rich when he died.

Rangers Hunt Comanches

I hope he’s walking some golden streets in glory because his only reward for plugging Comanches on earth was a tiny pension. Anyhow, as he and others told the story, Captain Ben McCulloch’s main body of Texas Rangers was camped in that pioneer hill country settlement of Hamilton Valley, back in the 1840’s. Their job was to clear the country, lying along the Colorado River, of Comanches so that more white settlers could prove up homesteads in that big, lonesome section.

Two Rangers, on scout duty, got lost from their comrades in those strange, wild hills. To make matters worse, their ponies strayed off during the night. Then a dense fog, lasting all day and night, kept them from finding their camp. The waterholes were dried up from the scorching midsummer drought and they wandered all day tired and thirsty, hungry and footsore.

On the morning of the second day, they struck out early, hoping to find water or their camp before the sun got too hot. They beat their way up one rugged hill after the other. But, always, the ground they scanned below was unfamiliar.

Finally, they saw a little green valley from the summit of a low-lying hill. A line of trees indicated the presence of a stream. They hurried down and gorged themselves on cool, clear water. As they lay resting, one of the Rangers, idly glancing into the stream, sprang upright.

“Come here and look!” he shouted to his comrade. Then the second man’s jaw dropped. The whole bottom of the creek was shot through with tiny, gleaming yellow particles.

“We’ve lost our horses, saddles and guns,” the first Ranger shouted, “but now we can buy all the horses and saddles and guns in Texas. Gold—gold—gold without end!”

They were sure that they could find the place again. They scooped up a handful of the particles and wrapped them in a bandana. Then they started climbing another hill, in the search for their camp.

Halfway up the hill, the second Ranger stopped and pointed toward an old live-oak tree. From the fork of the tree, protruded an old pick minus a handle and so imbedded in the tree growth that they couldn’t pull it out. The other end of the pick pointed straight toward the creek with the golden bed.

“Some prospector’s been here before us,” the first Ranger commented. “He put this pick here to mark his claim.”

“And probably got scalped by Comanches,” the second one commented. “We’ll come back here and stake out the creek after we’re discharged.

Late that night, the two Rangers found their camp. They said nothing to their comrades. But they wrangled a furlough and took their bandana of gold to the little town of San Marcos, a pioneer trading post of the hill country.
They hunted up an old man who'd been a mining engineer in Germany before Prussian oppression drove him to farming in Texas. He polished up a dusty eye glass, and squinted through it at the yellow particles.

"It's real gold," he said. "Drift gold washed down from a bigger mother lode which may be a long way off. But you'll have made one of the biggest strikes ever seen in any country if you can find it."

They Died Poor

Maybe, those two Texans were fooled by the hot reflection of the sun on creek bottom pebbles. Maybe the old German, a kindly soul, didn't want to disappoint two lads who got little in the way of material reward for risking their necks to bring civilization to this raw, untamed country. Men who are lost and hungry and thirsty can see many strange things that never exist outside their heads.

But, after their discharge, that pair made trip after trip back to the hill country, looking for that little creek, taunting men like my Uncle Levi, who always swore that he could find the creek if he could find the tree with the old pick. He never found either, even if he's still dreaming about them there in the State Cemetery at Austin where he lies buried with other old-timers.

Many an ex-Ranger has bustled many a pick, looking for the lost treasure of Casa Blanca, that crumbling old Spanish mission on the Nueces River, not far from the Mexican border. When the Catholic Church abandoned the place around 1868, it was occupied by a Mexican sheepman and semi-outlaw. He became rich from his and other men's sheep. A gang of Mexican bandits invaded his place, tied him and tortured him till he told them where his money was cached.

Whereupon, they calmly cut his throat, grabbed his fortune and prepared to go. But luck was against them as it had been against the sheepman. A rival gang of outlaws rode up and besieged them.

Under cover of night, the first gang hid the money in an old rock corral near the mission. Next morning, the battle began again and the first gang fled from the place to hide in the chaparral.

One of them, a sinister hombre named Caraval, found himself cut off and surrounded by men of the second gang. As a shot ripped into his body, he recognized his killer as his own younger brother to whom he had first taught the bandit trade.

Family loyalty is a touching thing. The elder brother is supposed, with his last dying gasp, to have told the younger one where the money was hidden.

But when the second gang went back to the corral, they met the Texas Rangers. As a Nueces River sheepherder told me the story, all but one of the gang were overtaken and killed in a wild chase toward the border. The lone survivor is supposed to have told a Ranger, whose name is forgotten, the location of the cache in exchange for his life.

But not one of the old Texans, skimping along on Ranger pensions, has ever found a dime for all their digging around the site. A Texan named Reems, now dead, knew the murdered sheepman and found a deep hole, that was a likely hiding spot, in the old corral. But, today, the corral has been torn down without even a rock print left in the ground to identify its location.

Another Ranger treasure yarn has to do with a lost quicksilver mine on the Sabinal River of the hill country. There, during the Seventies, Rangers were also serving as an advance guard for early settlers. To while away the time, the Texans went in for frequent target practice.

One Ranger aimed his gun at a ground squirrel perched on the brink of its hole. By chance, he looked in the hole and saw something that looked slippery gray.

It was quicksilver. The Ranger dug into the hole and dipped up a canful of it. He passed the can around to his comrades, and they rubbed their guns with his find.

Thirty years later, a grizzled old man showed up in the county. Pioneer settlers recognized him as one of that long-disbanded Ranger company. For weeks, he poked around the river bottoms, saying nothing about his business. Then he pulled out, to return a short time later with an old comrade of the same company.

With the help of the pioneers, the pair established, beyond doubt, the site of the old camp. Then they signed a contract with the owner of the property to mine quicksilver on a share basis.

Every rancher in the country started
digging holes, hoping to find the valuable mineral underneath. They found nothing but mouldering bones of dead Indians.

The two old fighters worked harder than anybody. They dug enough trenches around the old camp place to bury every Indian ever killed in Texas. Finally, when they realized that their task was fruitless, they slipped out quietly and went home to live on their Ranger pensions.

The old camp location is close to a big geological fault that has laid bare millions of tons of igneous rocks. Quicksilver is often found in just such strata. It must have embarrassed those two old-timers plenty that slippery stuff could dodge them successfully when slippery hombres never did.

But the most famous of all the Ranger treasurer tales deals with a huge sum of gold buried somewhere on Red River. It involves a noted Texas filibusterer, Colonel Jacob Snivley.

Texas was then an independent republic, constantly at war with the Mexican nation that it had busted loose from. At the same time, the Lone Star Republic claimed New Mexico, still attached to Old Mexico, as part of its territory. Using this as excuse, Snivley and his men frequently crossed into New Mexico to help themselves to Mexican pack trains under the excuse of “repelling invaders.”

Mexico deposited its money at a bank in St. Louis, which meant that all its gold shipments had to be sent by wagon across the hostile territory of Texas. Somewhere around 1845, the American Government in Washington pressured the Texas Government into assigning a detachment of Rangers to protect a shipment.

The Rangers didn’t like the job, but orders were orders. The wagon crew didn’t like these gringos, but they liked Snivley’s men even less. The wagon-master was increasingly nervous as the caravan pulled deeper into Texas with those silent guards riding behind. He heaved a sigh of relief when the wagons neared Red River and the United States border where the Mexicans expected to be met by a contingent of American troops.

Within a mile of the river, in sight of American territory, the Mexicans saw two armed men riding toward them. Quaking in his boots, the wagon-chief decided that they were an advance corps of Snivley’s. He feared that, if it came to Texan against Mexican, the Rangers would side with Snivley. It was the jittery mistake of a jittery man.

The wagon-master headed his caravan back down the thousand-mile trail to Mexico. An old Ranger, who rode with the Texan guards, said that the Mexicans buried five hundred dollars on a hill a mile south of a big cottonwood tree. Another five hundred was cached on top of the next hill. These “burials” were simply to be “markers” for the bulk of the treasure, a huge fortune, deposited in a “grave” on the third hill.

Buried Gold Lures Officers

Not long afterward, Texas was in the Union and the United States was fighting Mexico about it. No Mexicans ever came back to claim the treasure. But many a Ranger, hearing the story around the campfire, has mortgaged everything he owned in the hope of getting rich quick. But if the gold is still there, only the hoot owls and the ringtail cats of the East Texas Piney Woods know where it’s buried.

One of the few Texas Rangers who ever went bad, Bass Outlaw, spent months searching for $50,000 in silver supposedly hidden in the rugged country of the Big Bend by bandit John Flint.

Flint and his gang were wiped out in 1891 by Captain Frank Jones’ Ranger command. Three bandits survived, but stubbornly refused to reveal the location of the loot grabbed in a train robbery.

At the time, Bass Outlaw was a sergeant in Jones’ Company D. After Captain Jones had booted him out of the Rangers for drunkenness, the sullen little man started looking for Flint’s treasure. He dug for weeks till he ran out of grub, money, and whisky.

Finally, he came to the same bad end as John Flint. He killed Ranger Joe McKidrick in a drunken spree at El Paso and was, in turn shot by Marshal Selman.

Somewhere, a lot of buried treasure lies hidden under the dust and under the tall tales of Texas. “The Texas Rangers never lost a man and never found a dollar,” so one old fighter told me with a twinkle in his eye. “But if you’re cut out to chase men, you’ll never have much luck chasing dollars.”
There was an evil-eyed blur of dirty gray in the snow.

THE GRUB-LINE RIDER

By WILLIAM O'SULLIVAN

You couldn't drive Old Man Caspar out of the hills nor make him admit loneliness, but "Silent" Jackson learned the truth!

The first heavy snow caught "Silent" Jackson north of the badlands and close to the Montana border. The flakes were swirled by the northwest wind into forms that took more definite shape with the afternoon darkening of the skies, and the usually reliably Buster was beginning to spook with each new gust-powered shape.

"Shoulda stayed at the Creighton spread there by the Big Laramie," Silent thought as he twisted his head to blink frost-crusted eyelids back at Shorty, his pack horse. Shorty had taken to bucking the leadrope, and was not in tempo with Buster. But things appeared all right where Shorty was half-hidden by the snowfall. "Danged if ol' Creighton ain't
wise to me."

It had all looked very good and snug to him back there at the Diamond-C Ranch. Just like it did every year at this time when Silent Jackson headed his pony up out of the Eastern Colorado country through Wyoming and to the southeast edge of Montana.

Good big bunkhouses, the Diamond-C had—plenty wood to feed the fat stoves. The Chinee cook had a way with chuck, too. And Laramie Town not too far away. But the work!

"Happens I can use a man for winter work," Carlos Creighton had said gruffly. And as if he were saying it to Silent Jackson for the first winter, he added, "Mostly it will be forking hay to the home-corrals and stock—the bloody bulls and the winter cavvy. A little fence-mending, and wood to be sawed and chopped and split."

"No riding," Silent had murmured answer, as if for the first time also. "I can ride."

"I didn't judge you walked here," Creighton had commented acidly. "Howsoever, it appears you are heading the wrong direction for riding. I mean for riding work."

Silent's now full stomach, slowly and thoroughly packed with the three-times-around meal he'd just stowed away following Creighton's none too hearty invitation to light and eat, attested to the strangeness of its plentitude by issuing a giant belch that took Silent by surprise.

But Creighton's meaning was not lost on him. The big rancher had figured him for a grubline rider—a cowboy whose line riding consisted of the shortest distance between one well-stocked chuckhouse and the next. But the West's code-of-manners precluded a host from ever letting a man know he knew he was a grubline rider.

"Ain't a thing north of here in the way of work," Creighton had said bluntly, this fourth year that Silent had been agreeable to climb down and partake of the good chuck and the comfortable bunks that Diamond-C boasted. "Or do you have other work this year to the east or to the west?"

"It ain't exactly sure," Silent murmured evasively.

"I bet not!" Creighton agreed heartily. So Silent had lighted, had stabled Buster and Shorty in unaccustomed luxury. He had made use of the Diamond-C smithy to reshoe the horses and had borrowed tools to repair his rigging and his bedroll and patch his tarpaulin. That had taken the best part of two days.

Just before he was ready to leave, he asked, almost casually, "That rangy, big bay hoss I see in your east pasture, the one with the white socks an' the star-marking on his face—is he for sale? The one with the Box-C brand instead of a Diamond-C?"

"Not for sale," Creighton had sighed, his manner asking the Deity for patience. "Remember how I told you that each year one of my distant neighbors a few hundred miles north checks his hoss when he rides down to provision himself, an' goes back by spring-wagon?"

"Could be I do," Silent admitted apologetically.

Creighton nodded. "Expect I might see you again come Spring?"

Silent managed to make his face solemn when he appeared to consider the prospect, and then nodded the possibility of it. "By Joe, I wouldn't be surprised," he murmured.

THREE CAMPFIRES later he was edging out of the badlands, and for the second day he was aware of the spookiness of the two horses. And just the night before, when Shorty had sniffed his alarm at something and Silent had rebuilt the fire he had thought the light was thrown back at him from two glaring, savage mirrors.

There had been a tang of snow in the freshening westerly wind even that early, so Silent had brewed his potent coffee over the fire then and there, and he had been in the saddle and away with the reluctant dawn still two hours east.

The snow had started to fall by the flat gray light of midday. It started, not with a few flakes windblown from afar, nor gently over a widespread area, but as it had been falling ever since, in large thick-massed flakes that slanted with the wind.

He pushed his ponies hard while daylight held, pausing only to blow them and water them at a fast-running rill that the close-to-zero weather hadn't frozen. He had got off to drink and had just risen when he thought he saw something grayer than the white of the snow skulking close
to Shorty. The pack horse squealed in alarm and lashed out with wicked hind legs.

Silent went for his saddle gun, but when he turned again the snow had been once more white and steady and impenetrable. There was a suspicion of indentations that had filled quickly with the snow when Silent, mounted again, and with Shorty on a snubbed lead-line, had circled back to read sign. And if the indentations meant what Silent suspected, that he had been tracked over the last two days by a huge gray wolf, he didn't want to linger till the beast moved in for a hunger-crazed attack.

The rolling dunes that underlay the snow were not so sharp in contour now, and wider spaces of flat stretched back under his slower, more careful, progress. Silent had been going mostly on guess the last two days, knowing that the valley he was searching out ran northwest-southeast, and thus would intercept his line of vision should he hit even reasonably close to it.

But in this snow, there was no vision beyond the stream-white spurs issuing from Buster's fear-flared nostrils, nor back farther than the yellow-white teeth that Shorty showed in alarm, almost every time Silent twisted to slant a look in back of him.

Night caught him still in the badlands, however, and with no means to start a fire. Suddenly Silent became aware that he was comfortable, very comfortable—too comfortable. He knew then that he was freezing to death, that this new sense of well-being and security was the dangerous signal that his blood was sluggish in his brain, and that his senses were drowning in the increasing cold that crept over the badlands with the coming of night.

He slid down from Buster and grunted with the shock of the pins-and-needles sensation that started up in his numbed feet and spread into his thighs. He thought the horses were breaking into a run, and he moved to stop them; and then he realized he had somehow fallen to his knees. He seized Shorty's pack-rope as the small horse was trudging wearily but doggedly by, and Shorty came to an abrupt stop.

Silent felt for the lead-rope, and then when he realized his hands were numb, he looked for it, and that way he got back to Buster, who had also come to an uneasy, eye-rolling stop. He stood by the left stirrup stamping pain, but stamping life, back into his legs.

He pounded his mittened hands together until they hurt so that he all but cried. Then he saw a dark-gray swirl again, almost under Shorty. Shorty saw something, too, and screamed with alarm, and then Buster neighed shrilly and scrambled into a runaway sprint. Silent managed to grab the stirrup as it was flung back in a violent arc, and he hung on grimly.

Buster surrendered to the heavy pull as he was dragged fifty feet, and then another fifty. When he was able to get his feet under him and haul himself upright again, Silent clawed his right mitten off and reached across Buster's back to jerk his saddle gun out of its scabbard.

SILENT THREATENED the swirling snow with the piece, his eyes slits of congealed mucous wrung from his lids by the cold blasts. Then he remembered that the last thing he wanted to do was to let go a shattering crash with his saddle gun while dismounted. If Buster bolted, taking Shorty with him—!

He clawed his way back on his horse, and was cradling the gun in its scabbard when the low-swirled snow took shape again, became a gaunt, fang-showing, evil-eyed blur of dirty gray, and lunged as if to hamstring Buster.

Silent flexed a stiff finger on the trigger of the cocked gun, not even half aiming. The gray shadow swirled away with a snarl of rage. It was a giant, starving wolf!

Buster broke, nearly unseating Silent. Shorty, starting the other way at the same moment, jerked Buster around and almost pulled his feet out from under him; but he stopped him. Silent cradled the gun once more and spurred Buster ahead to put space between him and the gray shadow that worked ever closer.

Then he heard it—dim and far away and to the leeward of him as he quartered head-on into the wind, so that he all but missed it—back and to his right. Or was it a mockery, as if the echo of his own shot had been frozen into a delayed echo, a reverberation that was slowed by the
cold as Silent’s own life’s-blood was being slowed by the cold?

If his cracked face could have smiled, Silent would have grinned. Flat and far away it was, and to the right, and behind. But unmistakably there came another shot.

Silent knelled Buster around in a half turn to the direction of the sound, as close as he could estimate it behind the steadily falling curtain of white.

Fifty steps ahead, and Buster was pressing back, his ears twitching at some new terror. Silent didn’t force him hard. He gentled him.

Then he saw it.

The ground dropped away swiftly, and a wall of towering pines presented snowy bayonets of branches to bar his progress. It was the very western tip of the valley Silent had sought and had so closely missed. He pressed to the edge of the shelf of snow that rimmed the timber, knowing that if he followed it he would come to the place where a zigzag had been cut through the protecting ring of trees down into the valley.

Once he found the down-trail, he pressed Buster ahead at a faster pace, snubbing Shorty’s line still closer. He was going at a dangerously fast gallop down the slick slope when a pinpoint of light swung in a short arc straight ahead of him.

He pulled up when the pinpoint grew into a lantern, and the lantern cast its feeble glow on the weathered and bearded face that peered up at him from under the brim of a shawl-wrapped hat.

"It’s me," Silent croaked. "Can I stop in for a spell?"

"Oh, it’s you again!" the old man with the lantern accused. "Don’t see as how I can rightly say no, do you? Turn your horses into the corral. They’ll keep until mornin’. Don’t keep me waitin’, it’s cold out here!"

"A wolf," Silent leaned down in his saddle to yell. "A big gray wolf sneakin’ and—"

"Argh, it’s a wolf now, is it? It’s always somethin’ with you, ain’t it! Recollect it was a painter, a big cat, last time. All right, all right, turn them specimens o’ crowbait into the stall-shed. They’ll have to occupy the same stall, an’ lucky to have it. One o’ my horses is strayed. It appears like one of ’em is always strayin’. Hurry it, now, young feller, if you plan to get t’other side o’ my door this night."

Silent killed his stiff grin. "Want I should bed down with my ponies until mornin’? I can—"

"Stop jawin’ and hurry back! Land o’ Goshen, you always was one to chew an’ jaw ‘bout everything! As it happens, I’m just about to grab some bait ‘n’ coffee. Have you et?"

Silent spurred Buster away toward the stall-shed—and remembered. He motioned he could use the bearded valley man’s lantern, and managed to overlook it when it was thrust with less than polite welcome into his hand.

"Must be quite a wolf ye seen, if you think it’s a-going to eat your horses," the old man jibed. "You want I should come out an’ perfect you whilst you beds your crowbait down?"

"I’ll pull the doors shut until I get them watered an’ spill ’em some hay. Reckon I’ll be sleepin’ on the floor again, so I’ll bring my tack back with me to pillow me down."

"Well, I sure as blazes ain’t sleepin’ on no floor at my age," the old man cracked. "Nor do I intend to sit up listenin’ to you brag all night long. How’s things up Montana way?"

Silent had the cold to help his face hold impassive. "’Bout the same, near as I can judge."

"Beats me why you don’t keep goin’ to East Colorady, if you are so all-fired anxious to get you a winter job. Well. There you go again, jawin’ away whilst I freeze to death! Hurry it up!"

Silent was twisting to stare back at the swirling shadows as he chuckled Buster and Shorty along the dim outline of the ranch buildings that crouched against the weight of the snow.

His eyes were twinkling when he held the lantern to look into the stalls that neighbored Buster’s and Shorty’s. The smell of horseflesh and leather and hay was sweet to his nostrils.

"Well, if that ain’t the big gray I spent good weeks a-lookin’ for last year!" he murmured. "Got you back, did he, Gray Boy?" He looked at the rocking-chair steeds in the stalls beyond, and his grin thawed wider. "Some folks is just born lucky," he chuckled.
SILENT said nothing while he ate, nodding vigorously now and then to the old-timer’s talk of how the good-weather months had gone.

The big gray had come back. Silent would remember how they had looked for the big gray? Well, he had come back. A good hose.

The Merino sheep had panned out good. The sheep had cost him forty-cents a head, and gave about four pounds of wool per each, at twenty-five cents a pound, and they had ewed out real good, and—

The old man paused at Silent’s involuntary grunt of disgust.

“Listen, young feller! Don’t pull that brag an’ bluster ‘bout how you hate sheep just like all cowboys do. A real cowman would be workin’ a winter range or ridin’ south to where there ain’t no winter! Anyhow, I notice you tear into a leg o’ lamb like it was real eatin’, which it is. I ain’t mentionin’ the mutton chops you swallers by the dozen, nor the Irish-stews, nor such!”

Silent’s mouth was full of strips of charcoal-cooked beef, and a small potato was bulging his left cheek. He motioned his inability to answer, his eyes assuring his host he had meant no reproach with his wordless grunt. The old-timer changed the subject, however.

“This here is real good pipe—‘baccy you brung,” he said, puffing his clay pipe to a cloud of smoke. “You should see the herd o’ wild hosses that black stud o’ mine sired! Got some likely-lookin’ two-year-olds among ‘em, too. I was just about to break ‘em when this weather hit. Lord, look at you sail into that chuck! Fortunate I wagoned me up some provisions not long back. My summer-rider headed south, like all good cowmen do come winter, and I went along far enough to haul me some fodder back. Howsever, there is plenty beef still on th’ stove.”

Silent finished, stretched, kicked off his boots to warm his toes at the fire, and unrolled his bedding to drop it in a corner. He rolled a smoke, hauled his shirt off to scratch his back under his red flannels, and gave part of an ear to the old man’s recital.

A piece of fencing was broken about two miles up Small Valley. Those Texas half-bloods were turning out good character calves. He had shipped a good number of beef-steers after a drive down Laramie Town way. But of course Silent didn’t know about things down south, if anyplace.

Silent crawled into his blankets. He closed his eyes while he puffed his hand-rolled and listened conveniently to the drone of the old-timer’s voice.

THE SNOW stopped some time during the night. By an hour after the sun had come to the small valley, the old man was astir in the house. When Silent came up with the smell of food tickling his nose, it was to blink puzzledly up at the lank, shrunken-framed, bearded man who was staring down at him. The beard waggled with the man’s chuckling laugh.

“Some cowpoke you are! Down Texas way we used to be working the remuda whilst the stars was still a-climbin’. But you don’t ride Texas way, do you?”

“Not lately,” Silent murmured, bounding to his feet after a yawn-loud stretch. “Not in five years anyway.”

“Naw,” the oldster nodded. “Boy, they work a man down thataway! Real artists with the rope, too. Never saw the beat of a Texas man with a lariat.”

“Never saw a Mex couldn’t out-twirl ‘em,” Silent murmured, as he stepped past the old man and dipped some water from the barrel into a basin. “The Mex is tops with a rope, they got to be tops. That brush-littered country o’ theirs would snag a bad-aimed loop so they wouldn’t get a second chance afore the critter they was after would be gone into the brush and far away!”

The old-timer stared. Then he laughed. “Oh! I reckon I told you that before, eh? The way you said it, sounded like you came out o’ there mebbe, ’stead o’ runnin’ out of the north-country to git outa hard winter work.” His eyes sobered on his young guest. “You plan to ride south from here?”

Silent shook his head, sloshing water round in his mouth before spitting it into the slop-can. He rubbed his grizzled jaw with curious fingers. It would be spring before he saw a barber again. “Not right today,” he evaded.

“I turned your hosses out to grub some grama grass,” the old man said. “That Buster, he is sure some saddle sore! How-come you got sand under his blanket?
There ain't no sand north o' here."

"Come in from the west," Silent said almost glibly for him. "Got lost a bit in the snow."

"It's bad north o' here I expect?" the old man invited, as he stirred a mountain of hash to simmering in the cooking pan. "I don't imagine it's any worse than you'd expect," Silent returned. "Got anything to do afore I figure on pullin' out?"

The old man pondered, his eyes lighting with a recollection of this and that; but dimming again as he would shake his head and appear to consider whatever he thought of to be out of Silent's possibilities of accomplishment.

"No?" Silent pushed it gently.

"Umm, there's a few broncs I shoulda broke, but they can wait. The fence ain't no trick a-tall. I shoulda forked down some hay outa the loft o' the stall-shed. Then there's always the firewood, but that ain't no real chore. There is a herd o' cattle up by the north end o' the valley that I should comb through to brand new calves."

Silent lost his face in his piece of towel. "No doubt your summer rider did all that. You allow how he is a real hard worker, and not some fritter-headed grubline rider."

"Can't stand to work," the old man muttered, shaking his head. He added quickly, "I mean, this weather he can't work. Got rheumatiz, or somethin'."

"Or somethin'," Silent murmured, as he dropped his towel and wiped his hands on his levis. He looked around him swiftly. "I'll work up an appetite on the wood pile while you get the bait to cookin'. Got plenty o' logs in the woodshed?"

"Not over many," the old-timer admitted. He said, almost into his beard, "Didn't look for company to use it up faster than ordinary."

SILENT looked around the interior of the peeled-log, one-room shack and grinned. "Yep, sure is tough the way two men can burn up more wood than one man. Well—I'll snake some logs in with Buster to haul 'em a bit later."

But when he had eaten his way around a small mountain of hash and fried potatoes and wolfed down a loaf of home-made bread, all of which he drowned in several quarts of steaming hot, tar-black, un-sweetened coffee, the old man had tilted his chair back on the two rear legs—and it so happened it was resting right smack on the single door of the cabin. Silent was too polite to disturb his host.

But he came to his feet an hour later when the old-timer got through telling about a norther he had been caught in down Texas-way years back. Silent was reaching for his hat and his canvas short-coat when the old man said, "Remember that gwee-tar you busted the strings off of last winter? So happens I met up with a man had some wire strings to fix it. Wait until I show you. I never did think I'd get it fixed, the way you wrecked it."

He rummaged in a leather trunk that he dragged out from under his high-built bunk. "Here 'tis."

Silent accepted the picks, fitted them to his fingers, and strummed an experimental chord—and winced. He tuned the strings swiftly and expertly and nodded his approval. "It's all right," he said. "I don't suppose you'd care to let me play it some tonight? After I fork some hay down, an' have a look at that fence."

"Who asked you to fix the fence, son?" the old man growled.

"Well—I mean, it's just perlite. So long as I can't move along now, and so long as you are furnishing shelter an' bait, it seems but fittin' I should do somethin'. Also we might have a look at them broncs."

The old man said flatly, "There's no pay to be had fer this."

Silent shrugged. "Now, if I was out for pay, friend—"

He caught the sudden look of fright that showed for a fleeting instant in those pale blue eyes that met his own gray gaze, and he changed his temper and his intended words.

"If I was out for pay, I'd say so outright. I mean I'd ask you. Because, it ain't like you didn't have anything to pay me. I mean them sheep and beevies and all. It's just I'm passing through, an' since you are kind enough to give a grubline rider some shelter—"

"I didn't call you no grubline rider, son." The old man looked uncomfortable.

"Why, Lord bless me, you can stay a bit! It's just some riders-by might get an idee I'm a cheap o' miser who wants things done for free. Still you can help
if it will make you feel better. In fact, there's a leetle job I got to get started on right soon afore real weather hits."

Satisfied that the ritual, established as standard-procedure by three years of going through the same, had been honored, Silent put the "gwee-tar" carefully away in the trunk, closed the lid, and shoved the leather chest back under the bunk.

"Besides," he murmured, "most places, the boss-man wants you to be in the saddle all the time. I say the Lord gave a man two legs because he intended him to stand on them some."

"Some," the old-timer begrudged. "Now, when I was your age, my legs was bowed like barrel staves from wearin' saddles out."

"I bet you was a real heller," Silent murmured. "Never saw a hoss you couldn't get a-top of an' stick there, I bet!"

The old man slanted his eyes at the high-standing sun where it etched the grime of the cabin's proudest boast—a real glass window.

"Well, you just about talked the mornin' away," he muttered. "No use to go out ontil evenin'. Me, a hoss buster? Well, now, I recollect a outlaw I came acrost once, down in the Staked Plains country. He got his pipe to packed and going. "Yes suh, that was a hoss! Sixteen hands high if he stood a inch, an' mean? Wolf! Well—"

Silent rolled a smoke, fired it up, and relaxed in the soothing warmth of the square stove. His lids closed to speculative contemplation.

THE RIM-CLINGING trees made a natural barrier against the winds that roared snow-laden out of the northwest. Grama and bunch grass made a yellow-green carpet underlying the snow, cropping out abundantly like raveled yarn. The sheep in the east portion of the valley, the cattle to the west, the horses to the north, could fatten without fodder or shelter having to be provided.

It was on the third day, after the fence lines had been checked, that Silent came across the ravaged carcasses of two of the Australian Merinos. The huge paw prints that dotted the area told the why of it.

"Danged if that gray wolf didn't follow you," the old-timer growled. "Now, why'd you have to bring him, too! This means you'll be here ontil we git the murderin' devil."

"He'll scent us, an' what with the two he's killed already, he won't move in again until he's real hungry," Silent murmured. "Is there any bounties offered for killer wolves hereabouts?"

"A spread down by the Big Laramie has two-hunnder dollars posted fer a kill-er which stands near as big as a small calf," the old man said. "But it don't seem likely he'd a-come this way. This one is mos' likely a wolf that folled you outa the north."

Silent looked uncomfortable. "Not for sure," he disagreed. "Unless maybe it had tracked up north, then folled me back."

"We'll know if we git him," the old man nodded. "Gray Death, they call this Big Laramie plunders. Seems like he's been nicked right often by bullets, an' he left most of his tail in a trap last year. But if it's him—" The old-timer blinked his eyes soberly. "If it's him—"

Silent murmured, "No use to fret yourself. We'll get him."

"Who is frettin'?" the valley settler snapped. "You think I can't take care o' myself an' the flocks an' herds? How you think I been livin' these last four-five years, an' nary a rider nor roustabout to help, save a new an' then grubline rid-er goin' by?"

Silent kept his face sober and impressed. "Most men your age would come in outa the hard weather," he allowed. "Most men your age would have some younger hand to do for them."

"Mos' men my age don't love the mountains like me," the old man said. "Like you know, I still can fork a outlaw hoss pretty good—pervided he ain't too ornery."

That, Silent had seen, and marveled at. The old-timer had been a rip-snorting he-man in his day. He had some brag to him, sure; but just living in the old days in the West had taken plenty of man.

Things were settling a bit. But there were still rustlers and outlaw bands and Indian raiders. And here and now in Small Valley prowled Gray Death, and out of the northwest roared the white death that was the weather. Either could kill a man.
SILENT eyed the horses in the corral with a critical gaze that afternoon, while he coiled his ropes and kicked a path to the snubbing post.

"Thought you said these was wild horses?"

The old-timer shrugged, "Well," he said, "I do see as Jeb, my summer man, left a few saddle marks on the bigger ones. But them yearlings, now, they are wild."

So was Silent wild, not much later, when one of the untamed horses bucked him over the corral fence into a snow drift. "That danged Jeb!" he growled, limping back to the gate. "Now I got to throw that wall-eyed killer an' blindfold him afore I can climb into the riggin' again! Well, Blackie, you'll stay broke when I finish with you today!"

And Blackie was "broke," but Silent wondered if he were not himself more broke than Blackie.

"Some o' you North'ners can ride purty good," the old-timer even allowed. "But I recollect you let on you been Texas way some."

Silent grinned as he hobbled off to get ax, crosscut, dogwood wedges, and the huge wooden maul that the old man could still swing more easily than many a younger man.

"The wind is right to make me a dead-fall without Gray Death scentin' me," he observed. "You better go inside."

When the old man opened his mouth to object, Silent added quickly, "Two of us, he might scent better. An' we got to git him afore he gits them Merinos an' Southdowns. Not that I care especially," he grinned, "but them Southdown chops is too good fer a grubline rider like that wolf."

It was bright moonlight when the old man came out of the distant cabin at the crashing gunfire from near the dead-fall. His voice was anxious, a bit, when he shouted, "You git 'im? Silent! Silent, are you all right, son?"

Silent yelled back, "Mostly. I'm gonna need a new tarp coat, howsoever. That killer still came on with three slugs in 'im. He died on my chest after he'd knocked me down. He's so heavy I'll have to rig Buster up an' drag him. You go on back in. It's cold out here."

"Who you tellin' what to do?" the old man roared. But he went in.

He came to the woodshed later to hold his lantern up for a closer inspection of the slain killer, and his eyes were amazed first at the sheer size of the marauder and then at the ragged stub of a tail he saw.

"It's him!" he breathed. "By golly it's him! You got you some two-hunnerd dollars o' bounty money, Silent, if ever you get down Big Laramie way! Or I'll pick it up fer you when I go in with my drive this spring."

"Since I'm workin' for you, I don't see where I get any money a-tall," Silent murmured. "You keep it."

"You ain't workin' fer me," the old man snorted. "You're just stayin' by whilst the bad weather clears."

Then his pale eyes underwent the change that heralded an idea.

"Say! Say, it just could be I might be able to—I mean, maybe I'd see it worth while to pay you somethin', next year. Not much, you understand. But I could take you on regular fer winters fer four-five years at—at—" The aged brow was corrugated in the struggle to divide two-hundred dollars by four or five. But it was too much. "Well, somethin'."

"Prefer to roam an' take it easy," Silent said. When he saw the worry come back into the old eyes, he added quickly, "But I'll be past this way, anyhow. Well—if it's clear tomorrow, it may be I'll be on my way."

The old man roared, "What? An' me missin' my best hoss, an' we ain't rid out to look fer him even? You didn't see nothin' of a big, rangy bay hoss with four white socks, an' a white star-markin' on his face? Up north?"

"What brand mark?" Silent asked, after a moment.

"Box-C, fer my own name o' Casper," the old man answered.

"Ain't seen nothing like that north o' here," Silent said easily. "But I'll stay hereabouts until we find him, or until spring comes, whichever is first."

"He didn't mention the gray they had looked for the year before. Nor the black the year before that. And he knew the horse old Creighton had refused to sell would be here next year. "I mean, if it is all right with you," he added.

Old Man Casper's face told that it was all right with him.
Suddenly—and I've been trying to figure out why ever since—one of those enormous leviathans of the deep leaped clear of the water. It emerged for its full seventy feet of length, like a trout in pursuit of a fly. Incredibly it poised, wet and shiny and black in midair, then plunged again into the sea with a tremendous thresh of its tail. Such a splash I never expect to see again.

After a winter of bountiful rains, certain parts of the desert Southwest are transformed into vast gardens of wildflowers. Nature holds festival at blossom time in many places, from the blue-bonnet displays of west Texas to the rhododendron and azalea glory in the Northwest forests.

Arizona Poppies

But nothing is more colorful than poppies. In such a spring, the Arizona poppies are a blazing sea of color in the Picacho Mountains, a few miles northwest of Tucson, where they are easily observed from Highway 80.

Why poppies should thrive there to such advantage, I cannot say. Perhaps it is because the dark, rugged landscape of naked rock that gives them such a background of contrast, and makes the golden posies seem more brilliant than in other regions. It is an attraction worth coming thousands of miles to behold.

Of the unseen, natural forces of creation, none is more awesome than lightning, because it seems to have no useful part in the scheme of creation. I once saw lightning strike a tall pine, on the eastern slope of the Oregon Cascades. In a flash it split the thick trunk, spiral fashion, from crown to roots and instantly set it afire. To see a thunderbolt at the instant of impact is to know what the ancients meant by "anger of the gods."

Many fanciful yarns are told about the heat mirages seen in desert regions. A flat expanse of ground appears to be a large, placid lake, with objects mirrored on its surface.

Common Sense to the Rescue

Mirages are plenty common. But it's right uncommon for a man to drown in a mirage lake! As I did once—almost. The straight of it is, I found myself smack-dad in the middle of such a lake, completely surrounded by water—or the mighty realistic illusion of water. So real it was that I felt the suffocating panic of a person about to go to a watery grave, until what common sense I happen to have came to the rescue.

Anyhow, I learned how the Israelites felt when the Red Sea opened, letting them cross dry-footed to the Promised Land.

The full moon can enchant even the ugliest scene. But the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, in northern Arizona, is tormenting in its superb beauty under a full moon. I know a man, and his word can be trusted in most matters, who swears he saw a moon rainbow over that Canyon of Canyons one May night. That I hope I live to see, and to store away in my book of precious memories.

The Storm King

Towering above the densely-wooded shore of beautiful Lake Crescent, on Washington's Olympic Peninsula, is a hoary-headed mountain called the Storm King. For weeks on end, the peak is shrouded in rain mists, to the despair and disappointment of visiting sightseers. But once, right after an evening thundershower, I saw the mountain emerge clean against the sky and fling its reflection, just for a few bewitched moments, on the clear, and astoundingly clear, water.

In that rare interval, a friend of mine was out fishing in a boat, and I saw his rod nod violently, flash and bend, and presently he brought to net a handsome, struggling Beardslee trout out of a dense fir forest that sparkled with diamonds as the fish made its last leap.

Now to the last masterpiece in my priceless gallery of tiny moments that approached the divine. This one, contrary to the rest, could not be seen, only heard.

Thousands of folks have shared this experience, because it happens several times every day of the year. The scene, Carlsbad Caverns, New Mexico. The time, when the Ranger-guide extinguishes all lights, leaving his party enveloped in the dark of endless night.

Slaves of civilization seldom experience
complete and absolute darkness. There, deep under the earth's surface, a hush falls over the group. And then, with the voice of the Ranger leading the chorus, they sing "Rock of Ages." Amid the holy vestments of a great cathedral that sacred song could sound nowhere near so impressive. The prayerful feel God's presence as never before. Well, gals and galluses, our pasear into the wonderland from Texas west is over, and here we are back at The Frontier Post, in the pages of TEXAS RANGERS Magazine. And I'd admire to add just one more say-so before this get-together ends.

Here's what I hanker to tell you:
Don't feel bad if life has tied you down with the sort of cares that keep you from roaming the outlands. It isn't always the far places that are most interesting. An appreciative eye and wondering mind can find charm and beauty almost anywhere. There's a line of wisdom I came onto once, I don't remember where, that goes something like this:

"In a puddle at the gutter shines the attic poet's evening star."

That expresses the idea better than anything I can think up. As I remarked in the beginning of this palaver, it's the little things of life that mighty often are our rich and unforgettable experiences.

In the words of another sage:

"It isn't how far you travel, but what you bring back from your journey that is the real and lasting reward."

— CAPTAIN RANGER.

OUR NEXT ISSUE

THE BIG BEND country of Texas is, perhaps, to those who love the outdoors and wild life, the most interesting part of that great state. It offers such a variety of scenery and rangeland not too spoiled by civilization, that both the Mexican and United States governments, realizing such, have projected a joint national park to be called the "Big Bend National Park." If one likes to climb mountains, the Big Bend is a good training spot, with many five- to six-thousand-foot peaks dotting the range. From Ord Mountain, below Alpine, to Mariscal Mountain at the very tip of the Bend, there is always a peak jutting up on the horizon.

The Grand Canyon of St. Helena, cut into the Rio Grande River near the village of Lajitas, offers a vision of wild natural beauty that even compares with that of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado. This is smuggler country here, and many a running fight between Border Patrolmen and bandits has taken place in and around the nearly impenetrable brakes. Beside its mountains and grazing land, some fertile valleys in the Big Bend country offer farming on a large scale. Porous rock absorbs the rain, and the water in turn is brought surfaceward, to make a rich soil for farming.

In the old days, there was the natural antipathy between cattlemen and farmers, which sometimes led to bloodshed. Rustling was rampant, even the beef stock farmers raised for their own home consumption being prey to wide-loopers. It was such a condition that brought Jim Hatfield, crack Texas Ranger, back to this section of the state again—in THE BIG BEND FEUD, by Jackson Cole, in the next issue of TEXAS RANGERS.

Hatfield didn't have much information. He knew that rustling was being perpetrated in and below Escondida Valley, where rich farmer and land owner John Hulen held sway. And he knew that Hulen was a hated man—hated almost as much as Hulen himself hated anyone connected with cattle. The situation building up in that section was nothing to laugh at. It was packed with dynamite.

When Captain Bill McDowell, Ranger head in Austin, had detailed Jim Hatfield on the case, Captain Bill didn't have much to go on, except a letter from a local sheriff saying rustling was rampant and could he have a bit of aid. And when Hatfield met John Hulen for the first time in Marton, a cow town near Hulen's home range, the Ranger was not unaware of the black looks shot at Hulen.

Hulen's unreasonable hatred of the cowmen was being paid back with interest. Just one untoward happening, Hatfield knew, and the section would explode in bloodshed and death. Hulen's personal attitude intensified the normal aversion cowmen had for grangers, who they considered were the enemies of the open range and all it stood for.

But Hatfield was puzzled over the sheriff's declarations to Captain McDowell that wide-looping was prevalent in this section. The cattlemen might blame Hulen for the loss of their steers, but to Hatfield this didn't make sense.

Hulen didn't need the money—that was
self-evident. And it was highly improbable that he would risk the penitentiary just to manifest his dislike for the spread owners he considered trespassers in his valley. It was the same old system, the Ranger figured. Get two factions gunning for each other, and then the owlbear move in to cash in on the row. But Hatfield knew he could be wrong.

This was a case where Jim had little to go on. The only thing he was certain of was that Hulen hated the cattlemen because they had purchased land at the lower end of his valley—land that although he did not own, and never had, it still considered part of his vast farming combine. And it was from this valley that cattle were being rustled. Hulen blamed the ranchers and they in turn blamed him.

With the known outlets of the valley covered, it seemed almost impossible to Hatfield that cattle could be taken out of the valley undiscovered. Yet such was seemingly the case. Somehow or other, the wide-loopers were getting cows out in a steady steam. The fact that their operations were always on a small scale denoted that the way out was not easy and took time. In Escondida Valley they evidently worked slowly and with caution, picking out the best animals and spiriting them away in some as yet undiscovered manner.

Although the individual depredations were comparatively small, Ranger Hatfield knew that in the aggregate they were alarmingly large, representing losses the ranchers could not afford. The inevitable result would be the driving out of the land owners in Escondida Valley. Although that appeared to be the very thing John Hulen wanted, to Hatfield it didn’t make sense. There was an answer somewhere, Jim knew. And the next issue of TEXAS RANGERS has the answer!

Don’t fail to find out what was behind John Hulen’s terrific hatred of all cattlemen, why he despised them so! And you’ll get the surprise of your life when you discover who the villain is! Hulen? A cattlemen? A Border bandit? We’re keeping mum, but the answer lies in THE BIG BEND FEUD in the next issue of TEXAS RANGERS! Look forward to the humdinger of a yarn packed with action surprises!

Well, you asked for it—so hang on to your chairs, folks! Yessir, the one and only Doc Swap will be back with you in the next issue.
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of TEXAS RANGERS! How do you like that? We've had so many letters and cards asking, nearly pleading, that we bring the old swapper back, that we just couldn't keep him away from the magazine any longer. And what do you think?—Sheriff MacLoyd has acquired himself a bull fiddle! You know what any new possession of the sheriff's does to Swapper. You're right—Doc Swap must get his hands on it!

Meet your old pal again in DOC SWAP AND THE CRYSTAL BALL by Ben Frank! It finds the chubby-cheeked, whiskery old gent at his best! In the next issue of this magazine!

Beside this, the next issue of TEXAS RANGERS will have its usual quota of cracking short stories and interesting feature articles. Be on hand for a feast of good reading.

OUR MAIL BAG

WELL, folks, New York's a big city and it takes a lot of postmen to deliver the mail. But Uncle Sam's never too short of mailmen to keep your letters and postcards from rolling into this office. Secretly, we like it. When we dump the old mail bag upside down it's always with a feeling of anticipation. We sure like to hear from readers from different parts of the country—and from other countries, too! Let's see whom we've heard from this issue:

I have been reading Texas Rangers magazine for six years and still enjoy it very much. I also read Long Sam Littlejohn, but I have missed Doc Swap. Please get Doc Swap back in the magazine, because I enjoyed him very much and I know many other readers did, too. Please renew old Doc Swap.—Bob Sklenar, Omaha, Nebraska.

I have just finished reading the story "The Wire War", and I'm glad to see Jim back in his way of doing things. Please continue ... and you will always have a top-ranking magazine. I think Long Sam Littlejohn is very good, but couldn't we have a Doc Swap story, just so we won't forget him?—Grace Wallace, New Liskeard, Ontario, Canada.

"The Rimrock Raiders" ... truly it was the best story I've read in a long time. Texas Rangers is the grandest magazine I've ever run across. And I like Jim Hatfield better when he is by himself. I'll always keep reading Texas Rangers because I like it too well to drop it.—Judy Chi-sam, Gainesville, Mo.
Have just finished "The Wire War" by Jackson Cole and thought it was swell. I also enjoy the true stories about Famous Texas Rangers, by Harold Preece, and hope there are many more of them. Why not have Jim Hatfield meet up with the Rio Kid or the Masked Rider? They'd certainly put an end to any outlaw band they went up against.—Walt Misiewicz, Mt. Pleasant, Penna.

I have been reading Texas Rangers for several years and I find the Hatfield stories very interesting. I also like the Long Sam Littlejohn stories. I'll continue to read Texas Rangers as long as you write good stories, like you have been writing. So here's hoping you will keep the good stories coming my way.—Frank G. Green, Cambridge, Virginia.

I am writing to tell you how much I enjoy reading Texas Rangers. It is a swell magazine! I especially enjoy the Jim Hatfield story. The other stories are good, too. The Frontier Post, by Captain Starr, is very interesting for someone who doesn't get to travel and likes to learn about states and all.—Edna Yoken Lane, Middletown, Delaware.

I've read a good number of magazines, but I always come back to Texas Rangers. I haven't read a Jim Hatfield story yet that didn't have plenty of action in it. More so than any other mag. Jackson Cole certainly knows Texas! ... I like to read fact stories better than I do fiction tales or yarns. I like those famous Texas Rangers fact stories by Harold Preece. Please tell him to keep up the good work. He's doing a grand job.—William R. McComb, Jonesville, Virginia.

What's happened to old man Jackson Cole? Is he getting old, or is he in love? Why can't he write like he used to? He wrote some of the best Western stories I have ever read. If you want to make a love story out of Texas Rangers, why don't you do so? I like the old Jim Hatfield, not the new one. Let's have the old Jim back again.—Jack Hambrick, Eastman, Georgia.

The short story "Texca", in the March issue of Texas Rangers, I liked very much, as I am very fond of horses. But I didn't like the way it ended. I wanted to know more about Ramon and Juana, as I liked them as well as the horse. So, come on with some more good stories.—Mrs. J. A. Markem, Bragg City, Mo.

I have read many Western books, but I find

---
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Texas Rangers is the best book that can be bought. Keep up the good work until the round-up of time.—Sarah E. Niblett, Salisbury, Maryland.

Sorry, but we'll have to pull the drawer string on the mail bag until the next issue. But we would like to point out again, particularly to those who have asked about Doc Swap, that the lovable old rascal will positively be with us again in the next issue of TEXAS RANGERS. We hope you enjoy him as much in the future as you have in the past.

We want to thank you again for all the nice correspondence you've sent us, and hope you'll continue to pen us your thoughts. Kindly address your mail to The Editor, TEXAS RANGERS, 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, New York. A postcard will do as well as a sealed letter and both compliments and criticisms are appreciated. So long, pals, until the next time—and thanks for being with us!

—THE EDITOR.

THIRSTY HORSE

(Concluded from page 80)

part of the country and Hunter is not one of them. He's the stage robber. The fellow who wouldn't even bother to water a tired and thirsty horse—like the bay there?"

"Looks like I've got to down you both to keep you quiet," snarled Hunter, aiming the gun at MacDonald.

MacDonald moved the pan so that it reflected the sunlight directly into the stocky man's eyes, blinding him for the moment. Then MacDonald grabbed up the frying pan and threw it. His aim was good. The pan hit Hunter squarely in the head and he dropped, completely knocked out.

Boland had his gun out, covering the man on the ground, but it wasn't needed. The rancher smiled at MacDonald. "You said that frying pan would stand a lot of rough usage," Boland said. "And you were right. If you'll come to the ranch with me after we turn this stage robber over to the law, I'll buy all the supplies you have with you, MacDonald."

"Hear that, Bruce?" said MacDonald glancing at the burro. "What do you think about that?"

Bruce brayed loudly, and MacDonald laughed with delight, a joyous sound in the hot summer air.
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